PART 9.
INVENTIONS.

1:

No matter whom the inventor was or is or will be the same rules apply regardless that triggers
have to stimulate the subconscious to create the concept; once this takes place the subconscious
goes to town in search of data in its banks and if such can be found will transfer this to the
conscious brain that then will give you a copy of that data as a dream.

2:

What you do with that information is left to you to either accept it or trash it which is what most
people do is to Trash it.

3:

Why do they trash it?
Main reasons is the embarrassment of their friends laughing at them; insulting them, mocking
them which they feel to be cast outs from human society

4:

Strange but true there have been dreams which have changed our knowledge base and therefore
aided others to create the tomorrows which we are enjoying today.
To them we owe our gratitude for their devotion against all odds and won where others would
dare not go.

5:

Prof. Searl has spent his life time in their world, experiencing their suffering, their insults. And is
honoured to be one of them, to know and understand what they had to endure from expert idiots.

6:

My task is to create a better world for all creatures great and small regardless and to be able to
undertake such a task a very great amount of hands on experience was required to which he gave
both time and effort to acquire such skills regardless of threats and insults along the way which
included fights, gang war was common at Sulham Land, Pangborne.

7:

Because the last fight brought the police into action: I was given the house in Mortimer to get
away from that group.

8:

That is why I end up living in Mortimer, but it was a far better house then I had near Pangborne.
But the neighbour was no different to the gang we moved from.

9:

At this address my neighbours have been wonderful, and when I move I will miss them for the
second time in my life I will miss them, the first time was my landlady in Turnpike Lane area.
London. She was excited about the experiments which I did in electricity.
1.

10:

For the commercial flight operations much legal requirements are in force that was in operation
before the Inverse Gravity Vehicle.
The task before me is to define how these rules of the air can fit in with this new approach to
flight. The less change in the rules that are required needed for the operation of the Inverse
Gravity Vehicle the better chances of it being accepted into the system of flight.

11:

To that end I shall attempt to show you how I have approached this problem of operation which
will be the first section covered in this part of this book on INVENTIONS.

12:

Now the question of my health as an update on progress:
Wednesday 22nd August 2007: Dr Terry Moore arrived at 0748 hours to collect me and took me to
the Royal Free Hospital for assessment for pending operation. Three blood samples taken for lab
tests. And for the first time all patients that require an operation now have to be tested for MSR
which I had to be tested for.
This function is to take a swab sample from the nostrils and another from the groin for the lab; the
results of that test I not yet been informed of.
The blood pressure was high, nothing new there and the heart rate was high; to these problems I
was given drugs to lower them before the operation which has been booked for September 7th
2007 at 0800 hours.

13:

So medication Metoprolol Tartrate Tablets were one of the drugs supplied which are used in the
manage high blood pressure, angina pectoris and heart beat irregularities which in my case my
heart thinks it’s a band conductor playing a tune which surely is a rock and roll tune. This can also
be given after a heart attack.
It can also be used to prevent recurrent migraines and treat hyperthyroidism (an overactive
thyroid gland) one could experience some after effects but claims these will disappear after a
short time interval. Too early for me to comment on how feel from taking them.
These are class as beta blocker.

14:

Another drug issued me was Trangina XL 60mg Tablets (Isosorbide mononitrate).
This is a group of medicines called nitrate vasodilators. That supposed to relax the muscle layer in
the blood vessel wall of the heart. This is claimed reduces the strain on the heart by making it
easier to pump blood and for the prevention of angina (chest pain which is one of my main
problems to cope with)

15:

I will just add one more of the number of drugs I have to consume through each day:
Plavix Clopidogrel: Clopidogrel belongs to a group of medicines called antiplatelet medicinal
products. Platelets are very small structures, smaller than red or white blood cells, which clamp
together during blood clotting.
By preventing this clamping, antiplatelet reduce the chances of blood clots forming (a process
called thrombosis).

!6:

I shall now attempt to rewrite my first legal document of the past as its missing.
2.
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17:

AT THE FRONTIERS OF SCIENCE.
This company termed Searl International Space Research Consortium World Wide shall be
devoted to SPACE PROJECT WANDERER and all forms of flight – either in space or the
atmosphere – either as passenger or freight – even in pure research above the Earth’s atmosphere
– in all forms of motivation – space, air, land, rail or sea.
In power: for the home and including industry and commercial requirements.
Through my journals to promotion of interest in the inventions, discoveries, and applications to
space travel.
Their theories: of operation, and technology, and social impact.

18:

HYPOTHESIS 1.
Is it humanly possible for man to travel faster, cheaper, and safeter, than by
rocket?
Most definitely YES.
But there is nothing that can be done to examine any such process until some ingenious person
first thinks it up.

19:

SPACE PROJECT WANDERER.
For man to travel in space ……

He must cooperate with the forces of Nature, Gravity, and Electromagnetism.
These invisible forces give noise free, heat free, vibration free, and inertia free flight.
20:

Such invisible forces are available everywhere – waiting for man to understand them – and devote
them for his / her use in all fields of power – in his / her place of employment – in his / her home –
for his / her means to reach his / her place of employment – and return safely home again.

21:

Such power coming off production lines would be many times cheaper than that of any other form
of power, now coming off production lines.

22:

I can only present to you in print the way I feel – how I think and what I know – to expand this
domain of knowledge – finance must continue to be received if progress is to show.

23:

I deeply thank all those managers – representatives from many walks of engineering disciplines –
who have either called here or invited me to their factories to discuss my need – and to all those
that went out of their way to produce a component to meet my research needs – also my sincere
THANKS to the British Government who indirectly supplied much of my present day knowledge
from their own laboratories.

24:

I also THANK all the general public – who have placed their faith in my work and backed it with
finance, whenever they can afford it.
4.

25:

To them they have been the heart of my efforts – and they shall never be forgotten.

26:

The future is yours – you must decide what the future should hold.

27:

Your way ahead lies in a Y turn – one is FREE ENERGY the other is costly power and shortage –
the choice is yours and yours alone.

5.
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CRITERION:

LANDING GUIDANCE TECHNOLOGY AIR / SPACE.

Space Project WANDERER Landing Guidance demands reliability and integrity.
Dual – redundant ground equipment for this microwave
Scanning Beam System and full subsystem
Are required to support safe “deadstick” landings.
Of STARSHIP EXPLORER / or any other InverseGravityVehicle
Projects – in the event of Human and or component
Malfunction – and in the cases of unmanned flights….
By Prof. J. R. R. Searl.
Manned Flight Division.
SPACE PROJECT WANDERER PROGRAM.
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1:

The SPACE PROJECT SWALLOW PROGRAM, face with a need for sophisticated Landing
Guidance, selection of a proven technology and an established Scanning Beam Microwave
System for this contact.
6.

Of course, a specialized development programme such as the STARSHIP EXPLORER is free
from the constraints of multioperator application; there is little or no inherent need for the
Landing Guidance, for example, to conform or to be compatible with the Landing Guidance of
any other vehicle.
Consequently the SEARL INTERENATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM UK
(SISRCWW) is free to choose any technology that will efficiently and singularly provide the
means to accomplish the unique mission requirement.
Bearing in mind that STARSHIP EXPLORER or any other vehicle of this class, could operate
within any branch of airline operation now in use.
Therefore, considerations of normal operation – Landing Guidance technology now in use – must
be included at this time – for normal airport operation. I shall take a look at this section later in
this report.
2:

PRELIMINARY DATA.
A:

The selected system for SPACE PROJECT WANDERER PROGRAM is the
MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING SYSTEM (MSBLS).

B:

VEHICLE CLASS is the INVERSEGRAVITYVEHICLE (I.G.V).

C:

The number of I.G.V. to be built in the foreseeable future is extremely small unless
airlines decide to switch to this new technology soon.
At this time the locations, at which it will be possible for the I.G.V’s to land will be
limited to a few dedicated private land owners.
Nevertheless, they will, land with the characteristics remarkably similar to those of a
large turbojet transport aeroplanes – or helicopters, even if power fails – they will land
without the general reaction of an aircraft crash.

D:

Under a normal power condition of landing – I.G.V. will perform the touchdown – with
a sink rate to that of a helicopter.
On the other hand under a ‘no power’ condition – expected landing speeds will be about
170 knots and sink rate at touch down will be a little over two feet per second, with an
expected ½ degree flare angle at touch down is characteristic of conventional jet
aircraft.
Immediately before final flare the I.G.V. will be following a 3 degree glide path on
approach.

E:

Conventional performance will actually take place only during the last few seconds of
flight.
Prior to that, the I.G.V. approach is anything but conventional,

F:

Upon reentry into the Earth’s atmosphere the STARSHIP EXPLORER will navigate by
means of TACAN to a terminal area.
7.

This is a defined surface in space used to deliver the I.G.V. to the proper runway
alignment at a predetermined altitude and speed for both crew and ground control.

INVERSEGRAVITYVEHICLE EMERGENCY CRASH LANDINGS.
Initial glide angle for the STARSHIP EXPLORER or other Vehicle of this class landing
on deadstick conditions will vary from 210 to 24 0, depending on gross weight, winds and
other considerations.
Transition to glide angle of 30 occurs at 1,900 feet in altitude.
If landing legs are workable, these are lowered at 500 feet and the runway threshold is
crossed at 60 feet altitude; touch down is 2,500 feet beyond.
If no malfunctions are present, crew or ground control land Disc as per helicopter
techniques.
G:

When guidance is switched to the MSBLS, the I.G.V. is at about 10,000 feet altitude
level and descending on a 21 to 24 degree glide path.
During this time the fire ball appearance will die down.
The transition to the normal 3 degree glide path starts at about 1,900 feet.

H:

This final normal performance determined the characteristics for the selected
Microwave Landing Guidance System.
It should not prove surprising that the proper solution for providing radio guidance to a
runway, along a shallow grazing angle to the Earth, would take the geometry of a
classic landing system.
8.

I:

Angular measurement provides the continuously improving special accuracy required
for a touch down on the runway centre line – or landing apron – when operation of
landing is carried out by the crew under manual control – or under ground / sensor
apron control system.
Longitudinal precision is also needed to allow the required roll out when landing under
ground control – or for stacking when crew manual control system is used.

J:

It was, in FACT, the difficulty of producing precise radio guidance at low grazing
angles to the Earth that originally fostered the development of scanning beam landing
systems over 40 years ago.

Control Tower on top of such a structure building houses mass of
equipment for deep space missions – landing for I.G.V.s require no
runways – thus deserts’ could be used.

The future to be and one of my backroom members who works to help this
objective to be achieve my sincere thanks for his devoted effort. You have
seen some of his labour on this site and more will be seen.
9.

3:

MSBLS design concept.
A:

The landing guidance, consisting of a localizer, a glide path and a DME extends
outward from the runway or apron – at least ten miles, and covers all possible operating
altitudes in that range.
All the inatmosphere navigation requirements for the STARSHIP EXPLORER / or any
other I.G.V. are met with the MSBLS, TACAN, and a radio altimeter for final flare
guidance.
The outputs of these three radio systems, all in combination with inertial smoothing, are
fed to an onboard digital computer system to provide the STARSHIP EXPLORER or
I.G.V. with flight control signals.

B:

The MSBLS is the primary guidance mode from 10,000 feet altitude through runway
roll out – when under ground control for crash conditions – or for apron roll out for
crew manual helicopter landing on apron.
Precise vertical and horizontal angle information is provided in a section 30 degrees
wide, by 30 degrees high.
The position of the I.G.V. in relation to the runway or apron is computed from polar
coordinates.

C:

In the elevation plane, the origin is at the glide path transmitter and in the horizontal
plane at the localizer transmitter.
The origin of distance information is at the localizer station, making that parameter
available through out the roll out.
However, distance zero can be set at the planned touch down point which is on the
runway – or apron, about 2,500 feet from the threshold.

D:

Under fault conditions within the approaching I.G.V. ground control shall take over
approach and landing operations – the required track of the I.G.V. is therefore based on
the need to terminate the flight in a small touch down “foot print”.
This applies more to conditions of malfunction of the craft’s landing legs.
In the case, where no malfunction of landing legs expected foot print will be about an
inch or so – slip movement of the foot of each leg has been accounted for in design –
using the best nonslip pile material, to pad the foot – and to protect their contained
sensors for pressure contact – to crew data equipment – to confirm to crew that the leg
in operation is firmly on the ground – carrying its load in safety.
Acceptable Velocity is approximately 170 knots at touch down (without craft landing
gear in use)
The sink rate of 150 feet per minute is comfortable for the vehicle and its occupants.

E:

The initial landing condition, when MSBLS guidance commences at the 10,000 foot
level, is a Velocity of approximately 290 to a descending angular path of 21 – 24 degrees
10.

This results in a sink rate of over 10,000 feet per minute.
Thus, the track must be precisely flown to bleed off the kinetic energy around the Disc –
or the final conditions will not be met.
F:

Which ever mode of landing (senor – manual – ground control) – the solution for the
proper track is made in the onboard computers.
The MSBLS is the source of position, in relation to the touch down point, and updates
of the position are made through out the approach and landing.
Deviation from the optimum track in three dimensions is sensed at a 5 times per second
rate and corrections are fed to the flight control system.

G:

The scanning beam equipment that will perform these functions incorporates ground
stations that originate the localizer and DME interrogations.
The airborne set receives and decodes the ground transmitted signals, interrogates the
ground DME equipment and decodes and out put information in the form of an azimuth
angle, an elevation angle and distance.
These parameters are in digital format for direct input to the I.G.V. onboard computers.

4:

RELIABILITY / INTEGRITY MANDATORY.
A:

A major feature of this new airborne and ground hard ware will be the high level of
reliability and integrity required to provide certainty of guidance mandated by the
“DEADSTICK” runway landing of STARSHIP EXPLORER or any other I.G.V.
project with manual malfunction conditions or sick crew / or unmanned run projects.
Consequently, there will be a high level of system redundancy.

B:

The system monitoring concept will be at least as complete as those used in civil air
transport operations.
The design concept of Prof. Searl calls for dual redundancy on the ground and triple
redundancy in the air.

C:

Both sets of ground equipment will operate at the same time.
The primary equipment will be radiating from its antennas while the secondary or
standby equipment will be radiating in to a “DUMMY” load.
All antennas will be scanning during operations so that should a fault occur switch over
will be instantaneous during operation from dummy load to antenna.

D:

The monitoring regime includes internal equipment monitoring as well as field
monitors.
The internal monitors check the electronic performance of the system up to the
waveguides leading to the antenna.
11.

The final check of integrity of the system is provided by the field monitors which will be
triple redundant.
E:

Prof. Searl design philosophy calls for precise satisfaction of two of the three field
monitors for each function, thus obviating a declaration of a fault due to a monitor
malfunction.

F:

The DME transponder, located at the localizer station will also be monitored through
the use of active units that will interrogate and receive replies.
Uninterruptible power sources from the SEARL EFFECT GENERATOR (S.E.G.) will
be supplied with the equipment.

G:

5:

The standard of performance expected of the STARSHIP EXPLORER or any other
I.G.V. operations programmes using this landing system – will exceed the requirements
of a Category III civil air transport landing system.

RAIN ATTENUATION CONSIDERED.
A:

The I.G.V. landing system will operate in the frequency band of 15.4 to 15.7 GHz
(depending that this is still open at the time of required use).
This is a rain absorption band wherein the presence of water along the path reduces the
signal strength at the receiver as a function of the rain density and path length.

Microwave landing system installations for the STARSHIP EXPLORER
includes: (1) Collocated azimuth / DME sites.
(2) The elevation sites.
12.

The runway is fully equipped for bidirectional approaches.
B:

While there is fairly accurate information on the degree of attenuation for a known rain
condition, there is little of a quantitative nature to identify the average amount of
rainfall found along a path of some 10 to 20 miles in length.
It is highly unlikely, however, that the rainfall will be uniform over that path.

C:

The SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM (S.I.S.R.C.)
Microwave Landing System design requirement must be based upon a worst possible
rain condition of 80 mm per hour over a 20 mile path.
There is no evidence that such rainfall has ever occurred.
A reasonable worst case rain model is more difficult to hypothesize, therefore, at this
stage of writing; I feel that none should be presented here.

6:

D:

Let it suffice to say, that to my knowledge to date – that in the many years of flying by
three states using similar systems on a worldwide operational basis there has yet to
have been a reported case where landing guidance was not provided along the desired
path.

E:

No problem from rain attenuation can be foreseen at this time / nor can be expected in
the STARSHIP EXPLORER landing operation / or in any other I.G.V. landing
operations.

F:

The STARSHIP EXPLORER landing guidance system is to be my candidate for
standardization for the SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH
CONSORTIUM throughout the world – at all landing bases in the future of the
company – and will be employed on all I.G.V.s as a primary system.

LANDING GUIDANCE – I.G.V’S – NORMAL AIRLINE OPERATIONS.
A:

As the I.G.V. can be operated on full flight programmes – within present day airline
operations – without the need of crews, or the use of one person to handle any possible
malfunction of equipment on the craft where double or triple redundancy is not
employed on the craft.
Landing guidance systems for airports are being study outside that already mentioned
here in this issue.

B:

Out of five new systems concepts to date proposed for future use by airlines.
13.

The one that so far interest Prof. Searl is a nonvisual precision approach and landing
guidance system whose design is based on use of airderived guidance data from
simplified equipment, particularly the avionic subsystems.
C:

The system that appeals to Prof. Searl at this time of writing is called INTERSCAN.

D:

During many study periods of present day standards of instrument landing systems
(ILS) would continue to serve civil aviation for many years to come it has basic
limitations.
I appreciate that the velocity of the I.G.V. would place this type of equipment behind in
technology approach to problems involved.
I therefore, am looking for a system to study that would meet not only the I.G.V.
requirements, but that of normal aircraft now in use.
That the system; will add new knowledge to our banks of data.
I am also determined that the system used within the I.G.V. complex shall do the
following:

7:

(i)

Comply with the ICAO operational requirements – wherever possible;

(ii)

Be responsive to the environment (e.g. provide safe operation in high rainfall
rates);

(iii)

Minimize sitting requirements;

(iv)

Exhibit such basic features as modular construction permitting expansion as
required up to the maximum capabilities of the system simplicity and intrinsic
integrity reinforced by effective monitoring;

(v)

Minimize maintenance requirements.

DESIGN RATIONALE.
A:

In the preliminary studies that preceded the formulation of the basic INTERSCAN
concepts, the various avenues pursued – I carefully examined in conjunction with the
material developed, the time – reference scanning beam technique, using electronically
scanned antennas, appeared to have four fundamental advantages.

B:

Firstly, the total system performance is largely determined by the ground equipment
which can thus be matched to specific airport sites and requirements and can later be
updated without changing the airborne equipment.

C:

Secondly, the approach offered simplicity of equipment, particularly the airborne
subsystems.

D:

Thirdly, a high rate of guidance information could be transmitted from the ground
equipment.

E:

Finally, the concept assured economy of bandwidth.
14.

F:

Antennas available at the start of my study were not attractive for my I.G.V.
implementation, particularly if planar beams were to be generated.
Such beams have a number of attributes, including the fact that planar azimuth beams
provide azimuth angles to an aircraft or an I.G.V. that are independent of aircraft or
I.G.V. elevation.

Figure 1. Part the proposed INTERSCAN ground system, for the I.G.V.
airline operations – this missed approach azimuth antennae which I am
studying the results of a test programme now operating to evaluate the
system.
When this programme is completed, the results will be released.
G:

Studies carried out has resulted in the development of a new antenna, which was
inspired by past radio astronomy research, enabling the advantages of a timereference
scanning beam system to be realised.
This antenna is simple in concept – this is why I like the main concept and construction
and it generates an intrinsically planar beam that can be scanned by a simple electronic
switching technique.

H:

The INTERSCAN antennas for radiating azimuth and elevation guidance are based on
cylindrical optics.
A position of a fixed cylindrical reflector is illuminated by a feed to produce a collimated
secondary beam.

I:

The elements of the feed are arranged in a circular arc, concentric with the reflector, as
shown in Figure 2 on the next page.
15.

Figure 2.
Diagram of reflector and feed systems
shows means of producing scanning
planar beams.

The secondary beam can therefore be scanned by causing the excitation of the feed to
move around the arc.

Figure 3.

AZIMUTH ON EXTENDED CENTRE LINE.

Diagram showing method of scan with the addition of slant range provided by
associated DME, an aircraft as well as the I.G.V. can fix position anywhere within
coverage volume.
The motion is produced electronically – at each instant, a group of four feed elements is
excited and, by solidstate switching of the power progressively from element, to element,
the excitation appears to move continuously around the feed arc.
Thus a scanning secondary beam is produced.
J:

This antenna generates planar beams throughout the scan range because of the system
(inherent cylindrical symmetry of).
Since all beams pass through the centre of curvature, a small antenna at this point can
16.

Monitor the radiated signal as the beam scans.
K:

The fixed reflector can be manufactured and maintained with tolerance which more
than satisfies the required accuracy of the angle guidance.
Deflections due to wind and thermal loading can easily be reduced to acceptable limits
by appropriate structural design.

ELEVATION VIEW OF ELEVATION BEAM.

Figure 3.
L:

Principle of the INTERSCAN scanningbeam guidance
system.

The operation of the system during the scanning cycle is illustrated in Figure 3.
A vertical planar beam generated by the azimuth antenna provides vertical coverage up
to 30 degrees and is approximately one degree wide in the plane of scan.
This beam is scanned rapidly “to” and “fro” in azimuth.

M:

Similarly, the elevation antenna generates a planar beam wide enough in the horizontal
plane to match the azimuth coverage; it also is approximately one degree wide, but in
the vertical plane, and it is scanned “to” and “fro” within the elevation coverage of 0 to
30 degrees.

N:

The azimuth and elevation angle information provided by these two beams is combined
in the I.G.V. or aircraft with distance information from the distance measuring
equipment (DME), thus determining the I.G.V. / AIRCRAFT position in space.

O:

Angular position information is transmitted by scanning the planar beam at a precise
rate.
The beam is scanned uniformly from an initial angular position at one extremity of scan
to the final angle at the other extremity and then back again to the initial position, thus
producing the “to” and “fro” scan.

P:

A I.G.V. or aircraft within the coverage sector receives a “to” pulse followed by a “fro”
17.

Pulse.
The time interval between the two pulses is linearly related to the angular position of the
receiving point – in this case, the I.G.V. or aircraft.
Q:

This beam is the essential time reference system on which INTERSCAN is based.
The SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM UK – MANNED
FLIGHT DIVISION – I.G.V. OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS DEMANDS.
The angular position of the I.G.V. or aircraft is uniquely determined by the simple
measurement of the time interval between each of the two pulse pairs received.
No additional encoding of the beam is needed to provide neither angle information nor
are any additional reference signals required.

R:

The bandwidth of the angular guidance information is only that required to pass the
“to” and “fro” pulses.
Even when a number of guidance functions (azimuth, elevation, etc.) are transmitted in
time sequence at update rates of 20 per second, the bandwidth required may be less than
100 KHz, wide frequency tolerances can be accommodated and channel capacity can
exceed the ICAO requirements.

S:

Multipath interference can occur in navigation systems when the guidance signal
received at the I.G.V. or aircraft is contaminated by components which have been
reflected from local terrain or obstacles such as airport buildings and taxing aircraft or
I.G.V. liftoff.

T:

The scanning beam system to be used by the SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE
RESEARCH CONSORTIUM UK – MANNED FLIGHT DIVISION – must be free as
far as humanly possible, of this type of interference.
This is why the SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM UK,
select the choice of INTERSCAN which minimises this form of interference by
transmitting the guidance as a rapidly scanning narrow band beam with coverage that
can be adjusted to suit difficult airport sites.
Thus, the narrow beam being received at the I.G.V. or aircraft is unlikely to be
illuminating any reflecting objects.
However, if this does occur, the high scan rate (and thus the high rate of transmission
of guidance information) allows the interference effects to be minimised by averaging.

U:

The INTERSCAN flare guidance subsystem provides ground referenced height
contours for such guidance without needing DME information.
The use of a single subsystem enables accuracy and integrity requirements to be meet
easily.

NOTE:

this report may vary a bit to the last four reprints due to added pictures and terms
updated to that now in use.
18.

The arrangement of the flare subsystem is
illustrated in Figure 4, where a planar beam is
scanned “to” and “fro” about an axis parallel to
the runway centre line for aircraft and landing pad
(apron) for I.G.V.
Since the distance of the antenna from the runway
or apron centre line is fixed, the height of the
I.G.V. or aircraft above the runway / apron is a
simple function of the elevation angle defined by
the flare antenna.
This antenna usually would be sited at distance
from 100 to 200 metres from the runway / apron
centre line in an area adjacent to the touch down
region.
V:

Figure 4.
W:

Arrangement employed for the flare guidance subsystem.

The flare antenna could be similar to the planar elevation antenna previously described
but located so that its scan axis is parallel to the runway / apron centre line.
However, to obtain very wide azimuth coverage, a different antenna will have to be
developed.

X:

I feel that a suitable choice would be that which consists of an array of radiating
elements arranged around a circular arc, the axis of which is parallel to the runway /
apron.
Scanning is achieved with the same technique used in the feed system of the other angle
subsystems.
This produces a radiating source which moves “to” and “fro” round the arc.

Y:

The I.G.V. or aircraft receives long “to” and”fro” pulses in which the carrier frequency
changes continuously from a high to a low value.
The “to” pulse is delayed in the receiver processor and correlated with the “fro” pulse.
The time delay required for maximum correlation is a measure of the angle from the
antenna and hence the height above the runway or apron.

8:

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION.
A:

INTERSCAN has been designed specifically to meet the ICAO OPERATIONAL
REQUIREMENTS and as such is aimed at providing, on a modular basis, wide sectors
of precision guidance information in the approach and missed approach regions.

B:

The complete system consists of six subsystems providing the following guidance
19.

Functions:
(i)

Azimuth A – approach guidance in azimuth.

(ii)

Azimuth B – missed approach and takeoff guidance in azimuth.

(iii)

Elevation A – approach guidance in elevation.

(iv)

Elevation B – missed approach guidance in elevation.
This is not a firm ICAO requirement.
But this is a firm requirement of the:
SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM UK.

C:

All subsystems are independent; one or more may be omitted from a particular airport
installation while still retaining the full capability of those which are installed similarly,
the airborne equipment can be provided on a modular basis; a simple airborne
installation might be equipped to receive only azimuth A and elevation A, where an
I.G.V. or aircraft was operating on short hauls or local runs.
While other I.G.V.s or aircraft on medium or long haul, or space missions would carry a
maximum capability airborne system would receive all the guidance functions.
I.G.V.’s operating on unmanned modes either in passengers or freight or both must be
fully equipped with all six guidance systems.

D:

Figure 5.

Simplified plan view of INTERSCAN subsystems location
about an airport runway centre line.

The layout of the INTERSCAN subsystems for a typical airport is shown in Figure 5.
Azimuth A is located beyond the stop end of the runway or apron and the azimuth B at
the threshold end.
The system now being developed provides for an azimuth A coverage of 60 degrees
either side of the runway or apron centre line and an azimuth B coverage of 20 degrees
either side of the centre line increased coverage for the latter can be provided by
modular additions as required.
E:

The layout also shows the “splitazimuth” option which is being developed.
In this case, the normal azimuth A subsystem located on the extended runway or apron
centre line can be replaced by two antenna systems symmetrically located about the
20.

Runway or apron centre line.
This capability is particularly valuable in many cases where it is difficult to locate the
azimuth subsystem on the extended runway or apron centre line.
The elevation subsystem is located beside the runway or apron about 300 feet from the
threshold.
F:

Many Alternative sitting arrangements are possible to suit varying requirements.
In some cases, such as I.G.V.’s or heliports only, the system may have azimuth and
elevation subsystems only and these could be colocated.

9:

SIGNAL FORMAT.
A:

INTERSCAN operates entirely in CBand – 5000 – 5250 MHz, and provides initially
200 channels of complete guidance information.
Azimuth, elevation and flare guidance are radiated in each of the channels located in
onehalf of the band while the other half of the band can be used for 200 CBand DME
channels.
Additional channels can be provided for angle guidance because of the small bandwidth
needed for each channel of a timereference system.

B:

The five angle guidance functions of INTERSCAN can be radiated in either a time or
frequency multiplexed signal format, or a combination of both, but a frequency
multiplexed format, where each subsystem is radiated on a separate subchannel, has
been used for the prototype to reduce the development time needed to demonstrate the
system performance, by the developers.
A time multiplexed format has the advantage of occupying a smaller bandwidth for each
channel and is the basis of an ongoing programme to investigate various signal formats.

C:

In the signal format being used for the first demonstration system installed at
Melbourne airport, which I have had the pleasure of landing there and takingoff from
there, the five angle guidance functions – azimuth A and B, elevation A and B, and flare
are radiated on separate subchannels within the channel.
The complete cycle, of functions is transmitted in a 50millisecond period for azimuth
and flare and a 25millisecond period for elevation, resulting in the azimuth and flare
guidance information being transmitted 20 times per second and elevation 40 times per
second.

D:

All guidance subsystems transmit additional data such as runway or apron and
aerodrome identification, systems status and meteorological information.
This will apply to all the SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH
CONSORTIUM flight operations.

E:

The basic angular information radiated by the azimuth and elevation subsystems
provides guidance information for straightin approaches and departures at a variety
21.

Of angles within the coverage volume.
Curved and segmented approaches require the addition of distance information to give
complete position and the capability in the aircraft or I.G.V. to compute the track
guidance to fly the selected curved flight path.
F:

The SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM – MANNED
FLIGHT DIVISION accepts in logic terms that future flight business as a whole will
have, to accept the FACT that the need for uncrewed vehicles will become a must to
operate economically within any form of flight business or the interference of human
beings in ways of strikes or go slow action or even to protect the contents of goods:
Such as gold Au 79 or radioactive materials or V.I.P’s being transported to special
meetings or prisoner transfers to jails far apart
being conveyed by the company against kidnapping or highjacked actions or wilful
damage to vehicle structural complex internal or externally to cause the vehicle to
change route or prevent its departure must now be viewed in present day light on past
FACTS that vehicles that do not used manned crews have a place that is urgent in
airline operations and businesses that today do not yet use their own flight vehicles that
would greatly benefit from doing so, are the Post Office and Banks and even the Police
Department dealing with these problems will be dealt with in due time.
This urgency felt by me makes all forms of guidance for automatic landings / flight
paths etc shall be considered in great depth to find the correct answer to these needs.

G:

At this time I am interested by two type of DME which are being evaluated in the
INTERSCAN development to provide distance information.
One is a new type of DME operating in CBAND but on separate channels from the
angle measuring system and thus independent of all the angles subsystems.
The other is an LBAND DME which is aimed at being compatible with the ICAO
standard DME but with upgrade ground and airborne equipment to improve the
accuracy.

10:

PROGRAMME OF DEVELOPMENT.
A:

All the above reference in my acceptance of this class of technical advancement to be
used within my programme is in fact based on the following details:
(i)

During Phase 1 of the project, which was carried out during 1972 and early
1973, ICAO requirements for the new guidance system were analyzed and the
new concepts verified.
By early 1973, the analytical and experimental work had reached the stage where
the feasibility of the system had been established and a decision was made to
proceed into Phase 11.

(ii)

Phase 11 of the project includes the design and manufacture of a complete
INTERSCAN system and its installation at MELBOURNE airport, followed by
22.

This second phase began in mid 1973 with the design and manufacture of
equipment in a range of ground and airborne modules.
(ii)

Amalgamated Wireless (A/Asia) Ltd is the prime contractor for Phase 11 work in
association with several Australian subcontractors.
The industry design and manufacturing effort is being supported by an active
research programme carried out by the Radiophysics Division of CSIRO.

11:

I shall close this discussion at this point which shows clearly that many people are needed to
create the world ready for the S.E.T. to function as part of our new world of tomorrow.

It takes a lot of equipment to create good films vision and audio wise and many people to invent
them to record everything that my team and I undertake – the hardship and the joys we share.
The cost increases each day it takes to achieve that success we seek to create a better world for
all mankind regardless.
SPACE PROJECT WANDERER uses a slender Disc as its carrier; a new concept in space and
atmospheric vehicle design. A technique which is being developed to accommodate an advance
drive complex. The nature of which having determined the shape and limiting structure criteria
of the vehicle.

It takes a team effort to create the tomorrow world; which is now under
construction – requires good men and women whose heart are really to see a new
tomorrow for the children of tomorrow – that they will have a future to look
forward too. Having to rebuy equipment that was stolen cost far more today.
28:

This is just one of a million things I need to know to design the I.G.V. for deep space missions. It
is clear from what I have seen from these experts on the web they need to return back to school
and study basic science to which they appear to be in short supply of.

29:

I shall now continue with your argument that my technology breaks all the laws of physics.
23.
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The scientific world has down credit the Searl Effect Generator as impossible because it breaks all
the laws of physics – yet so far in this report that been investigated no laws has yet been broken –
except the experts pride.
I shall continue this investigation; so we all can witness if it does break any laws – after all – I never
made those laws, Sir Isaac did.
The Searl Effect Generator demands reliability and integrity.
The Searl Effect Generator is a new concept in
clean energy technology. A technique which is
being redeveloped to create a nonpollution
status upon planet Earth as it does not burn fuel
at its input stage.
Design to meet all earthly needs in energy road
– rail – air – space – home – factories –
hospitals.

There is nothing impossible except that the state of your mind makes it so – everything
made by man was impossible so claim the experts – how strange these things are in common
use today by millions!
24.

By Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
Chairman: UK Division.
Clean Energy Research and Development.
Mortimer – Berkshire – England.
1:

The clean Energy program has been hit hard by socalled experts of our time who clearly know
everything – and claim that I know absolutely nothing – never had nothing – and will never have
nothing – some experts – claim I live in the world of fantasy – then let me correct them –
everything made by man came from the world of fantasy – not from the world of reality.

2:

From the parts you have already seen here on this site that world of fantasy sure is an exciting
world to be in – for it creates all the tomorrows that otherwise would never come into reality.

3:

So let me carried on with my investigation: if the Searl Effect Generator breaks all the laws of
physics; so far nothing has been uncover in support these socalled experts – who ought to be
given 12 strokes of the cane across their bare buttocks to help them to STOP, THINK, and ACT in
an intelligent way.

4:

My investigation has started with the laws of Sir Isaac Newton, which I shall continue this study
in the same light as his laws are purely a possible solution to solving engineering problems, not
intended as an absolute answer but in 99% of cases it works – so far no problem been encounter.

5:

MOMENTUM IS CONSERVED!
I can verify the above assumptions experimentally, just as Sir Isaac Newton must have done so
long ago.
First, that if two stationary object of equal mass are separated by an explosion they will move
apart with the same speed – which was clearly displayed by the S.E.G. mock up.
Even though I do not use an explosion to prove Sir Isaac Newton – nevertheless it is similar in its
function reaction.

FIGURE 9.1
End view of linear air trough.

Second, if two objects of equal mass, coming together with the same speed, collide and stick
together they will stop.
6:

The S.E.G. roller sets never touches any other roller sets – in the mock up what we witness is that
once I encourage the rollers sets to move sometimes at start up they bump one another but failed
to stick, and quickly separate themselves into their correct function cycle. Therefore these roller
sets are far more complicated then this discussion point relates to.

7:

This I can do by means of a marvellous invention called an air trough, which gets rid of friction,
25.

The thing which continually bothered Galileo, (1564 – 1642) Figure 91,
8:

Galileo could not do experiments by sliding things because they do not slide freely, but, by adding
a magic touch, I can today get rid of friction.

9:

My objects will slide without difficulty, on and on at a constant velocity, as advertised by Galileo.

10:

This function I can achieve by supporting the objects on air – strange when you think on it – why
it took so long for such a function to be invented.

11:

Maybe you called it just simply steps in the progress functions in real time – but like all those
invention that has been, tomorrows inventions will follow the same functions as those of the past
class as time consuming technology.

12:

Because air has very low friction, therefore my object glides along with practically constant
velocity when there is no applied force.

13:

First, let me use two glide blocks which have been made carefully to have the same weight, or
mass; their weight was measured really, but I know that this weight is proportional to the mass,
which is vital to know when playing with fire.
And I place a small explosive cap in a closed cylinder between the two blocks Figure 92.

Figure 92.

Sectional view of gliders with explosive interaction cylinder attachment.

14:

I shall start the blocks from rest at the centre point of the track and force them apart by exploding
the cap with an electric spark.

15:

What do you think should happen?

16:

Now if the speeds are equal when they fly apart, they should arrive at the ends of the trough at the
same time.

17:

On reaching the ends they will both bounce back with practically opposite velocity, and will come
together and stop at the centre where they started.

18:

It is a good test; when it is actually done the result is just as I have described Figure 93. Let us
study this first then let me see if I can relate this to the S.E.G. Because I need you understand the
reality which is involved here.
26.

Figure 93. Schematic view of action=reaction experiment with equal masses.
19:

Now let me proceed with the next thing I would like to figure out is what happens in a less simple
situation.

20:

For argument sake let me suppose that I have two equal masses, one moving with velocity  טand
the other standing still, and they collide and stick; what do you think is going to happen?

21:

What I perceive is that there is a mass 2m altogether when I am finished, drifting with an
unknown velocity.

22:

What do you think that velocity will be measured at?

23:

That is the problem.

24:

For me to find that answer, I have to make the assumption that if I ride along in a car, physics will
look the same as if I were standing still.

25:

I start with the knowledge that two equal masses, moving in opposite directions with equal speeds
ט, will stop dead when they collide.

26:

Now let me again suppose that while this happens, I am riding by in an automobile, at a velocity
―ט

27:

How would you think that this condition would look like?

28:

Since I am riding along with one of two masses which are coming together, to the impressed
imaged I perceived that appears to me to have zero velocity.

29:

The other mass, however, going the other way with velocity ט, will appear to me to be coming
toward me at a velocity 2ט. See Figure 94.
27.

Figure 94,

Two views of an inelastic collision between equal masses.

30:

Finally, the combined masses after collision will seem to be passing by with velocity ט.

31:

I therefore conclude that an object with velocity 2 טhitting an equal one at rest, will end up with
velocity ט, or what is mathematically exactly the same, an object with velocity with velocity ט
hitting and sticking to one at rest will produce an object moving with velocity ט/2.

32:

NOTE: that if I multiply the mass and the velocity beforehand and add them together, m ט+ 0, I
get the same answer as when I multiply the mass and the velocity of everything afterwards, 2m
times ט/2.

33:

So that tells me what happens when a mass of velocity  טhits one standing still.

34:

In exactly the same manner I can deduce what happens when equal objects having any two
velocities hit each other.

35:

Let me again suppose I have two equal bodies with velocities v1 and v2, respectively, which
collide and stick together.

36:

Do you know what their velocity  טis after the collision?

37:

Again I ride by in an automobile; say at velocity v2, so that one body appears to be at rest.

38:

The other one create a sense impression that appears to have a velocity v1 ― v2, and I have the
same case that I had before.

39:

When it is all finished they will be moving at ½(v 1 ― v 2) with respect to the car.

40:

Do you have any idea what then is the actual speed on the ground?

41:

It is
28.

Again I note that:

Figure 95. Two views of another inelastic collision between equal masses.
42:

Thus, if I use this principle, I can analyze any kind of collision in which two bodies of equal mass
hit each other and stick.

43:

In FACT, although I have worked only in one dimension, I can find out a great deal about much
more complicated collisions by imagining that I am riding by in a car in some oblique direction.

44:

The principle is the same, but the details get somewhat complicated.

45:

In order to test experimentally whether an object moving with velocity ט, colliding with an equal
one at rest, forms an object moving with velocity ט/2, I may perform the following experiment
with my airtrough apparatus.

46:

Let me place in the trough three equally massive objects, two of which are initially joined together
with my explosive cylinder device, the third being very to but slightly separated from these and
provided with a sticky bumper so that it will stick to another object which hits it.

47:

Now, a moment after the explosion, I have two objects of mass m moving with equal and opposite
velocities ט.

48:

A moment after that, one of these collides with the third object and makes an object of mass 2m
moving, so I believe, with velocity ט/2.

49:

Now, how do I test whether it is really ט/2?
Yes, that is a very good point – I too am wondering how I am going to explain that issue.

50:

Let me see; if I arrange the initial positions of the masses on the trough so that the distances to the
ends are not equal, but are in the ratio 2:1.
Are you with me upon this solution, as a start towards my objective?
29.

51:

Thus my first mass, which continues to move with velocity ט, should cover twice as much
distance in a given time as the two which are stuck together (allowing for the small distance
travelled by the second object before it collided with the third).

52:

The mass m and the mass 2m should reach the ends at the same time, and behold when I tried it to
check if that was the results it was correct in 1968.

Figure 96, An experiment to verify that a mass m with velocity  טstriking a mass
m with zero velocity gives 2m with velocity ט/2.
53:

My next problem is that I want to work out is what happens if I have two different masses.

54:

Let me take a mass m and a mass 2m and apply my explosive interaction.

55:

What do you think will happen?

56:

If, as a result of the explosion, m moves with velocity ט, with what velocity do you think 2m
move?

57:

This experiment which I have just done may be repeated with zero separation between the second
and third masses, and when I tried it I got the same results, namely, the reacting masses m and 2m
attend velocities –v and v/2.

58:

From this experiment I can accept that the direct reaction between m and 2m gives the same
results as the symmetrical reaction between m and m, followed by a collision between m and a
third mass m in which they stick together.

59:

Furthermore, I find that the masses m and 2m returning from the ends of the trough, with their
velocities (nearly) exactly revered, stop dead if they stick together.

60:

Now, the next question which you may ask is this:
What will happen if a mass m with velocity ט, let’s say, hits and sticks to another mass 2m at rest?

61:

To my mind that is very easy to answer using my principle of Galilean relativity, for I simply
30.

Watch the collision which I have just described from a car moving with velocity ―ט/2 Figure 9
7.

Figure 97. Two views of an inelastic collision between m and 2m.
From the car, the velocities are:

And

62:

NOTE that after the collision, the mass 3m appears to me to be moving with velocity ט/2.
Hi flowerbower, wake up: do you with all that expertise agrees with my statement here?
Sorry about that he or she is such an idiot that I cannot help giving the idiot a kick up the arse
from time to time, what say you?

63:

Quite naturally I have the answer, i.e. the ratio of velocities before and after collision is 3 to 1: if
an object of mass m collides with a stationary object of mass 2m, then the whole thing moves off,
stuck together, with a velocity 1/3 as much.

64:

The general rule Flowerbower again is that the sum of the products of the masses and the
velocities stays the same: m ט+ 0 equals 3m timesט/3, so I am gradually building up the theorem
of the conservation of momentum, piece by piece; as I intend to cover every issue of my
technology Flowerbower so remember that your crap on youtube place your image deeper and
deeper in the cesspit of your own making.

65:

Now I have one against two – please kindly take note Flowerbower as you have been a very
naughty bugger – haven’t you?
I wonder if Sir Isaac Newton would have given Flowerbower a jolly good spanking in his days.
Then again there may not be any connection between Flowerbower arse and the brain
31.

66:

Attention please, lets get back to my original same arguments, that I can predict the result of one
against three, two against three etc.
The case of two against three, starting from rest, is shown in Figure 98.

Figure 98.

Action and reaction between 2m and 3m.

Just for the record, Sir Isaac Newton 1643 – 1727 and Galileo 1564 – 1642 were great brains in
those days – yet toilet paper had not been invented to my knowledge dear Flowerbower; in fact I
don’t record toilet paper being available when I was young.
Yet they play a major role in my research and development work as if they were alive today
assisting me in all the problems that I have to encounter in this process without them this work
would not exist.
Just to remind you that what you take for granted some one had to invent it and many other
inventors were also involved in the process.
67:

Just like the Searl Technology it took many inventors to create it over many thousands of years;
that never saw this promise land but knew that it did exist.
Today, that promise land they could see is now possible to become reality, but it will still take
many people and inventors to bring it into the world of reality.

68:

Take note that in every case which I have studied I have found that the mass of the first object
times its velocity, plus the mass of the second object times its velocity, is equal to the total mass
of the final object times its velocity.

69:

Which the Searl effect generator and its mock up demonstrate to me that it is true.

32.

70:

These are all examples, then, of the conservation of momentum.

71:

Starting from simple, symmetrical cases, I have demonstrated the law for more complex cases
such as the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) and the InverseGravityVehicle (IGV), which you
great experts claim impossible  you will not have long to wait now to see what experts you are
and its not in reality but bullshit only!

72:

I could, in fact, do it for any rational mass ratio and since every ratio is exceedingly close to a
rational ratio,

73:

I can handle every ratio as precisely as I wish dear Flowerbower and bear in mind that it is wiser
not to speak evil of those who go without and get robbed, to give to the world hope for the future,
when he suffers in the process in an effort to create a better world for all mankind regardless.
Unless: you are seeking a damn good spanking as a reward for your smelly crap.
Well I shall end this discussion on the laws of physics; and accept as a FACT that so far within
this investigation; the S.E.G. does not break the laws of physics.
But I shall continue this investigation in part 10 of this book.

74:

I am delighted to see the interest in the squares; I agree that they are really fascinating subject,
something which I was never taught.

75:

As I am just an old silly bugger I’ll attempt to please you with another square value; let’s say
square 5 for an example.

17
23
4
10
11

24
5
6
12
18

1
7
13
19
25

8
14
20
21
2

15
16
22
3
9

Square = 5
Level = 2
Group = 1
Line value = 65
Options = 12
Freq = 325
Stepping = 1 Shells = 3
Shell 1 = line value divide by the square = 13
Shell 2 = Shell 1 x shell 2 total squares = 8 x 13 = 104
Shell 3 = Shell 1 x shell 3 total square = 16 x 13 = 208
Shell 2 four corners = shell 1 x 4 = 52
Shell 3 four corners = shell 1 x 4 = 52
Square 5 are one part of the cooper pair to square 6; pairing a group 1 with a group 3.
Square 5 shows that we have an input of 12 units with an output of 12 units.
It is a space frame sample only.

465
639
88
262
291

668
117
146
320
494

1
175
349
523
697
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204
378
552
581
30

407
436
610
59
233

Square = 5
Level = 30
Group = 1
Freq = 8725 cycles Options = 12
Stepping = 29
Shell 3 = shell 1 x 4 = 1396
Shell 2 = shell 1 x 4 = 1396
Shell 2 = shell 1 x shell 2 number of squares = 8 = 2792
Shell 3 = shell 1 x shell 3 number of squares = 16 = 5584

Line value = 1745
Shells = 3

This sample is the TIME FRAME and it steps by 29 and therefore is not recommended for S.E.G.
design.
But if you toy around with it you might be able to get the stepping stage to 30 then it would work.
76:

Clearly the TIME FRAME is extremely fussy about where it will accept you or will not accept
you.
Where the SPACE FRAME is much more obliging accepts in this sample done here, hopefully
you now know that even if you get a random square worked into a uniform square does not certify
that you have the correct face to work from. There are 6 faces involved

77:

This is why I do not use a group one type square, its time consuming to find a suitable donor.
In both SPACE FRAME and TIME FRAME I commenced with the value 1 which could had been
any value.
In the SPACE FRAME MODE the value ending that chain was 25; whereas in the TIME FRAME
MODE the value ending that chain was 697.
The DNA: value of square 5 = 60.

78:

Long ago as 1968 an artist called upon me at Mortimer in Berkshire, England and offer to do a
drawing of the future of man role in deep space for my newsletters then type on foolscap paper
then photocopied for released by Mr and Mrs Sherwood in New York, USA..
I like to release that copy again here in this book unfortunate it was in black and white as colour
had not been invented then. I trust it will serve as a monument to those who went out of their way
to help to interest the mass public at large upon a future that could be soon if only we worked
together as one to bring it into reality.
I have no idea if that artist is still alive or not – but his effort is still around for all to see. – and if
he is alive; I trust that he will recognise his work and see that it is still treasured so long after he
created it.
And if you are watching; things are progressing again at last, and may the power be with you
always. And thank you for your time that you gave to help me there in Mortimer – if alive I would
be please for you to make contact with me. Thank you.

79:

Time is like a running river, we sail upon her and what we do is the future that will be, and if you
do nothing to help – then you cannot expect improvements in the tomorrows – not your children
will have anything of worth to look forward too either.

80:

With luck this planet may stay active for another 900 years – but will man last that long? He may
not unless he makes some quick changes in his lifestyle.
33.

81:

This picture has been copied from an old newsletter back there in 1968 period
suggesting Earthlings would through the use of the Levity Disc travel across
space to far distant planets and climb the mountains there as if they were upon
the surface of Planet Earth. Reality depends now upon the time factor left on
34.

Earth to develop such means of transport – 1968 there was time for such means to
become reality – today looks bleak but at this time things are now at the
discussion stage but cost will be around 100 times more to achieve what could had
been done back in 1968. But we must have hope that things will be achieve that
will slow down the death rate of Planet Earth to allow us time to find another
home in the cosmos. If we fail than all life forms on earth will vanish and never
again appear.
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I, Prof. John Roy Robert Searl, has and still continuing to unit the world into new thinking in the
issues of pollution and global warming, seasons changes that has now appeared to have taken you by
surprise, strange I have been warning you for years about it.
This report deals with my visit to Italy, in the various steps to get a united front in cleaning up this
pollution problem.
This is a continue report to update you on the progress.
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1:

I, Prof. John Roy Robert Searl, hereby declare that the contents of this document are absolute true,
taken from my records made at the time of the event to be described herein.

2:

Tuesday, 28th August 2007. At 1915 B.S.T:
Miss D. Knights arrived to prepare: to travel with me to Italy; as witness to this coming event.

3:

Thursday, 30th August 2007. At 0745 B.S.T:
Dr. Terry Moore arrived to travel with Miss D. Knights and myself to Italy as I had invited them
to be witnesses to this meeting.
35.

The three of us set off at 0800 B.S.T. to walk to Colindale station to commence what would be an
exciting visit, and of cause at that time of the day; I had to pay my fare at least the single way at
£4.00 to get to Heathrow airport Terminal three; this also applied to Dr. Terry Moore and Miss D.
Knights. At the invitation: of Gianluci Daniello of New York City, U.S.A. and Mirco Gregori of
Itlay.
4:

The three of us caught the Northern line the Charing Cross line and had to make a decision where
we would change line. The choice on offer was Leicester square to change to the Piccadilly line to
Heathrow airport Terminal Three. Which for some strange reason it went like clockwork arriving
at the airport and lucky for us we arrived around 2½ hours before flight was due.

5:

As I was booked Business meant that Dr. Terry Moore plus Miss D. Knights separated from Prof.
John Roy Robert Searl for a small interval.

6:

Unfortunately it was Prof. Searl who created a hick up at the booking in counter; strangely they
could not find any ticket for such a person! This demanded a maximum search to find out where
on earth this strange man was then Dr Moore joined the search party followed with assistance
from Miss Knights while Prof. Searl stood like an idiot thinking he was actually going home sober
and without any cheese and grapes.

7:

By being true musketeers all for one and one for all they stood by their partner determine to return
home, with him likewise sober! This is what you call a united front against all the trials and
tribulations and seeing our determination gave way and gave him an economic ticket for which
Dr. T Moore paid £25 booking change fee for the agent’s error.
When the supervisor realised that Professor Searl would be given Dr Moore’s seat by the
emergency exit and this was against health & safety regulations due to health and age, the
supervisor arranged a business class seat, as originally booked by Gianluci Daniello.

6:

At last we thought that we are on our way – but your are wrong this time its Miss Knights who
throws a spanner in the works at the point where both Dr Moore and Miss Knights were thinking
of going through security, when she made a wonderful statement that surprised me to hear those
famous words which are so often spoken by women; which where that the supervisor failed to
give me my booking pass back after he took it when he offered to give her a seat next to Dr.
Moore.
So Miss Knights had to run all the way back to see the supervisor to obtain that pass back and
return with a big grin upon her face. At last we could proceed upon our way and eventually
proceed on our mission

7:

We arrived at Malpensa, Milan airport, Italy; on time and there in the flesh was Gianluci Daniello
smiling to welcome us and to drive us to the hotel. This interval took 2½ hours of high speed
driving with a stop over to obtain drinks all rounds. We then arrived at a selected point and parked
to wait the arrival of Mirco Gergori which actually occurred within seconds after us.

8:

Now you know what Italians are like at welcoming people and this was no exception to the rule a
truly royal reception that one expects from top official meetings.
We were then taken to the hotel Royal Roxy Plaza in Soave, as shown in the following photo in
which we went to rest for around ten minutes then off we went upon the mission planned for us,
and what a mission of experience it turned out to be for all of us
36.

PART 9.
INVENTIONS.

1:

No matter whom the inventor was or is or will be the same rules apply regardless that triggers
have to stimulate the subconscious to create the concept; once this takes place the subconscious
goes to town in search of data in its banks and if such can be found will transfer this to the
conscious brain that then will give you a copy of that data as a dream.

2:

What you do with that information is left to you to either accept it or trash it which is what most
people do is to Trash it.

3:

Why do they trash it?
Main reasons is the embarrassment of their friends laughing at them; insulting them, mocking
them which they feel to be cast outs from human society

4:

Strange but true there have been dreams which have changed our knowledge base and therefore
aided others to create the tomorrows which we are enjoying today.
To them we owe our gratitude for their devotion against all odds and won where others would
dare not go.

5:

Prof. Searl has spent his life time in their world, experiencing their suffering, their insults. And is
honoured to be one of them, to know and understand what they had to endure from expert idiots.

6:

My task is to create a better world for all creatures great and small regardless and to be able to
undertake such a task a very great amount of hands on experience was required to which he gave
both time and effort to acquire such skills regardless of threats and insults along the way which
included fights, gang war was common at Sulham Land, Pangborne.

7:

Because the last fight brought the police into action: I was given the house in Mortimer to get
away from that group.

8:

That is why I end up living in Mortimer, but it was a far better house then I had near Pangborne.
But the neighbour was no different to the gang we moved from.

9:

At this address my neighbours have been wonderful, and when I move I will miss them for the
second time in my life I will miss them, the first time was my landlady in Turnpike Lane area.
London. She was excited about the experiments which I did in electricity.
1.

10:

For the commercial flight operations much legal requirements are in force that was in operation
before the Inverse Gravity Vehicle.
The task before me is to define how these rules of the air can fit in with this new approach to
flight. The less change in the rules that are required needed for the operation of the Inverse
Gravity Vehicle the better chances of it being accepted into the system of flight.

11:

To that end I shall attempt to show you how I have approached this problem of operation which
will be the first section covered in this part of this book on INVENTIONS.

12:

Now the question of my health as an update on progress:
Wednesday 22nd August 2007: Dr Terry Moore arrived at 0748 hours to collect me and took me to
the Royal Free Hospital for assessment for pending operation. Three blood samples taken for lab
tests. And for the first time all patients that require an operation now have to be tested for MSR
which I had to be tested for.
This function is to take a swab sample from the nostrils and another from the groin for the lab; the
results of that test I not yet been informed of.
The blood pressure was high, nothing new there and the heart rate was high; to these problems I
was given drugs to lower them before the operation which has been booked for September 7th
2007 at 0800 hours.

13:

So medication Metoprolol Tartrate Tablets were one of the drugs supplied which are used in the
manage high blood pressure, angina pectoris and heart beat irregularities which in my case my
heart thinks it’s a band conductor playing a tune which surely is a rock and roll tune. This can also
be given after a heart attack.
It can also be used to prevent recurrent migraines and treat hyperthyroidism (an overactive
thyroid gland) one could experience some after effects but claims these will disappear after a
short time interval. Too early for me to comment on how feel from taking them.
These are class as beta blocker.

14:

Another drug issued me was Trangina XL 60mg Tablets (Isosorbide mononitrate).
This is a group of medicines called nitrate vasodilators. That supposed to relax the muscle layer in
the blood vessel wall of the heart. This is claimed reduces the strain on the heart by making it
easier to pump blood and for the prevention of angina (chest pain which is one of my main
problems to cope with)

15:

I will just add one more of the number of drugs I have to consume through each day:
Plavix Clopidogrel: Clopidogrel belongs to a group of medicines called antiplatelet medicinal
products. Platelets are very small structures, smaller than red or white blood cells, which clamp
together during blood clotting.
By preventing this clamping, antiplatelet reduce the chances of blood clots forming (a process
called thrombosis).

!6:

I shall now attempt to rewrite my first legal document of the past as its missing.
2.

DOC.10FTSISRC1.
PART 1.
FIRST EDITION.

AERODROME MANUAL
PART 1.
PRELIMINARY SCIENCE PROJECT REPORT.
STARSHIP EXPLORER.
LANDING GUIDANCE TECHNOLOGY AIR AND SPACE.
SPACE PROJECT WANDERER.

APPROVED BY THE FLIGHT COMMANDER.
AND PUBLISHED UNDER HIS AUTHORITY
FIRST EDITION – 2000.
MANNED FLIGHT SECTOR.
LONDON – ENGLAND.

3.

17:

AT THE FRONTIERS OF SCIENCE.
This company termed Searl International Space Research Consortium World Wide shall be
devoted to SPACE PROJECT WANDERER and all forms of flight – either in space or the
atmosphere – either as passenger or freight – even in pure research above the Earth’s atmosphere
– in all forms of motivation – space, air, land, rail or sea.
In power: for the home and including industry and commercial requirements.
Through my journals to promotion of interest in the inventions, discoveries, and applications to
space travel.
Their theories: of operation, and technology, and social impact.

18:

HYPOTHESIS 1.
Is it humanly possible for man to travel faster, cheaper, and safeter, than by
rocket?
Most definitely YES.
But there is nothing that can be done to examine any such process until some ingenious person
first thinks it up.

19:

SPACE PROJECT WANDERER.
For man to travel in space ……

He must cooperate with the forces of Nature, Gravity, and Electromagnetism.
These invisible forces give noise free, heat free, vibration free, and inertia free flight.
20:

Such invisible forces are available everywhere – waiting for man to understand them – and devote
them for his / her use in all fields of power – in his / her place of employment – in his / her home –
for his / her means to reach his / her place of employment – and return safely home again.

21:

Such power coming off production lines would be many times cheaper than that of any other form
of power, now coming off production lines.

22:

I can only present to you in print the way I feel – how I think and what I know – to expand this
domain of knowledge – finance must continue to be received if progress is to show.

23:

I deeply thank all those managers – representatives from many walks of engineering disciplines –
who have either called here or invited me to their factories to discuss my need – and to all those
that went out of their way to produce a component to meet my research needs – also my sincere
THANKS to the British Government who indirectly supplied much of my present day knowledge
from their own laboratories.

24:

I also THANK all the general public – who have placed their faith in my work and backed it with
finance, whenever they can afford it.
4.

25:

To them they have been the heart of my efforts – and they shall never be forgotten.

26:

The future is yours – you must decide what the future should hold.

27:

Your way ahead lies in a Y turn – one is FREE ENERGY the other is costly power and shortage –
the choice is yours and yours alone.

5.

DOC10FTSISRC1.
PART 1.
First edition  May 2000.

COMPANY:

Searl International Space Research Consortium – UK.

PROJECT:

STARSHIP EXPLORER.

PROGRAM:

SPACE PROJECT WANDERER.

SUBJECT:

PRELIMINARY SCIENCE PROJECT REPORT.

CRITERION:

LANDING GUIDANCE TECHNOLOGY AIR / SPACE.

Space Project WANDERER Landing Guidance demands reliability and integrity.
Dual – redundant ground equipment for this microwave
Scanning Beam System and full subsystem
Are required to support safe “deadstick” landings.
Of STARSHIP EXPLORER / or any other InverseGravityVehicle
Projects – in the event of Human and or component
Malfunction – and in the cases of unmanned flights….
By Prof. J. R. R. Searl.
Manned Flight Division.
SPACE PROJECT WANDERER PROGRAM.
LONDON – ENGLAND.

1:

The SPACE PROJECT SWALLOW PROGRAM, face with a need for sophisticated Landing
Guidance, selection of a proven technology and an established Scanning Beam Microwave
System for this contact.
6.

Of course, a specialized development programme such as the STARSHIP EXPLORER is free
from the constraints of multioperator application; there is little or no inherent need for the
Landing Guidance, for example, to conform or to be compatible with the Landing Guidance of
any other vehicle.
Consequently the SEARL INTERENATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM UK
(SISRCWW) is free to choose any technology that will efficiently and singularly provide the
means to accomplish the unique mission requirement.
Bearing in mind that STARSHIP EXPLORER or any other vehicle of this class, could operate
within any branch of airline operation now in use.
Therefore, considerations of normal operation – Landing Guidance technology now in use – must
be included at this time – for normal airport operation. I shall take a look at this section later in
this report.
2:

PRELIMINARY DATA.
A:

The selected system for SPACE PROJECT WANDERER PROGRAM is the
MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING SYSTEM (MSBLS).

B:

VEHICLE CLASS is the INVERSEGRAVITYVEHICLE (I.G.V).

C:

The number of I.G.V. to be built in the foreseeable future is extremely small unless
airlines decide to switch to this new technology soon.
At this time the locations, at which it will be possible for the I.G.V’s to land will be
limited to a few dedicated private land owners.
Nevertheless, they will, land with the characteristics remarkably similar to those of a
large turbojet transport aeroplanes – or helicopters, even if power fails – they will land
without the general reaction of an aircraft crash.

D:

Under a normal power condition of landing – I.G.V. will perform the touchdown – with
a sink rate to that of a helicopter.
On the other hand under a ‘no power’ condition – expected landing speeds will be about
170 knots and sink rate at touch down will be a little over two feet per second, with an
expected ½ degree flare angle at touch down is characteristic of conventional jet
aircraft.
Immediately before final flare the I.G.V. will be following a 3 degree glide path on
approach.

E:

Conventional performance will actually take place only during the last few seconds of
flight.
Prior to that, the I.G.V. approach is anything but conventional,

F:

Upon reentry into the Earth’s atmosphere the STARSHIP EXPLORER will navigate by
means of TACAN to a terminal area.
7.

This is a defined surface in space used to deliver the I.G.V. to the proper runway
alignment at a predetermined altitude and speed for both crew and ground control.

INVERSEGRAVITYVEHICLE EMERGENCY CRASH LANDINGS.
Initial glide angle for the STARSHIP EXPLORER or other Vehicle of this class landing
on deadstick conditions will vary from 210 to 24 0, depending on gross weight, winds and
other considerations.
Transition to glide angle of 30 occurs at 1,900 feet in altitude.
If landing legs are workable, these are lowered at 500 feet and the runway threshold is
crossed at 60 feet altitude; touch down is 2,500 feet beyond.
If no malfunctions are present, crew or ground control land Disc as per helicopter
techniques.
G:

When guidance is switched to the MSBLS, the I.G.V. is at about 10,000 feet altitude
level and descending on a 21 to 24 degree glide path.
During this time the fire ball appearance will die down.
The transition to the normal 3 degree glide path starts at about 1,900 feet.

H:

This final normal performance determined the characteristics for the selected
Microwave Landing Guidance System.
It should not prove surprising that the proper solution for providing radio guidance to a
runway, along a shallow grazing angle to the Earth, would take the geometry of a
classic landing system.
8.

I:

Angular measurement provides the continuously improving special accuracy required
for a touch down on the runway centre line – or landing apron – when operation of
landing is carried out by the crew under manual control – or under ground / sensor
apron control system.
Longitudinal precision is also needed to allow the required roll out when landing under
ground control – or for stacking when crew manual control system is used.

J:

It was, in FACT, the difficulty of producing precise radio guidance at low grazing
angles to the Earth that originally fostered the development of scanning beam landing
systems over 40 years ago.

Control Tower on top of such a structure building houses mass of
equipment for deep space missions – landing for I.G.V.s require no
runways – thus deserts’ could be used.

The future to be and one of my backroom members who works to help this
objective to be achieve my sincere thanks for his devoted effort. You have
seen some of his labour on this site and more will be seen.
9.

3:

MSBLS design concept.
A:

The landing guidance, consisting of a localizer, a glide path and a DME extends
outward from the runway or apron – at least ten miles, and covers all possible operating
altitudes in that range.
All the inatmosphere navigation requirements for the STARSHIP EXPLORER / or any
other I.G.V. are met with the MSBLS, TACAN, and a radio altimeter for final flare
guidance.
The outputs of these three radio systems, all in combination with inertial smoothing, are
fed to an onboard digital computer system to provide the STARSHIP EXPLORER or
I.G.V. with flight control signals.

B:

The MSBLS is the primary guidance mode from 10,000 feet altitude through runway
roll out – when under ground control for crash conditions – or for apron roll out for
crew manual helicopter landing on apron.
Precise vertical and horizontal angle information is provided in a section 30 degrees
wide, by 30 degrees high.
The position of the I.G.V. in relation to the runway or apron is computed from polar
coordinates.

C:

In the elevation plane, the origin is at the glide path transmitter and in the horizontal
plane at the localizer transmitter.
The origin of distance information is at the localizer station, making that parameter
available through out the roll out.
However, distance zero can be set at the planned touch down point which is on the
runway – or apron, about 2,500 feet from the threshold.

D:

Under fault conditions within the approaching I.G.V. ground control shall take over
approach and landing operations – the required track of the I.G.V. is therefore based on
the need to terminate the flight in a small touch down “foot print”.
This applies more to conditions of malfunction of the craft’s landing legs.
In the case, where no malfunction of landing legs expected foot print will be about an
inch or so – slip movement of the foot of each leg has been accounted for in design –
using the best nonslip pile material, to pad the foot – and to protect their contained
sensors for pressure contact – to crew data equipment – to confirm to crew that the leg
in operation is firmly on the ground – carrying its load in safety.
Acceptable Velocity is approximately 170 knots at touch down (without craft landing
gear in use)
The sink rate of 150 feet per minute is comfortable for the vehicle and its occupants.

E:

The initial landing condition, when MSBLS guidance commences at the 10,000 foot
level, is a Velocity of approximately 290 to a descending angular path of 21 – 24 degrees
10.

This results in a sink rate of over 10,000 feet per minute.
Thus, the track must be precisely flown to bleed off the kinetic energy around the Disc –
or the final conditions will not be met.
F:

Which ever mode of landing (senor – manual – ground control) – the solution for the
proper track is made in the onboard computers.
The MSBLS is the source of position, in relation to the touch down point, and updates
of the position are made through out the approach and landing.
Deviation from the optimum track in three dimensions is sensed at a 5 times per second
rate and corrections are fed to the flight control system.

G:

The scanning beam equipment that will perform these functions incorporates ground
stations that originate the localizer and DME interrogations.
The airborne set receives and decodes the ground transmitted signals, interrogates the
ground DME equipment and decodes and out put information in the form of an azimuth
angle, an elevation angle and distance.
These parameters are in digital format for direct input to the I.G.V. onboard computers.

4:

RELIABILITY / INTEGRITY MANDATORY.
A:

A major feature of this new airborne and ground hard ware will be the high level of
reliability and integrity required to provide certainty of guidance mandated by the
“DEADSTICK” runway landing of STARSHIP EXPLORER or any other I.G.V.
project with manual malfunction conditions or sick crew / or unmanned run projects.
Consequently, there will be a high level of system redundancy.

B:

The system monitoring concept will be at least as complete as those used in civil air
transport operations.
The design concept of Prof. Searl calls for dual redundancy on the ground and triple
redundancy in the air.

C:

Both sets of ground equipment will operate at the same time.
The primary equipment will be radiating from its antennas while the secondary or
standby equipment will be radiating in to a “DUMMY” load.
All antennas will be scanning during operations so that should a fault occur switch over
will be instantaneous during operation from dummy load to antenna.

D:

The monitoring regime includes internal equipment monitoring as well as field
monitors.
The internal monitors check the electronic performance of the system up to the
waveguides leading to the antenna.
11.

The final check of integrity of the system is provided by the field monitors which will be
triple redundant.
E:

Prof. Searl design philosophy calls for precise satisfaction of two of the three field
monitors for each function, thus obviating a declaration of a fault due to a monitor
malfunction.

F:

The DME transponder, located at the localizer station will also be monitored through
the use of active units that will interrogate and receive replies.
Uninterruptible power sources from the SEARL EFFECT GENERATOR (S.E.G.) will
be supplied with the equipment.

G:

5:

The standard of performance expected of the STARSHIP EXPLORER or any other
I.G.V. operations programmes using this landing system – will exceed the requirements
of a Category III civil air transport landing system.

RAIN ATTENUATION CONSIDERED.
A:

The I.G.V. landing system will operate in the frequency band of 15.4 to 15.7 GHz
(depending that this is still open at the time of required use).
This is a rain absorption band wherein the presence of water along the path reduces the
signal strength at the receiver as a function of the rain density and path length.

Microwave landing system installations for the STARSHIP EXPLORER
includes: (1) Collocated azimuth / DME sites.
(2) The elevation sites.
12.

The runway is fully equipped for bidirectional approaches.
B:

While there is fairly accurate information on the degree of attenuation for a known rain
condition, there is little of a quantitative nature to identify the average amount of
rainfall found along a path of some 10 to 20 miles in length.
It is highly unlikely, however, that the rainfall will be uniform over that path.

C:

The SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM (S.I.S.R.C.)
Microwave Landing System design requirement must be based upon a worst possible
rain condition of 80 mm per hour over a 20 mile path.
There is no evidence that such rainfall has ever occurred.
A reasonable worst case rain model is more difficult to hypothesize, therefore, at this
stage of writing; I feel that none should be presented here.

6:

D:

Let it suffice to say, that to my knowledge to date – that in the many years of flying by
three states using similar systems on a worldwide operational basis there has yet to
have been a reported case where landing guidance was not provided along the desired
path.

E:

No problem from rain attenuation can be foreseen at this time / nor can be expected in
the STARSHIP EXPLORER landing operation / or in any other I.G.V. landing
operations.

F:

The STARSHIP EXPLORER landing guidance system is to be my candidate for
standardization for the SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH
CONSORTIUM throughout the world – at all landing bases in the future of the
company – and will be employed on all I.G.V.s as a primary system.

LANDING GUIDANCE – I.G.V’S – NORMAL AIRLINE OPERATIONS.
A:

As the I.G.V. can be operated on full flight programmes – within present day airline
operations – without the need of crews, or the use of one person to handle any possible
malfunction of equipment on the craft where double or triple redundancy is not
employed on the craft.
Landing guidance systems for airports are being study outside that already mentioned
here in this issue.

B:

Out of five new systems concepts to date proposed for future use by airlines.
13.

The one that so far interest Prof. Searl is a nonvisual precision approach and landing
guidance system whose design is based on use of airderived guidance data from
simplified equipment, particularly the avionic subsystems.
C:

The system that appeals to Prof. Searl at this time of writing is called INTERSCAN.

D:

During many study periods of present day standards of instrument landing systems
(ILS) would continue to serve civil aviation for many years to come it has basic
limitations.
I appreciate that the velocity of the I.G.V. would place this type of equipment behind in
technology approach to problems involved.
I therefore, am looking for a system to study that would meet not only the I.G.V.
requirements, but that of normal aircraft now in use.
That the system; will add new knowledge to our banks of data.
I am also determined that the system used within the I.G.V. complex shall do the
following:

7:

(i)

Comply with the ICAO operational requirements – wherever possible;

(ii)

Be responsive to the environment (e.g. provide safe operation in high rainfall
rates);

(iii)

Minimize sitting requirements;

(iv)

Exhibit such basic features as modular construction permitting expansion as
required up to the maximum capabilities of the system simplicity and intrinsic
integrity reinforced by effective monitoring;

(v)

Minimize maintenance requirements.

DESIGN RATIONALE.
A:

In the preliminary studies that preceded the formulation of the basic INTERSCAN
concepts, the various avenues pursued – I carefully examined in conjunction with the
material developed, the time – reference scanning beam technique, using electronically
scanned antennas, appeared to have four fundamental advantages.

B:

Firstly, the total system performance is largely determined by the ground equipment
which can thus be matched to specific airport sites and requirements and can later be
updated without changing the airborne equipment.

C:

Secondly, the approach offered simplicity of equipment, particularly the airborne
subsystems.

D:

Thirdly, a high rate of guidance information could be transmitted from the ground
equipment.

E:

Finally, the concept assured economy of bandwidth.
14.

F:

Antennas available at the start of my study were not attractive for my I.G.V.
implementation, particularly if planar beams were to be generated.
Such beams have a number of attributes, including the fact that planar azimuth beams
provide azimuth angles to an aircraft or an I.G.V. that are independent of aircraft or
I.G.V. elevation.

Figure 1. Part the proposed INTERSCAN ground system, for the I.G.V.
airline operations – this missed approach azimuth antennae which I am
studying the results of a test programme now operating to evaluate the
system.
When this programme is completed, the results will be released.
G:

Studies carried out has resulted in the development of a new antenna, which was
inspired by past radio astronomy research, enabling the advantages of a timereference
scanning beam system to be realised.
This antenna is simple in concept – this is why I like the main concept and construction
and it generates an intrinsically planar beam that can be scanned by a simple electronic
switching technique.

H:

The INTERSCAN antennas for radiating azimuth and elevation guidance are based on
cylindrical optics.
A position of a fixed cylindrical reflector is illuminated by a feed to produce a collimated
secondary beam.

I:

The elements of the feed are arranged in a circular arc, concentric with the reflector, as
shown in Figure 2 on the next page.
15.

Figure 2.
Diagram of reflector and feed systems
shows means of producing scanning
planar beams.

The secondary beam can therefore be scanned by causing the excitation of the feed to
move around the arc.

Figure 3.

AZIMUTH ON EXTENDED CENTRE LINE.

Diagram showing method of scan with the addition of slant range provided by
associated DME, an aircraft as well as the I.G.V. can fix position anywhere within
coverage volume.
The motion is produced electronically – at each instant, a group of four feed elements is
excited and, by solidstate switching of the power progressively from element, to element,
the excitation appears to move continuously around the feed arc.
Thus a scanning secondary beam is produced.
J:

This antenna generates planar beams throughout the scan range because of the system
(inherent cylindrical symmetry of).
Since all beams pass through the centre of curvature, a small antenna at this point can
16.

Monitor the radiated signal as the beam scans.
K:

The fixed reflector can be manufactured and maintained with tolerance which more
than satisfies the required accuracy of the angle guidance.
Deflections due to wind and thermal loading can easily be reduced to acceptable limits
by appropriate structural design.

ELEVATION VIEW OF ELEVATION BEAM.

Figure 3.
L:

Principle of the INTERSCAN scanningbeam guidance
system.

The operation of the system during the scanning cycle is illustrated in Figure 3.
A vertical planar beam generated by the azimuth antenna provides vertical coverage up
to 30 degrees and is approximately one degree wide in the plane of scan.
This beam is scanned rapidly “to” and “fro” in azimuth.

M:

Similarly, the elevation antenna generates a planar beam wide enough in the horizontal
plane to match the azimuth coverage; it also is approximately one degree wide, but in
the vertical plane, and it is scanned “to” and “fro” within the elevation coverage of 0 to
30 degrees.

N:

The azimuth and elevation angle information provided by these two beams is combined
in the I.G.V. or aircraft with distance information from the distance measuring
equipment (DME), thus determining the I.G.V. / AIRCRAFT position in space.

O:

Angular position information is transmitted by scanning the planar beam at a precise
rate.
The beam is scanned uniformly from an initial angular position at one extremity of scan
to the final angle at the other extremity and then back again to the initial position, thus
producing the “to” and “fro” scan.

P:

A I.G.V. or aircraft within the coverage sector receives a “to” pulse followed by a “fro”
17.

Pulse.
The time interval between the two pulses is linearly related to the angular position of the
receiving point – in this case, the I.G.V. or aircraft.
Q:

This beam is the essential time reference system on which INTERSCAN is based.
The SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM UK – MANNED
FLIGHT DIVISION – I.G.V. OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS DEMANDS.
The angular position of the I.G.V. or aircraft is uniquely determined by the simple
measurement of the time interval between each of the two pulse pairs received.
No additional encoding of the beam is needed to provide neither angle information nor
are any additional reference signals required.

R:

The bandwidth of the angular guidance information is only that required to pass the
“to” and “fro” pulses.
Even when a number of guidance functions (azimuth, elevation, etc.) are transmitted in
time sequence at update rates of 20 per second, the bandwidth required may be less than
100 KHz, wide frequency tolerances can be accommodated and channel capacity can
exceed the ICAO requirements.

S:

Multipath interference can occur in navigation systems when the guidance signal
received at the I.G.V. or aircraft is contaminated by components which have been
reflected from local terrain or obstacles such as airport buildings and taxing aircraft or
I.G.V. liftoff.

T:

The scanning beam system to be used by the SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE
RESEARCH CONSORTIUM UK – MANNED FLIGHT DIVISION – must be free as
far as humanly possible, of this type of interference.
This is why the SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM UK,
select the choice of INTERSCAN which minimises this form of interference by
transmitting the guidance as a rapidly scanning narrow band beam with coverage that
can be adjusted to suit difficult airport sites.
Thus, the narrow beam being received at the I.G.V. or aircraft is unlikely to be
illuminating any reflecting objects.
However, if this does occur, the high scan rate (and thus the high rate of transmission
of guidance information) allows the interference effects to be minimised by averaging.

U:

The INTERSCAN flare guidance subsystem provides ground referenced height
contours for such guidance without needing DME information.
The use of a single subsystem enables accuracy and integrity requirements to be meet
easily.

NOTE:

this report may vary a bit to the last four reprints due to added pictures and terms
updated to that now in use.
18.

The arrangement of the flare subsystem is
illustrated in Figure 4, where a planar beam is
scanned “to” and “fro” about an axis parallel to
the runway centre line for aircraft and landing pad
(apron) for I.G.V.
Since the distance of the antenna from the runway
or apron centre line is fixed, the height of the
I.G.V. or aircraft above the runway / apron is a
simple function of the elevation angle defined by
the flare antenna.
This antenna usually would be sited at distance
from 100 to 200 metres from the runway / apron
centre line in an area adjacent to the touch down
region.
V:

Figure 4.
W:

Arrangement employed for the flare guidance subsystem.

The flare antenna could be similar to the planar elevation antenna previously described
but located so that its scan axis is parallel to the runway / apron centre line.
However, to obtain very wide azimuth coverage, a different antenna will have to be
developed.

X:

I feel that a suitable choice would be that which consists of an array of radiating
elements arranged around a circular arc, the axis of which is parallel to the runway /
apron.
Scanning is achieved with the same technique used in the feed system of the other angle
subsystems.
This produces a radiating source which moves “to” and “fro” round the arc.

Y:

The I.G.V. or aircraft receives long “to” and”fro” pulses in which the carrier frequency
changes continuously from a high to a low value.
The “to” pulse is delayed in the receiver processor and correlated with the “fro” pulse.
The time delay required for maximum correlation is a measure of the angle from the
antenna and hence the height above the runway or apron.

8:

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION.
A:

INTERSCAN has been designed specifically to meet the ICAO OPERATIONAL
REQUIREMENTS and as such is aimed at providing, on a modular basis, wide sectors
of precision guidance information in the approach and missed approach regions.

B:

The complete system consists of six subsystems providing the following guidance
19.

Functions:
(i)

Azimuth A – approach guidance in azimuth.

(ii)

Azimuth B – missed approach and takeoff guidance in azimuth.

(iii)

Elevation A – approach guidance in elevation.

(iv)

Elevation B – missed approach guidance in elevation.
This is not a firm ICAO requirement.
But this is a firm requirement of the:
SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM UK.

C:

All subsystems are independent; one or more may be omitted from a particular airport
installation while still retaining the full capability of those which are installed similarly,
the airborne equipment can be provided on a modular basis; a simple airborne
installation might be equipped to receive only azimuth A and elevation A, where an
I.G.V. or aircraft was operating on short hauls or local runs.
While other I.G.V.s or aircraft on medium or long haul, or space missions would carry a
maximum capability airborne system would receive all the guidance functions.
I.G.V.’s operating on unmanned modes either in passengers or freight or both must be
fully equipped with all six guidance systems.

D:

Figure 5.

Simplified plan view of INTERSCAN subsystems location
about an airport runway centre line.

The layout of the INTERSCAN subsystems for a typical airport is shown in Figure 5.
Azimuth A is located beyond the stop end of the runway or apron and the azimuth B at
the threshold end.
The system now being developed provides for an azimuth A coverage of 60 degrees
either side of the runway or apron centre line and an azimuth B coverage of 20 degrees
either side of the centre line increased coverage for the latter can be provided by
modular additions as required.
E:

The layout also shows the “splitazimuth” option which is being developed.
In this case, the normal azimuth A subsystem located on the extended runway or apron
centre line can be replaced by two antenna systems symmetrically located about the
20.

Runway or apron centre line.
This capability is particularly valuable in many cases where it is difficult to locate the
azimuth subsystem on the extended runway or apron centre line.
The elevation subsystem is located beside the runway or apron about 300 feet from the
threshold.
F:

Many Alternative sitting arrangements are possible to suit varying requirements.
In some cases, such as I.G.V.’s or heliports only, the system may have azimuth and
elevation subsystems only and these could be colocated.

9:

SIGNAL FORMAT.
A:

INTERSCAN operates entirely in CBand – 5000 – 5250 MHz, and provides initially
200 channels of complete guidance information.
Azimuth, elevation and flare guidance are radiated in each of the channels located in
onehalf of the band while the other half of the band can be used for 200 CBand DME
channels.
Additional channels can be provided for angle guidance because of the small bandwidth
needed for each channel of a timereference system.

B:

The five angle guidance functions of INTERSCAN can be radiated in either a time or
frequency multiplexed signal format, or a combination of both, but a frequency
multiplexed format, where each subsystem is radiated on a separate subchannel, has
been used for the prototype to reduce the development time needed to demonstrate the
system performance, by the developers.
A time multiplexed format has the advantage of occupying a smaller bandwidth for each
channel and is the basis of an ongoing programme to investigate various signal formats.

C:

In the signal format being used for the first demonstration system installed at
Melbourne airport, which I have had the pleasure of landing there and takingoff from
there, the five angle guidance functions – azimuth A and B, elevation A and B, and flare
are radiated on separate subchannels within the channel.
The complete cycle, of functions is transmitted in a 50millisecond period for azimuth
and flare and a 25millisecond period for elevation, resulting in the azimuth and flare
guidance information being transmitted 20 times per second and elevation 40 times per
second.

D:

All guidance subsystems transmit additional data such as runway or apron and
aerodrome identification, systems status and meteorological information.
This will apply to all the SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH
CONSORTIUM flight operations.

E:

The basic angular information radiated by the azimuth and elevation subsystems
provides guidance information for straightin approaches and departures at a variety
21.

Of angles within the coverage volume.
Curved and segmented approaches require the addition of distance information to give
complete position and the capability in the aircraft or I.G.V. to compute the track
guidance to fly the selected curved flight path.
F:

The SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM – MANNED
FLIGHT DIVISION accepts in logic terms that future flight business as a whole will
have, to accept the FACT that the need for uncrewed vehicles will become a must to
operate economically within any form of flight business or the interference of human
beings in ways of strikes or go slow action or even to protect the contents of goods:
Such as gold Au 79 or radioactive materials or V.I.P’s being transported to special
meetings or prisoner transfers to jails far apart
being conveyed by the company against kidnapping or highjacked actions or wilful
damage to vehicle structural complex internal or externally to cause the vehicle to
change route or prevent its departure must now be viewed in present day light on past
FACTS that vehicles that do not used manned crews have a place that is urgent in
airline operations and businesses that today do not yet use their own flight vehicles that
would greatly benefit from doing so, are the Post Office and Banks and even the Police
Department dealing with these problems will be dealt with in due time.
This urgency felt by me makes all forms of guidance for automatic landings / flight
paths etc shall be considered in great depth to find the correct answer to these needs.

G:

At this time I am interested by two type of DME which are being evaluated in the
INTERSCAN development to provide distance information.
One is a new type of DME operating in CBAND but on separate channels from the
angle measuring system and thus independent of all the angles subsystems.
The other is an LBAND DME which is aimed at being compatible with the ICAO
standard DME but with upgrade ground and airborne equipment to improve the
accuracy.

10:

PROGRAMME OF DEVELOPMENT.
A:

All the above reference in my acceptance of this class of technical advancement to be
used within my programme is in fact based on the following details:
(i)

During Phase 1 of the project, which was carried out during 1972 and early
1973, ICAO requirements for the new guidance system were analyzed and the
new concepts verified.
By early 1973, the analytical and experimental work had reached the stage where
the feasibility of the system had been established and a decision was made to
proceed into Phase 11.

(ii)

Phase 11 of the project includes the design and manufacture of a complete
INTERSCAN system and its installation at MELBOURNE airport, followed by
22.

This second phase began in mid 1973 with the design and manufacture of
equipment in a range of ground and airborne modules.
(ii)

Amalgamated Wireless (A/Asia) Ltd is the prime contractor for Phase 11 work in
association with several Australian subcontractors.
The industry design and manufacturing effort is being supported by an active
research programme carried out by the Radiophysics Division of CSIRO.

11:

I shall close this discussion at this point which shows clearly that many people are needed to
create the world ready for the S.E.T. to function as part of our new world of tomorrow.

It takes a lot of equipment to create good films vision and audio wise and many people to invent
them to record everything that my team and I undertake – the hardship and the joys we share.
The cost increases each day it takes to achieve that success we seek to create a better world for
all mankind regardless.
SPACE PROJECT WANDERER uses a slender Disc as its carrier; a new concept in space and
atmospheric vehicle design. A technique which is being developed to accommodate an advance
drive complex. The nature of which having determined the shape and limiting structure criteria
of the vehicle.

It takes a team effort to create the tomorrow world; which is now under
construction – requires good men and women whose heart are really to see a new
tomorrow for the children of tomorrow – that they will have a future to look
forward too. Having to rebuy equipment that was stolen cost far more today.
28:

This is just one of a million things I need to know to design the I.G.V. for deep space missions. It
is clear from what I have seen from these experts on the web they need to return back to school
and study basic science to which they appear to be in short supply of.

29:

I shall now continue with your argument that my technology breaks all the laws of physics.
23.
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The scientific world has down credit the Searl Effect Generator as impossible because it breaks all
the laws of physics – yet so far in this report that been investigated no laws has yet been broken –
except the experts pride.
I shall continue this investigation; so we all can witness if it does break any laws – after all – I never
made those laws, Sir Isaac did.
The Searl Effect Generator demands reliability and integrity.
The Searl Effect Generator is a new concept in
clean energy technology. A technique which is
being redeveloped to create a nonpollution
status upon planet Earth as it does not burn fuel
at its input stage.
Design to meet all earthly needs in energy road
– rail – air – space – home – factories –
hospitals.

There is nothing impossible except that the state of your mind makes it so – everything
made by man was impossible so claim the experts – how strange these things are in common
use today by millions!
24.

By Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
Chairman: UK Division.
Clean Energy Research and Development.
Mortimer – Berkshire – England.
1:

The clean Energy program has been hit hard by socalled experts of our time who clearly know
everything – and claim that I know absolutely nothing – never had nothing – and will never have
nothing – some experts – claim I live in the world of fantasy – then let me correct them –
everything made by man came from the world of fantasy – not from the world of reality.

2:

From the parts you have already seen here on this site that world of fantasy sure is an exciting
world to be in – for it creates all the tomorrows that otherwise would never come into reality.

3:

So let me carried on with my investigation: if the Searl Effect Generator breaks all the laws of
physics; so far nothing has been uncover in support these socalled experts – who ought to be
given 12 strokes of the cane across their bare buttocks to help them to STOP, THINK, and ACT in
an intelligent way.

4:

My investigation has started with the laws of Sir Isaac Newton, which I shall continue this study
in the same light as his laws are purely a possible solution to solving engineering problems, not
intended as an absolute answer but in 99% of cases it works – so far no problem been encounter.

5:

MOMENTUM IS CONSERVED!
I can verify the above assumptions experimentally, just as Sir Isaac Newton must have done so
long ago.
First, that if two stationary object of equal mass are separated by an explosion they will move
apart with the same speed – which was clearly displayed by the S.E.G. mock up.
Even though I do not use an explosion to prove Sir Isaac Newton – nevertheless it is similar in its
function reaction.

FIGURE 9.1
End view of linear air trough.

Second, if two objects of equal mass, coming together with the same speed, collide and stick
together they will stop.
6:

The S.E.G. roller sets never touches any other roller sets – in the mock up what we witness is that
once I encourage the rollers sets to move sometimes at start up they bump one another but failed
to stick, and quickly separate themselves into their correct function cycle. Therefore these roller
sets are far more complicated then this discussion point relates to.

7:

This I can do by means of a marvellous invention called an air trough, which gets rid of friction,
25.

The thing which continually bothered Galileo, (1564 – 1642) Figure 91,
8:

Galileo could not do experiments by sliding things because they do not slide freely, but, by adding
a magic touch, I can today get rid of friction.

9:

My objects will slide without difficulty, on and on at a constant velocity, as advertised by Galileo.

10:

This function I can achieve by supporting the objects on air – strange when you think on it – why
it took so long for such a function to be invented.

11:

Maybe you called it just simply steps in the progress functions in real time – but like all those
invention that has been, tomorrows inventions will follow the same functions as those of the past
class as time consuming technology.

12:

Because air has very low friction, therefore my object glides along with practically constant
velocity when there is no applied force.

13:

First, let me use two glide blocks which have been made carefully to have the same weight, or
mass; their weight was measured really, but I know that this weight is proportional to the mass,
which is vital to know when playing with fire.
And I place a small explosive cap in a closed cylinder between the two blocks Figure 92.

Figure 92.

Sectional view of gliders with explosive interaction cylinder attachment.

14:

I shall start the blocks from rest at the centre point of the track and force them apart by exploding
the cap with an electric spark.

15:

What do you think should happen?

16:

Now if the speeds are equal when they fly apart, they should arrive at the ends of the trough at the
same time.

17:

On reaching the ends they will both bounce back with practically opposite velocity, and will come
together and stop at the centre where they started.

18:

It is a good test; when it is actually done the result is just as I have described Figure 93. Let us
study this first then let me see if I can relate this to the S.E.G. Because I need you understand the
reality which is involved here.
26.

Figure 93. Schematic view of action=reaction experiment with equal masses.
19:

Now let me proceed with the next thing I would like to figure out is what happens in a less simple
situation.

20:

For argument sake let me suppose that I have two equal masses, one moving with velocity  טand
the other standing still, and they collide and stick; what do you think is going to happen?

21:

What I perceive is that there is a mass 2m altogether when I am finished, drifting with an
unknown velocity.

22:

What do you think that velocity will be measured at?

23:

That is the problem.

24:

For me to find that answer, I have to make the assumption that if I ride along in a car, physics will
look the same as if I were standing still.

25:

I start with the knowledge that two equal masses, moving in opposite directions with equal speeds
ט, will stop dead when they collide.

26:

Now let me again suppose that while this happens, I am riding by in an automobile, at a velocity
―ט

27:

How would you think that this condition would look like?

28:

Since I am riding along with one of two masses which are coming together, to the impressed
imaged I perceived that appears to me to have zero velocity.

29:

The other mass, however, going the other way with velocity ט, will appear to me to be coming
toward me at a velocity 2ט. See Figure 94.
27.

Figure 94,

Two views of an inelastic collision between equal masses.

30:

Finally, the combined masses after collision will seem to be passing by with velocity ט.

31:

I therefore conclude that an object with velocity 2 טhitting an equal one at rest, will end up with
velocity ט, or what is mathematically exactly the same, an object with velocity with velocity ט
hitting and sticking to one at rest will produce an object moving with velocity ט/2.

32:

NOTE: that if I multiply the mass and the velocity beforehand and add them together, m ט+ 0, I
get the same answer as when I multiply the mass and the velocity of everything afterwards, 2m
times ט/2.

33:

So that tells me what happens when a mass of velocity  טhits one standing still.

34:

In exactly the same manner I can deduce what happens when equal objects having any two
velocities hit each other.

35:

Let me again suppose I have two equal bodies with velocities v1 and v2, respectively, which
collide and stick together.

36:

Do you know what their velocity  טis after the collision?

37:

Again I ride by in an automobile; say at velocity v2, so that one body appears to be at rest.

38:

The other one create a sense impression that appears to have a velocity v1 ― v2, and I have the
same case that I had before.

39:

When it is all finished they will be moving at ½(v 1 ― v 2) with respect to the car.

40:

Do you have any idea what then is the actual speed on the ground?

41:

It is
28.

Again I note that:

Figure 95. Two views of another inelastic collision between equal masses.
42:

Thus, if I use this principle, I can analyze any kind of collision in which two bodies of equal mass
hit each other and stick.

43:

In FACT, although I have worked only in one dimension, I can find out a great deal about much
more complicated collisions by imagining that I am riding by in a car in some oblique direction.

44:

The principle is the same, but the details get somewhat complicated.

45:

In order to test experimentally whether an object moving with velocity ט, colliding with an equal
one at rest, forms an object moving with velocity ט/2, I may perform the following experiment
with my airtrough apparatus.

46:

Let me place in the trough three equally massive objects, two of which are initially joined together
with my explosive cylinder device, the third being very to but slightly separated from these and
provided with a sticky bumper so that it will stick to another object which hits it.

47:

Now, a moment after the explosion, I have two objects of mass m moving with equal and opposite
velocities ט.

48:

A moment after that, one of these collides with the third object and makes an object of mass 2m
moving, so I believe, with velocity ט/2.

49:

Now, how do I test whether it is really ט/2?
Yes, that is a very good point – I too am wondering how I am going to explain that issue.

50:

Let me see; if I arrange the initial positions of the masses on the trough so that the distances to the
ends are not equal, but are in the ratio 2:1.
Are you with me upon this solution, as a start towards my objective?
29.

51:

Thus my first mass, which continues to move with velocity ט, should cover twice as much
distance in a given time as the two which are stuck together (allowing for the small distance
travelled by the second object before it collided with the third).

52:

The mass m and the mass 2m should reach the ends at the same time, and behold when I tried it to
check if that was the results it was correct in 1968.

Figure 96, An experiment to verify that a mass m with velocity  טstriking a mass
m with zero velocity gives 2m with velocity ט/2.
53:

My next problem is that I want to work out is what happens if I have two different masses.

54:

Let me take a mass m and a mass 2m and apply my explosive interaction.

55:

What do you think will happen?

56:

If, as a result of the explosion, m moves with velocity ט, with what velocity do you think 2m
move?

57:

This experiment which I have just done may be repeated with zero separation between the second
and third masses, and when I tried it I got the same results, namely, the reacting masses m and 2m
attend velocities –v and v/2.

58:

From this experiment I can accept that the direct reaction between m and 2m gives the same
results as the symmetrical reaction between m and m, followed by a collision between m and a
third mass m in which they stick together.

59:

Furthermore, I find that the masses m and 2m returning from the ends of the trough, with their
velocities (nearly) exactly revered, stop dead if they stick together.

60:

Now, the next question which you may ask is this:
What will happen if a mass m with velocity ט, let’s say, hits and sticks to another mass 2m at rest?

61:

To my mind that is very easy to answer using my principle of Galilean relativity, for I simply
30.

Watch the collision which I have just described from a car moving with velocity ―ט/2 Figure 9
7.

Figure 97. Two views of an inelastic collision between m and 2m.
From the car, the velocities are:

And

62:

NOTE that after the collision, the mass 3m appears to me to be moving with velocity ט/2.
Hi flowerbower, wake up: do you with all that expertise agrees with my statement here?
Sorry about that he or she is such an idiot that I cannot help giving the idiot a kick up the arse
from time to time, what say you?

63:

Quite naturally I have the answer, i.e. the ratio of velocities before and after collision is 3 to 1: if
an object of mass m collides with a stationary object of mass 2m, then the whole thing moves off,
stuck together, with a velocity 1/3 as much.

64:

The general rule Flowerbower again is that the sum of the products of the masses and the
velocities stays the same: m ט+ 0 equals 3m timesט/3, so I am gradually building up the theorem
of the conservation of momentum, piece by piece; as I intend to cover every issue of my
technology Flowerbower so remember that your crap on youtube place your image deeper and
deeper in the cesspit of your own making.

65:

Now I have one against two – please kindly take note Flowerbower as you have been a very
naughty bugger – haven’t you?
I wonder if Sir Isaac Newton would have given Flowerbower a jolly good spanking in his days.
Then again there may not be any connection between Flowerbower arse and the brain
31.

66:

Attention please, lets get back to my original same arguments, that I can predict the result of one
against three, two against three etc.
The case of two against three, starting from rest, is shown in Figure 98.

Figure 98.

Action and reaction between 2m and 3m.

Just for the record, Sir Isaac Newton 1643 – 1727 and Galileo 1564 – 1642 were great brains in
those days – yet toilet paper had not been invented to my knowledge dear Flowerbower; in fact I
don’t record toilet paper being available when I was young.
Yet they play a major role in my research and development work as if they were alive today
assisting me in all the problems that I have to encounter in this process without them this work
would not exist.
Just to remind you that what you take for granted some one had to invent it and many other
inventors were also involved in the process.
67:

Just like the Searl Technology it took many inventors to create it over many thousands of years;
that never saw this promise land but knew that it did exist.
Today, that promise land they could see is now possible to become reality, but it will still take
many people and inventors to bring it into the world of reality.

68:

Take note that in every case which I have studied I have found that the mass of the first object
times its velocity, plus the mass of the second object times its velocity, is equal to the total mass
of the final object times its velocity.

69:

Which the Searl effect generator and its mock up demonstrate to me that it is true.

32.

70:

These are all examples, then, of the conservation of momentum.

71:

Starting from simple, symmetrical cases, I have demonstrated the law for more complex cases
such as the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) and the InverseGravityVehicle (IGV), which you
great experts claim impossible  you will not have long to wait now to see what experts you are
and its not in reality but bullshit only!

72:

I could, in fact, do it for any rational mass ratio and since every ratio is exceedingly close to a
rational ratio,

73:

I can handle every ratio as precisely as I wish dear Flowerbower and bear in mind that it is wiser
not to speak evil of those who go without and get robbed, to give to the world hope for the future,
when he suffers in the process in an effort to create a better world for all mankind regardless.
Unless: you are seeking a damn good spanking as a reward for your smelly crap.
Well I shall end this discussion on the laws of physics; and accept as a FACT that so far within
this investigation; the S.E.G. does not break the laws of physics.
But I shall continue this investigation in part 10 of this book.

74:

I am delighted to see the interest in the squares; I agree that they are really fascinating subject,
something which I was never taught.

75:

As I am just an old silly bugger I’ll attempt to please you with another square value; let’s say
square 5 for an example.

17
23
4
10
11

24
5
6
12
18

1
7
13
19
25

8
14
20
21
2

15
16
22
3
9

Square = 5
Level = 2
Group = 1
Line value = 65
Options = 12
Freq = 325
Stepping = 1 Shells = 3
Shell 1 = line value divide by the square = 13
Shell 2 = Shell 1 x shell 2 total squares = 8 x 13 = 104
Shell 3 = Shell 1 x shell 3 total square = 16 x 13 = 208
Shell 2 four corners = shell 1 x 4 = 52
Shell 3 four corners = shell 1 x 4 = 52
Square 5 are one part of the cooper pair to square 6; pairing a group 1 with a group 3.
Square 5 shows that we have an input of 12 units with an output of 12 units.
It is a space frame sample only.

465
639
88
262
291

668
117
146
320
494

1
175
349
523
697
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204
378
552
581
30

407
436
610
59
233

Square = 5
Level = 30
Group = 1
Freq = 8725 cycles Options = 12
Stepping = 29
Shell 3 = shell 1 x 4 = 1396
Shell 2 = shell 1 x 4 = 1396
Shell 2 = shell 1 x shell 2 number of squares = 8 = 2792
Shell 3 = shell 1 x shell 3 number of squares = 16 = 5584

Line value = 1745
Shells = 3

This sample is the TIME FRAME and it steps by 29 and therefore is not recommended for S.E.G.
design.
But if you toy around with it you might be able to get the stepping stage to 30 then it would work.
76:

Clearly the TIME FRAME is extremely fussy about where it will accept you or will not accept
you.
Where the SPACE FRAME is much more obliging accepts in this sample done here, hopefully
you now know that even if you get a random square worked into a uniform square does not certify
that you have the correct face to work from. There are 6 faces involved

77:

This is why I do not use a group one type square, its time consuming to find a suitable donor.
In both SPACE FRAME and TIME FRAME I commenced with the value 1 which could had been
any value.
In the SPACE FRAME MODE the value ending that chain was 25; whereas in the TIME FRAME
MODE the value ending that chain was 697.
The DNA: value of square 5 = 60.

78:

Long ago as 1968 an artist called upon me at Mortimer in Berkshire, England and offer to do a
drawing of the future of man role in deep space for my newsletters then type on foolscap paper
then photocopied for released by Mr and Mrs Sherwood in New York, USA..
I like to release that copy again here in this book unfortunate it was in black and white as colour
had not been invented then. I trust it will serve as a monument to those who went out of their way
to help to interest the mass public at large upon a future that could be soon if only we worked
together as one to bring it into reality.
I have no idea if that artist is still alive or not – but his effort is still around for all to see. – and if
he is alive; I trust that he will recognise his work and see that it is still treasured so long after he
created it.
And if you are watching; things are progressing again at last, and may the power be with you
always. And thank you for your time that you gave to help me there in Mortimer – if alive I would
be please for you to make contact with me. Thank you.

79:

Time is like a running river, we sail upon her and what we do is the future that will be, and if you
do nothing to help – then you cannot expect improvements in the tomorrows – not your children
will have anything of worth to look forward too either.

80:

With luck this planet may stay active for another 900 years – but will man last that long? He may
not unless he makes some quick changes in his lifestyle.
33.

81:

This picture has been copied from an old newsletter back there in 1968 period
suggesting Earthlings would through the use of the Levity Disc travel across
space to far distant planets and climb the mountains there as if they were upon
the surface of Planet Earth. Reality depends now upon the time factor left on
34.

Earth to develop such means of transport – 1968 there was time for such means to
become reality – today looks bleak but at this time things are now at the
discussion stage but cost will be around 100 times more to achieve what could had
been done back in 1968. But we must have hope that things will be achieve that
will slow down the death rate of Planet Earth to allow us time to find another
home in the cosmos. If we fail than all life forms on earth will vanish and never
again appear.
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I, Prof. John Roy Robert Searl, has and still continuing to unit the world into new thinking in the
issues of pollution and global warming, seasons changes that has now appeared to have taken you by
surprise, strange I have been warning you for years about it.
This report deals with my visit to Italy, in the various steps to get a united front in cleaning up this
pollution problem.
This is a continue report to update you on the progress.
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:

Searl effect generator (S.E.G.)
9.1.
First.
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
30th August 2007.
2 nd September 2007.

1:

I, Prof. John Roy Robert Searl, hereby declare that the contents of this document are absolute true,
taken from my records made at the time of the event to be described herein.

2:

Tuesday, 28th August 2007. At 1915 B.S.T:
Miss D. Knights arrived to prepare: to travel with me to Italy; as witness to this coming event.

3:

Thursday, 30th August 2007. At 0745 B.S.T:
Dr. Terry Moore arrived to travel with Miss D. Knights and myself to Italy as I had invited them
to be witnesses to this meeting.
35.

The three of us set off at 0800 B.S.T. to walk to Colindale station to commence what would be an
exciting visit, and of cause at that time of the day; I had to pay my fare at least the single way at
£4.00 to get to Heathrow airport Terminal three; this also applied to Dr. Terry Moore and Miss D.
Knights. At the invitation: of Gianluci Daniello of New York City, U.S.A. and Mirco Gregori of
Itlay.
4:

The three of us caught the Northern line the Charing Cross line and had to make a decision where
we would change line. The choice on offer was Leicester square to change to the Piccadilly line to
Heathrow airport Terminal Three. Which for some strange reason it went like clockwork arriving
at the airport and lucky for us we arrived around 2½ hours before flight was due.

5:

As I was booked Business meant that Dr. Terry Moore plus Miss D. Knights separated from Prof.
John Roy Robert Searl for a small interval.

6:

Unfortunately it was Prof. Searl who created a hick up at the booking in counter; strangely they
could not find any ticket for such a person! This demanded a maximum search to find out where
on earth this strange man was then Dr Moore joined the search party followed with assistance
from Miss Knights while Prof. Searl stood like an idiot thinking he was actually going home sober
and without any cheese and grapes.

7:

By being true musketeers all for one and one for all they stood by their partner determine to return
home, with him likewise sober! This is what you call a united front against all the trials and
tribulations and seeing our determination gave way and gave him an economic ticket for which
Dr. T Moore paid £25 booking change fee for the agent’s error.
When the supervisor realised that Professor Searl would be given Dr Moore’s seat by the
emergency exit and this was against health & safety regulations due to health and age, the
supervisor arranged a business class seat, as originally booked by Gianluci Daniello.

6:

At last we thought that we are on our way – but your are wrong this time its Miss Knights who
throws a spanner in the works at the point where both Dr Moore and Miss Knights were thinking
of going through security, when she made a wonderful statement that surprised me to hear those
famous words which are so often spoken by women; which where that the supervisor failed to
give me my booking pass back after he took it when he offered to give her a seat next to Dr.
Moore.
So Miss Knights had to run all the way back to see the supervisor to obtain that pass back and
return with a big grin upon her face. At last we could proceed upon our way and eventually
proceed on our mission

7:

We arrived at Malpensa, Milan airport, Italy; on time and there in the flesh was Gianluci Daniello
smiling to welcome us and to drive us to the hotel. This interval took 2½ hours of high speed
driving with a stop over to obtain drinks all rounds. We then arrived at a selected point and parked
to wait the arrival of Mirco Gergori which actually occurred within seconds after us.

8:

Now you know what Italians are like at welcoming people and this was no exception to the rule a
truly royal reception that one expects from top official meetings.
We were then taken to the hotel Royal Roxy Plaza in Soave, as shown in the following photo in
which we went to rest for around ten minutes then off we went upon the mission planned for us,
and what a mission of experience it turned out to be for all of us
36.

Here are the facts of the hotel we stayed in while we visited Italy.
9:

We were taken to the Mirco’s wife’s vineyards which were massive to witness, yes they could be
proud of their workmanship, but that is not all we will be seeing rest assure – the day was sunny but
not too hot there had been an electric storm, just before we arrived.
37.

Here you see some of the evidence we witnessed and those who were in the part;
Dr Terry Moore, Miss D. Knights, Prof. Searl and Mirco Gregiri.

Give the power to the people – and sure does if you eat a load of fresh grapes.
Miss D. Knights, Prof. Searl and Gianluci Daniello enjoying the sight.
38.

Caught in the act of loading up her system with energy straight from the vine!
This is really the vision one see of this area no wonder every ones fit.

Another set of proof that we certainly went there and from my standpoint it was
interesting as I Prof. Searl had never seen a vineyard before – now I have!
39.

10:

This is the front of the factory that will become involved in the S.E.T. system –
please note that in their company name Miss D. Knights pointed out that the words
S.E.G. is already in their company name. So you see women can be useful at
spotting thing which men appear to miss.

Here is the proof that equipment is available plus the engineer who will carry out
the work: Plus the accommodation for my stay there. Which are just a few shot’s.
40.

11:

Mirco’s Family with the three musketeers in a portrait shot for the record. My team
and I were warmly welcome into their home.

Another picture for the family collection of our visit.
We were blind folded & driven to the laboratory of another mad professor who
proudly demonstrated how to create the big bang theory in practice ‘BANG!!!
We jumped out of our skins and woke up the dead.
41.

Here are two great men who were claimed to be mad – sure is a good union to
belong too.

That’s another fine mess you got my hair in, “Einstein”
In the office of The S.E.G factory Italy
42.

12:

Friday, August 31st 2007:
We were then taken to the Cantina di Soave to the vine distillery complex.

Here are two shots of this vine distillery complex.
43.

The two pictures are an attempt to give an illustration of the size of the barrels and the
length of the room. The room has to be kept temperature controlled.
I was impressed as the workmanship of the barrel construction amazing!
There were a number of underground corridors that resembled London’s underground system
44.

Another two pictures of the vine distillery Bokgo Rocca Sveva which we all had the
privilege of looking over it – which one do not achieve in five minutes of effort.
Borgo Rocca Steva, just at the feet of Soava castle, is the concrete evidence of the evolution of a territory,
a culture and knowledge of wine.
45.

Give the power to the people and John the wine – wishing all our readers the very best of
health and good luck to the future.
One of the most impressive sites of Rorgo Rocca Sveva is the underground cellar. A breathtaking view along the
cave, the best natural cellar for super premium wines aging in wooden barrels.
46.

Here’s to the world may your future be bright and merry like ours so give the power to
the people today and the wine to me!
At Borgo Rocca Steva a very skilled and passionate team of winemakers makes excellent wines,
Very well known & appreciated worldwide.
47.

Sorry folk's your flight is cancelled for seven days for him to recover as pilot is now
legless no longer fit to fly.

Have good cheer they are slowly getting him recovered from his nightmare experience at
the wine distillery.
48.

I don’t know if this photo is the correct way round should we been on that trolley instead
of the bottles?
Seriously we were shown a near potential neighbour that might get us in trouble. Rather than be trouble!
But we nearly moved in the wine cellar
49.

13:

As while I stood at the hotel counter to say goodbye this image arrived in my mind – I
would not been surprise if it came from dear old Al – do you know him??
PARADISE SHIFT I THINK YOU CALL IT!
But alas there will be one name Flowerbower who just will not agree because he never invented it
Some seeds are blown by the wind and others are blown on youtube by expert flowerbower!
50.

Goodbye dear old Flowerbower over and out how I shall miss you dear brother in your
long stay in Coventry. XXX love from your dear old brother John.
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Released by the authority of:
John Roy Robert Searl. M.I.ins.P.I.
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Manned Flight Division.
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Star Ship Ezekiel is a new concept in flight technology for both air and space transportation.
The power drive uses the Searl Effect Generator of advance nature which is clean none pollution
technology. Uses within its structure all the best of everyday technology combined with a new
concept of magnetising. Its full scientific term is GyroFlywheelHigh Energy Density Mechanical
Magnetic Device.
Due to the fact that the 11m 3 manned craft which was due to be model by the end of 2003, was
halted due to the robbery of all my equipment on Monday August 25th 2003. All of which had been
purchased from my own money plus advance pension money payment.
Request for measurements of recreating such a vehicle from a number of top rank people
overseas, I am releasing this data again for their benefits – it will be a difficult task as its small
print to copy from.
1.

1:

MATERIALS RECOMMENDED FOR STAR SHIP EZEKIEL MK.V.
Flame barrier – Flight Cells – Struts – forming the main skeleton of the craft:
Flooring – Walling – Stairways with in the craft – Generator housing – centre column.

2:

Struts shall be constructed of material called Extren series 525 – Fire Retardant Grade.
Material Manufacturer at present recommended – Molded Fiber Glass Company of the
U.S.A.
These struts shall have at the shell edge main beams square tubes 3 or 4 square inches for
cables and fluid to pass along.
Material data will be released later in another document.
The above data applies to all crafts in this mode of operation.

3:

Other wall structures such as Shell skin top and bottom honeycombe core laminated panels
of which will contain hot and cold sides.
This new approach is much desired in my planning.

4:

Heating by electric heating element.
Cooking areas shall be insulated by this technology as the logic approach to fire control
within the cooking area for mass use.
Manufacturer: at present recommended  Safeway Products Inc, of the U.S.A.

5:

Due to the mass ranged of materials selected to date from so many firms will be discussed
within another document/s to be released later.

6:

Protection against heat on reentry / or high velocity travel within an atmosphere is achieved
by the very high velocity of electron bombardment from the flame barrier and flight cells
sections which freeze the heat front to the craft surface area.
As this heat front is mainly lack of electrons that have accelerated away from the fiction
area are replaced by implantation through bombardment of electrons from the craft thus to
the crew the massive fireball seen from an observer on the ground appears just a dull red to
the crew.
2.

7:

Generator task: 

Produce power for the rim of the craft.
Provide power for the flight cells.
Provide Secondary power for the equipment.
Provide power for the landing legs.
Provide power for control of the craft.

8:

Generator to:

Provide oxygen main supply.
Recycle waste water.
Break down molecular structure to its basic atoms.
Filter cleaning at high voltage.
Recycling all body waste for reuse.
Heating and cooling of the craft.

9:

Lighting:

Primary from the generator.
Mainly leaflite.
Shall be discussed in another document later.
Manufacturer: Thorn Lighting Limited – Isora Division – England.

10:

11:

Secondary and emergency lighting
Instrument Lighting shall be Betalight (R&D now)
Manufacturer: SaunderRose Development Ltd – England.

Number of struts:

128

Strut Structure:

Acute Triangle

Strut angle:

7 degrees plus 30 minutes and zero seconds.

Strut separation:

At the periphery are as follows:
Strut
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Deg
360
5
11
16
22
28
33
39
45
50
56
61
67
73
78
84

Min
0
37
15
52
30
7
45
22
0
37
15
52
30
7
45
22

Sec
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30

Strut
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Deg
90
95
101
106
112
118
123
129
135
140
146
151
157
163
168
174

Min
0
37
15
52
30
7
45
22
0
37
15
52
30
7
45
22

Sec
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30

These measurements are taken from centre line of one strut to the
centre line of the next strut. This covers only one half of the skeleton.
Which cover all diameters I.G.V. using 64 strut split beam system
3.

Strut
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

Deg
180
185
191
196
202
208
213
219
225
230
236
241
247
253
258
264

Min
0
37
15
52
30
7
45
22
0
37
15
52
30
7
45
22

Sec
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
39
0
30
0
30
0
30

Strut
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

Deg
270
275
281
286
292
298
303
309
315
320
326
331
337
343
348
354

Min
0
37
15
52
30
7
45
22
0
37
15
52
30
7
45
22

Sec
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30
0
30

This completes the strut separation angles of the skeleton
12:

Struts:

64
Generated from 128 struts by joining two struts together at their base line.

13:

Landing legs

8

14:

Corridors

7

15:

Walls

22

16:

Dormitory sections:

8

17:

Strut separation angle:

5 0 37’ 30”

18:

Total diameter:

16940 cms: 6669.29 inches: 555.77 feet.

19:

There is an old saying that is:
Nothing of worth may be achieved without a proportionate level of commitment.
All these figures you are reading here were worked out by paper and pen during 1968 and a
cut out to scale was then done by me and that work is still held by John Thomas in the
States.
I think by now you all will agree that I have made a massive commitment to this project, not
only in finance, time but suffering too.

20:

As the inventor of this project, I like to say in passing that the scientific world; often
referred to Star Ship Ezekiel MV V as a city on legs – may be they were right!

21:

To my mind Star Ship Ezekiel MK V falls into the digital domain; and clearly most of my
effort upon this project will be digital as far as possible. So I will show other measurements
In other format where time allows me too.
4.

22

A page sample from my 1968 work out by hand I had no computer then to help
me – it had to be brain power only.
5.

Here we see the mass of that workout printed out by printers in Reading

Berkshire – naturally it appears much better to that of my handwriting.
6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

23:

I shall close at this point just to show what was going on in 1968 and I shall add another advert
that went out in that newsletter of 1968.

By Courtesy of Julians of Reading
SEARL NATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM UK
24:

This was 1968 already firms were offering to help me. I need a photo of the latest’s model car to
use in my advert to indicate that the S.E.G. could be used to power cars instead of petrol.
Thus the idea of the S.E.G. to power cars is not new. In fact powering trains was shown through
1968 as a possible solution in reducing the green house effect, by model trains functioning on the
S.E.G. at public shows given by me were of great interest as a day out of entertainment for the
masses which included police and doctors with their wives.
Unfortunate I never had the means to put in a good picture of the S.E.G. on that car but the red
colouring was the best that I could do in those years.

25:

What do surprise me are all these different shows and lectures which I have undertaken hardly no
one has honoured their statement made at these events. Why do they make such promises if they
have no intentions to back it up with positive action?

26:

Strange how many have died from natural events yet no one does anything of worth to reduce this
massive lost, but are first to cry WHY when they are hit – if they have not been hit yet – sure are
going to be hit sooner then you are expecting it. That is almost certain now then ever been before

27:

Every lip should be saying STOP – THINK – ACT – for tomorrow may be our last day – if we do
not pull together to change and reverse the present situation which we have and are doing today!
12,

Is this really the vision pollution we need in 2007?
28:

We are always going on about noise pollution, but never about vision pollution – even though I
cannot fail to admit that is was a great invention on how to supply power to the masses at that
time as there was really no other real option available.

29:

And I have to be honest and say that they did a great job in those days, but like all technology we
must move forward in time with better concepts that will not generate vision pollution. And to this
point a number of people now agree with me and are working towards finding solutions to this
problem.

These are but a few who are working and seeking solutions
Just a few added to a few more will generate a few more thus the chain will grow to a useful
impact on this environment issue, to change the course of history to a far better world then we
now have on offer.
30:

I shall follow this with the tenth part of my discussion on the laws of physics as to prove or
disprove the experts right that the S.E.G. breaks all the laws of physics – so far seen no proof that
it does break the laws of physics – I hope you all agree with me upon that issue that so far no
proof has been found in support of the experts.
13.
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:
:
:
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:
:

SEARL EFFECT GEREATOR (S.E.G.)
JUNE 20TH 1968.
SIR ISAAC NEWTONS LAWS.
MOMENTUM AND ENERGY.
TEN.
PROF. J. R. R. SEARL.

MOMENTUM AND ENERGY.
All the foregoing parts of these book examples are simple cases where the bodies collide and stick
together, or were initially stuck together and later separated by an explosion.

2:

However, there are situations in which the bodies do not cohere, as, for example, two bodies of
equal mass which collide with equal speeds and then rebound.

3:

For a brief moment they are in contact and both are compressed.

4:

At the instant of maximum compression they both have zero velocity and energy is stored in the
elastic bodies, as in a compressed spring.

5:

To my understanding; that this energy is derived from the kinetic energy the bodies had before the
collision, which becomes zero at the instant their velocity is zero.

6:

The loss of kinetic energy is only momentary, however.

7:

The compressed condition to my mind is too analogous to the cap that releases energy in an
explosion.

8:

The bodies are immediately decompressed in a kind of explosion, and fly apart again; but I
already know that case – the bodies fly apart with equal speeds.

9:

However, to my mind this speed of rebound is less, in general, than the initial speed, because not
14.

All the energy is available for the explosion, depending on the material; is that correct Sir Flower
bower, after all you should know from the fact that you are still suffering from acute diarrhoea on
you tube – I feel deeply sorry for your mental state and for your family too you have to endure the
smell from it.

10:
Now Flower bower for your information; if the material is putty no kinetic energy is recovered
rather like your brain state is, but if it is something more rigid some kinetic energy is usually
regained. This of cause can count for Flower bower lack of intelligence.
11:

To my understanding that in the collision the rest of the kinetic energy is transformed into heat
and vibrational energy – the bodies are hot and vibrating. Well I guess that Flower bower has a
lot of experience of his anus getting hot and vibrating from all that diarrhoea he placed on you
tube?

12:

And Flower bower let me inform you that the vibrational energy around your anus will also be
soon transformed into heat as it does in all materials which collide together and then rebound so
please have a bucket of ice water handle as it could be needed in a hurry!

13:

It is possible to make the colliding bodies elastic materials, such as steel, with carefully designed
spring bumpers, so that the collision generates very little heat and vibration – Flower bower
wake up and take note or receive 12 strokes of my cane to wake you up.

14:

In these circumstances Flower bower, the velocities of rebound are practically equal to the initial
velocities; such a collision Flower bower is called elastic.
Yes Flowerbower, this would be proven correct on filming you getting 12 strokes of the cane
upon your bare buttocks. That might had been the way Sir Isaac Newton discovered his law.

15:

To my understanding Flower bower; that the velocities before and after an elastic collision are
equal is not a matter of conservation of momentum, Flower bower, but a matter of conservation
of kinetic energy. That is correct Flower bower your arse will sure prove Sir Isaac Newton to be
correct: That I have no doubt upon.

16:

I do accept that the speeds of the bodies rebounding after a symmetrical collision are equal to
each other, however Flower bower, and is a matter of conservation of momentum.

17:

I might similarly Flower bower analyze collisions between bodies of different masses, different
initial velocities, and various degrees of elasticity, and determine the final velocities and the loss
of kinetic energy, but I shall not go into details of these processes dear brother Flower bower.

18:

To my mind, elastic collisions are especially interesting for systems that have no internal “gears,
wheels, or parts.”
15.

19:
Then when there is a collision there is nowhere for the energy to be impounded, because the
objects that move apart are in the same condition as when they collided; is that correct
Flowerbower – after all you are the world’s greatest scientists of bullshit.
20:

Therefore to my understanding, between very elementary objects, the collisions are always elastic
or very nearly elastic; is that also true dear brother Flowerbower?

21:

Let’s take for instance, the collisions between atoms or molecules in a gas are said to be perfectly
elastic; please kindly take note Flowerbower I am trying to educate you so you don’t appear
ignorant on you tube.

22:

Although I have to admit that this is an excellent approximation dear Flowerbower; even such
collisions are not perfectly elastic; otherwise one could not understand how energy in the form of
light or heat radiation could come out of a gas.

23:

As I understand it, that once in a while, in a gas collision, a lowenergy infrared ray is emitted,
but to my knowledge this occurrence is very rare and the energy emitted is very small.

24:

So, Flowerbower you see for most purposes, collisions of molecules in gasses are considered to
be perfectly elastic, I guess that is why you are doing so much farting on you tube to test what
level of energy you can release; which I can certify is extremely low emission.

25:

Let I see if I can find another interesting example Flowerbower – everybody know that you can –
but I want an intelligent example – certainly not crap. So let me consider an elastic collision
between two objects of equal mass.

26:

Now take note Flowerbower, if they come together with the same speed, they would come apart
at the same speed, by symmetry.

27:

Now let me look at this in another circumstance, in which one of them is moving with velocity ט
and the other one is at rest.

28:

What does our expert Flowerbower think will happen?

29:

I do sincerely wonder if he has a brain at all – his display on you tube rather suggests that he don’t
have one – just a load of crap formed like a brain structure without that special ingredient called
intelligence.

30:

I know that you know that I have been through this before.

31:

I watch the symmetrical collision from a car moving along with one of the objects, and I find that
16.

If a stationary body is struck elastically by another body of exactly the same mass, the moving
body stops, and the one that was standing still now moves away with the same speed that the
other one had, the bodies simply exchange velocities. O mighty Flowerbower with all that
knowledge you have or make out that you have do you agree with that statement or is it out side of
your brain capabilities?
32:

Yes this behaviour Flowerbower can easily be demonstrated with a suitable impact apparatus;
which there are many about on the market place.

33:

More generally, if both bodies are moving, with different velocities, they simply exchange
velocity at impact.

34:

Let me take another example of an almost elastic interaction is magnetism.

35:

If I arrange a pair of Ushape magnets in my glide blocks, so that they repel each other, when
one drifts quietly up to the other, it pushes it away and stands perfectly still and now the other
goes along, frictionlessly.

36:

I accept that the principle of conservation of momentum is very useful, because it enables me to
solve many problems without knowing the details.

37:

Note that I did not know the details of the gas motions in the cap explosion, yet I could predict
the velocities with which the bodies came apart, for example.

38:

Another interesting example to my mind is rocket propulsion; guess you were wondering if I
would make any reference to that issue.

39:

Well I shall in passing; a rocket of large mass, M ejects a small piece of mass m, with a terrific
velocity,  טrelative to the rocket.

40:

After this the rocket, if it were originally standing still, will be moving with a small velocity, v.

41:

Using the principle of conservation of momentum, I can calculate this velocity to be:

42:

As I know that as long as material is being ejected, the rocket continues to pick up speed.

43:

Rocket propulsion is essentially the same as the recoil of a gun: therefore is no need for any air to
push against.

44:

I will end this discussion at this point; so far no laws have been broken neither with the mockup
or the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.).

45:

In this book I have came a long way in the investigation upon the laws of Sir Isaac Newton and
have found nothing that supports these experts claims that it breaks all the laws of physics –
instead so far it supports the laws of physics.
17.

This report was released by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl. Lecturer / author/ / head of R&D.
Manned Flight Division. UK.
Released Date: 20th June 1968.
SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM UK.

46:

1968 Mortimer Berkshire Demo 1 project – the future Thailand Explorer project.
To be or not to be is a question that only time can answer – but that time is
coming – Thailand is gearing up today for the future to be.

Whether you believe these photos are real or not do not matter because the
tomorrow people are here now and preparations are proceeding fast towards our
goals to create the tomorrows with cleaner energy and transport systems.
47:

Progress may appear slow to you but already thousands of dollars have been already spent in
Thailand for equipment and materials for the work to go ahead and much more will be needed to
be spent before we can start the development work.
18.

2007 The beginning of a new age that will create a paradise shift between today’s
pollution making technology to the clean technology herein termed THE SEARL
EFFECT GENERATOR (S.E.G.)
48:

It is time that we stopped and think about our children and there children hopefully will be; but
they need a future termed the tomorrows that at this time we are killing off for them. We claimed
to be intelligent – caring – loving – educated – really that shocks me for the impress images that
my brain observes says opposite there is little care to the future generation – smoking over the top
of babies, killing for fun – wars – terrorists – these are not human acts – they are evil acts to my
mind. Even throwing your rubbish on the ground or into ditches – rivers or the sea is evil, cutting
down trees and not replanting them is also evil acts. For these acts affects us all in the long run.
Many now think that there is no hope to save this planet it’s far too late to try – it will be worth it
if we can extend its present life expectancy if only by 100 years – that gives us more time to act.
19.

49:

Our new registered company in Thailand for the purpose of developing the Searl
Effect Technology (S.E.T.) by which the world of tomorrows will be born.
My task finds the answers to our problems so we can create that paradise shift!

The helpers attending my lecture in Scotland – Hollywood film it for the records!
20.

21.

22.

50:

The dreams that Searl experience were catalogue as nightmares by his foster mother.

51:

Over six years he experience these dreams which when analyzed make interesting points to
bear in mind.

52:

Dream one holds mostly all mathematics for the technology and what this technology is about.

53:

This is the centre of that information:

Prof. Searl knew this game as hopscotch.
In this version there are only 8 squares.
Number 3 are coloured reddish because it is
a key marker to everything in our universe.
This contains the stone.
Number 2 is coloured bright green that is
also a key marker where Prof. Searl is
standing.
You have 2 sets of 2 squares in horizontal
format.
Square 4 is coloured by a duller green.

54:

We need to understand the rest of this dream content which most people would had never
taken any notice of it; as it would be something most people would prefer to forget about,
and if you live in a world of fantasy you would instant forget it.

55:

But Prof. Searl lives in a world of reality he want forget about it; in fact this dream is going
to be certain that he will not forget about it.

56:

Because it appeared again that year and twice again for the next 5 years.

57:

Just this part of dream one tells a massive amount of information relating to the world of reality.

58:

But unfortunate Homo sapiens have eyes but they cannot see the world of reality unless they
actually live it; they are completely blind to the domain of reality.

59:

But that old saying that things come in pairs held also true in the case of Searl’s dreams.

60:

This was an important trigger which actually played a major role in part; in this development and
related to going to school. The second dream related to my return home and the duties I was
expected to perform each day. The second dream relates to the IGV while the first dream relates
to the S.E.G.
23.

61:

WILL THE S.E.T. SAVE THE WORLD?
OR WILL NATURE DECIDE THAT HOMO SPAIENS NOT WORTH SAVING?
62:

SPACE IS MAN’S FRONTIER – FOR HIS FUTURE SURVIVAL:
During 1968 the study work on the slender disc research and development had reached the point
where space became interesting as a possible employment base which could change our living
base line to a better standard for all.

63:

Therefore, I commenced the study work as to what shape such a space vehicle should be
constructed from.

64:

The space race was on; and the formative years were 1957 to 1960.
Clearly space data was being achieved from that work which had started, therefore everything
they knew was less cost to me to research.

65:

Now let me explain that according to the law of the squares there must be two systems available to
use; and they are such technology.
America and Russia place their efforts on a vertical concept requiring costly launch and landing
sites. Used dangerous fuel as energy, and required special windows for all missions.

66:

Having study their operations including the mass of failures, I decided that the vertical concept
was unsuited for commercial operation in space, and therefore concentrated on a horizontal
concept which became to be known as the SENDER DISC, such a concept was out side the big
boys capability, this will be discussed later and for now let me make it clear that the energy
needed to lift a horizontal vehicle is many times greater then the vertical system. Agreed that both
Russia and America failures assisted my effort, and the press and media played upon it.
24.

67:

SPACE FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS OF 1957 AS I REMEMBER THEM:
Launch date
Launch vehicle
Launch weight.
=====================================================================
Sputnik 1 (USSR)
4 TH Oct 1957
A
184 LB
Sputnik 2 (USSR)
3 RD Nov 1957
A
1118 Lb
====================================================================

68:

All of you who are around my age remember this year when the Russians proved to the world that
man could put things into space.

69:

In the United States, meanwhile, efforts to place an artificial satellite into orbit failed during 1957.

70:

The American space program was the victim of a parochial interservice rivalry that saw the US
Navy’s Vanguard launch rocker pitted against the US Army’s Redstone and the US Air Force’s
Atlas.

71:

The latter was side tracked toward development as an ICBM and the Vanguard was chosen as first
priority over the Redstone.

72:

Despite promising early results, the Vanguard was plagued by a series of disastrous failures
through the falloff 1957 and the United States ended the year without placing a space craft into
orbit.

73:

That was the reality in which the Americans were convinced they would be first – but the world of
reality did not turn out as predicted. That was one point.
Their problem was the domain of reality – where different groups were trying to beat each other.
From this kind of reality; I cannot let this happen within the S.I.S.R.C.W.W.
No country can try to push out another to beat them – at this time Thailand is clearly in the
running – but Italy may catch up in some ways, and Israel has the same option.
There is no race involved here its all working together to achieve success at the end of the road.

74:

Here are time frames frozen of my life from a boy at a navy school to building the
I.G.V. today time has removed the evidence for good. The navy school now
Higher Education College and the Demo 1 have been destroyed because people
were damaging the property who visited it. Thus time removes all things in the
end. That also includes us.
25.

75:

Today Wednesday September 5th 2007 Time 1038 hours to 1327 hours, meeting held here at my
home with Dr. Robert Lipman present and Andrew Higgs from Japan.
We discuss the position of Japan joining this development, as you may recall they meet me in
Thailand for the initial meeting.
I have now agreed that I would travel to Japan to check out the site to certify that they are in a
position to work with me upon this technology. The meeting was indeed interesting and all enjoy
the situation all saw the funny side of the future to be.

76:

I feel certain that Japan will speed up to development stage as Thailand has done – once I have
been there; after all Japan is only six and a half hours away from Thailand

77:

On Friday 7th September I shall be in hospital for my second heart operation; at this time it’s hard
to say whether I shall be released that night or not, what ever happens I do have busy program set
up to commence three days of my operation at this time.

78:

More books are waiting to be transferred to swallow command; I am sorry that around 17 pages
were missing from book 16A – I shall redo them as soon as I can find the original pages.

79:

These books show you my interest which is vital for the person in charge of developing a perfect
space craft for deep space penetration.

80:

Everything invented by man must be evaluated for such project as Star Ship Explorer or any other
project of the future.

81:

Just a fancy drawing of your idea of a space ship has no value unless its structure and functions
are feasible relating to the mission plan or objective.

82:

That requires time to define the functions then the structures that can contain such functions.
Such are the demands of the Homan Sapiens structure and mass of functions which must be
accounted for, and it is the use of the Homo sapiens which complicate the problem; with out the
Homo sapiens the cost drops immensely.

83:

Over the years I have been shocked that so many people think that one man could do the work in
less time and less cost and expected me to achieve the same as the Americans who had all the
firms and skill personnel of the world to do it, not forgetting an unbelievable funding from the
government.
That was the insanity of the masses over those years so long ago.

84:

Today Wednesday 5th September 2007 I still do not have the workforce of NASA or the hard cash
either; but there is one major thing which I do have  which is hope  faith can work wonders and
time can swing things around for the right men power and cash to become available.

85:

Yes, I agree that man power is slowly coming on line and the hard cash.
Thailand has just confirmed the hard cash available to build the 3 man craft which I wanted to do
in 2003.

86:

They said that I better believe it – so what can I do, but to believe it – if not I will get spanked.
26.

87:

Talking about believing – I see so many idiots on the net demanding that I show all my papers –
that is how insane there are because I am not applying for a job with them – they apply for a job
with me and show their papers – these idiots will not be given any employment by me that is for
certain.
My legal people make it clear to me that I need not show idiots my status.

88:

To them I say that things are moving fast and I have no need of idiots now or ever.
I will end this part at this point; again I wish all my brothers and sisters good health to 2007, and
may the world be nice to you. The future looks bright so turn on that light and be seen by all

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.

SEARL INTERNATIONAL SPACE RESEARCH CONSORTIUM UK
FUTURE ENERGY AND TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS.
HEAD OF R&D
AUTHOR
INVENTOR
SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS UK.

INVENTIONS.
PART 11.
1:

Welcome to part 11 of this book; which shows the FACTS and the reality involved in Prof.
Searl’s life and work.
It is with deep regret that viewers on youtube.com have to endure the diarrhoea that continues to
appear by an idiot goes by the title of flowerbower.
The legal boys have been watching his out bursts, and their opinion is:
His anger displayed is not normal.
It relates more to some one who was connected to Searl last term who stole his equipment and
pension money that was spent on it in effort to stop him getting to the market place so they could
own it and force Searl to tell them the secret how to make it.
The view is that he was connected to that robbery directly or indirectly believing they own the
technology and the robbery would stop my progress.
Now seeing that Prof. Searl is again for the fifth time rising from the ashes created by evil minds
to stop Searl success

2:

In FACT they even stated that they own it on their website – which is crap they do not own it and
never will. So flowerbower can poke that up is arse for good measure.
He is very sick person – and I must admit that I really do feel sorry for his family who have to
endure his behaviour or maybe he don’t have one they have left home already.
One thing is clear by his action that they have no backers now; so they are finished. And he is
trying hard to stop backers helping Searl at this time.
Unfortunate for flowerbower these backers have already seen the demonstration, not only that but
much more how far Searl has reached in the work which only they have seen and the public has
not seen.
Any idiot would understand that no one working on research would be stupid enough to show the
latest’s achievement and progress now available. Unfortunate research means much has to be kept
secret but we are letting you follow Searl on his quest to push his technology to the marketplace
regardless of the idiots who are trying to stop him. And he is winning that is the rules of the game.

3:

To be or not to be is the question; is it wiser to keep quite or to shout anti statements which could
result in kicking back at you much harder then you were expecting flowerbower – you are
treading on extremely dangerous grounds.

4:

But regardless of that idiot I trust these articles of past, present and the future prove interesting to
you even if you are unable to accept the reality being presented here.

5:

I will try to generate another article on whether the S.E.G. breaks all the laws of physics or not. So
far we have found no evidence to support these experts that it breaks all laws of physics.
1.

DOCLP11SISRC1
PART. 9.
First Edition: August 1968.

Searl International Space Research Consortium –UK
Mortimer – Berkshire – England.
Tomorrow’s energy and transport systems.
PRELIMINARY SCIENCE PROJECT REPORT.
LAWS OF PHYSICS.
S.E.G. DOES IT BREAK ALL THE LAWS OF PHYSICS?
SECTION ELEVEN.
APPROVED BY THE CHAIRMAN
AND PUBLISHED UNDER HIS AUTHORITY.
The Searl effect Generator (S.E.G.) is a new concept in clean energy generation.
As such anti action towards the inventor is expected – no one wants to loose their job.
This anti behaviour supports that such a system is possible and they will do all they can to block it.
This reaction has been here since time began and will continue until time ends.
But time has proven such products still arrive on the marketplace regardless of the antibehaviour.
6:

I shall continue with our investigation upon Sir Isaac Newton laws or more precise his suggestion
on how to find solutions to problems in motion – and the Searl Effect Generator is a product of
motion. This has been claimed since 1946 up to this point of time as impossible by socalled
experts.
So who want enemies when you have brothers like flower bower, Peter, Martin, Ken and Luis; but
I guess Sir Isaac Newton suffered the same in his time...

7:

RELATIVISTIC MEMENTUM.
I must state here that in modern times the law of momentum has undergone certain modifications
2.

8:

At the same time I admit however, that the law is still true today, the modifications being mainly
in the definitions of things.

9:

I have to accept that in the theory of relativity it turns out that I do have conservation of
momentum; I agree that the particles have mass and therefore the momentum is still given by
mט, the mass times the velocity, but the mass changes with the velocity, hence the momentum
also changes.

10:

The mass varies with velocity according to the law:

Where m 0 is the mass of the body at rest and c is the speed of light.
11:

It is easy to my mind to see from this formula that there is negligible difference between m and
m 0 unless  טis very large, and that for ordinary velocities the expression for momentum reduces
to the old formula.

12:

To my understanding the components of momentum for a single particle are written as:

13:

Where:

I accept that if the XCOMPONENTS are summed over all the interacting particles, both before
and after a collision, the sums are equal; that is, momentum is conserved in the xdirection.
14:

To my understanding; the same holds true in any direction. In my newsletters and books I have
stated the law of conservation of energy is not valid unless I recognise that energy appears in
3.

In different forms, electrical energy, mechanical energy, radiant energy, heat energy, and so on.
15:

I accept that in some of these cases, let me quote heat energy for example, that the energy might
be said to be “hidden”.

16:

This example might suggest the question:
“Are there also hidden forms of momentum – perhaps heat momentum?”

17:

The answer to that question to my understanding is that it is very hard to hide momentum for the
following reasons:
The random motions of the atoms of a body furnish a measure of heat energy, if the squares of
the velocities are summed.

18:

This sum will be a positive result, having no directional character.

19:

To my understanding, this heat is there, it just has to be; whether or not the body moves as a
whole, and conservation of energy in the form of heat is not very obvious.

20:

On the other hand, if one sums the velocities, which has direction, and finds a result that is not
zero, that means that there is a drift of the entire body in some particular direction, and such a
gross momentum is readily observed.

21:

To my mind there are no random internal lost momentum, because the body has net momentum
only when it moves as a whole as witness in the mock up and certainly in the S.E.G.

22:

What else can I do but accept momentum, as a mechanical quantity – what do you say to that
brother flower bower, that is difficult to hide,

23:

Nevertheless, you can take my word that momentum can be hidden; it certainly can flower bower
and do you know HOW Flower bower?
Ladies and gentleman should I tell him HOW – after all he is being technical a criminal – you
think that I should – ok I shall – in the electromagnetic field, for an example.
Of course you ladies and gentleman already knew that, but I guess that Flower bower never knew
that, and it is for his benefit that I quoted that.

24:

Strange; that is a case of another effect of relativity.

25:

To my mind one of the propositions of Sir Isaac Newton was that interactions at a distance are
instantaneous.
4.

26:
Strange to my mind; is that it turns out that such is not the case; in situations involving electrical
forces, for instance, if an electric charge at one location is suddenly moved, the effects on another
charge, at another place, do not appear instantaneously – there is a little delay.
27:

To my understanding; that in these circumstances, even if the forces are equal the momentum
will not check out; they will be a short time during which there will be trouble, because for a
while the first charge will feel a certain reaction force, say, and will pick up some momentum,
but the second charge has felt nothing and has not yet changed its momentum.

28:

To my knowledge; it takes time for the influence to cross the intervening distance, which it does
at 186,000 miles a second.

29:

As I understand it; that in that tiny time the momentum of the particles is not conserved.

30:

Of course after the second charge has felt the effect of the first one and all is quieted down, the
momentum equation will check out all right, but during that small interval momentum is not
conserved.

31:

I represent this by saying that during this interval there is another kind of momentum besides that
of the particle, mט, and that is momentum in the electro magnetic field.

32:

If I add the field momentum to the momentum of the particles, then momentum is conserved at
any moment all the time.

33:

The FACT that the electro magnetic field can process momentum and energy makes that field
very real, and so, for better understanding, the original idea that there are just forces between
particles has to be modified to the idea that a particle makes a field, and a field acts on another
particle, and the field itself has such familiar properties as energy content and momentum, just
as particles can have.

34:

To take another example; an electromagnetic field waves, which I call light; how strange that it
turns out that light also carries momentum with it, so when light impinges on an object it carries
in a certain amount of momentum per second; this is equivalent to a force, because if the
illuminated object is picking up a certain amount of momentum per second, the momentum is
changing and the situation is exactly the same as if there were a force on it.

35:

I accept that light can exert pressure by bombarding an object; this pressure is very small, but
with sufficiently delicate apparatus it is measurable.

36:

Now in quantum mechanics it turns out that momentum is a different thing – it’s is no longer
mט.
5.

37:

It is hard to define exactly what is meant by the velocity of a particle, but momentum still exists.

38:

In quantum mechanics the difference is that when the particles are represented as particles, the
momentum is still mט, but when the particles are represented as waves, the momentum is
measured by the number of waves per centimetre: the greater number of waves, the greater the
momentum
That should not surprise you as you have heard me talk about waves time and time again in my
work.

39:

I agree that in spite of the differences, the law of conservation of momentum holds also in
quantum mechanics.

40:

Even though the law ƒ = ma is false, and all the derivations of Sir Isaac Newton were wrong for
the conservation of momentum, in quantum mechanics, nevertheless, in the end, that particular
law maintains itself!

41:

So far in this investigation I have found nothing which supports these experts claims that the
S.E.G. breaks all the laws of physics; therefore I shall end this study at this point until the next
part.

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl
May the power be with you!
42:

Today Friday 7th September 2007 at 0712 hours, all work stopped here, when Dr Terry Moore
arrived to take me to the Royal Free Hampstead Hospital at Pond Street, London NW3 2QG
arriving at 0800 hours BST.

43:

At the Layton Day ward; Where the bed was waiting to receive me nicely made up for me, more
as a guest, The Gentleman responsible to settle me in was extremely pleasant and enjoy listening
about the S.E.G. and going to look at swallow command.

44:

Here I had to strip completely and put on this hospital gown back to front you know the type that
displays your bum to everyone. Then he gave me a pair of misty plastic pants to put on which now
is compulsory so I was told; they call it moving you around in a dignified manner or more precise
insanity manner.

45:

But I have to agreed that the gentleman was really nice to know and I insisted that I walk to the
scanning room and he wheeled the bed, so it was and I climbed upon the examination table, where
I christen the alien head with mine; where you get wired up to be launched to the Moon Well its
like a baby telling his mum he will walk and she push the empty pram.

46:

Upon this examination table is like a learner driver it jerks forward and backwards, but you get
6.

use to it – and this monstrosity head which looks at you like a Martian in war of the worlds it
looks at your inners in this case its my heart and blood flow he is finding out if I am an earthling
47:

Yes I have a CD of the findings – yes I am an earthling – thank heaven for that – but there are
another problem need solving – thus another trip to another hospital in the near future.

48:

Let me take another look at some better news:
Dr. Terry Moore travel with me to witness how things progress in Italy, so I shall show some of
his photos which he took on that visit.

These are photos taken on Terry’s camera – it’s good to have witnesses around!
As there are far too much crap on you tube upon me.
7.

Thank you Terry for your contributions to this book – May be UK will start again.
8.

49:

Wednesday September 5th 2007 at 1038 hours; Andrew Higgs representing a firm in Japan made
his second visit to me at my home.
Dr Robert Lipman arrived with him to assist me during the discussion. As he did in Thailand
when this company called upon me there and witnessed the mock up.

50:

Following that event the company has agreed that was the way to go and wish to invite me to their
company in Japan where they will get me media publicity.
I have agreed that I shall visit them to check if they could make the S.E.G there or the main parts
of it. And Thailand does the magnetic part for them after all the flight time between Japan and
Thailand is only six and half hours. – Not a big deal.

51:

I AM PLEASE TO STATE THAT I NOW KNOW WHO FLOWER BOWER is; he was my
first choice then the area traced put me off the track; as I had no idea that was where he lives at
this time but a statement made by him did the final bit of the jigsaw he his a conman and one who
robbed me of my equipment and pension money.

52:

That accounts for the anger he is showing on you tube, as he thought he own it – and would force
me into submission now he is trying another which he used with the police, solicitous on Priscilla,
and Alex and his wife and the council but there he failed.
Well Flower bower you have lost again you will never get that vast sum of money you claimed to
Priscilla and Alex never as long as you live. Hail Hitler the great. Now you know I know who you
are?

53:

About my visit yesterday to the hospital; what did they do is the questions coming in on e mails
well let me give you a little of the FACTS unfortunate the CD is fantastic but I have no idea how
to put that as a video clip on swallow command site for you to see the truth.
Nevertheless I can give you some of the FACTS:

What about that Flower bower – I am talking to Judge Burgess your friend who made you cry!
9.

54:

I have it already written up in one of my books that has been out since the robbery of my property
and pension money and will appear on my website which already show the details of the robbery
including your photo who served in the SAS as a young boy and saved the lives of 20 of your
mates when the Germans threw an explosive device into the room you bravely went where no man
would go and picked it up and threw it back at them – amazing the war was over then.

55:

Each time he went to court to con the housing people out of thousands of pound the judge played
along with him up to the point where the bill had reach the value he was trying to con out of the
housing people. He arrived back crying instead of the housing people. That was what I had
warmed him would happy – he was a key member who con solicitors to rob me of my personal
equipment and pension money.

56:

Well Flower bower now you know that I know who you are – I did from the very first attack upon
me – I knew it was you HAIL HITLER THE GREAT.

57:

Well I shall return to the hospital now, yes they found two other problems which they gave me
some medication to deal with it until the next hospital that I shall have to attend decides what best
to do.
The AngioSeal information given to me was as follows:
Please report to your doctor any bleeding, swelling and bruising around the puncture site,
infection, or any discomfort experienced after the puncture is sealed.
If another procedure is necessary within 90 days of this one, or if you have any problems from this
procedure, inform the doctor of your AngioSeal device and show this patient information card.
This could affect your doctor’s decision regarding subsequent treatment.

58:

The reason I am releasing this information is because there are firms now supporting this
technology others are held back by that conman called Flower bower from acting – by showing
the truth here they can see for themselves what the position is.

59:

Yesterday the hospital put me on IKOREL nicorandil 10 mg tablets, basically they are to help
relieve my angina and to reduce the risk of complications.
ANGINA

(anjynă ) n.

How about that flower bower?

A sense of suffocation or suffocating pain: which I know from experience.
ANGINA PECTORIS.
Pain in the centre of the chest: which is induced by exercise; and relieved by rest, and may spread
to the jaws and arms. Now you know why I do not exercise.
Angina pectoris occurs when the demand for blood by the heart exceeds the supply of the
coronary arteries and it usually results from coronary artery atheroma, it may be prevented or
relieved by such drugs as glyceryl trinitrate and proprranolol or by surgery,
This is based upon my knowledge of 1990. How is that Adolf Hitler the great you thought I would
not know who flower bower was – but all criminals make a terrible mistake as you have also done
10.

60:

Ikorel nicorandil tablets I am afraid to say I have no real knowledge upon them which I can quote
at this time, they must be a very new drug that has appeared on the market place.
Once I get to know this drug I will tell you all about it. I have never claimed to know everything
nor can anyone else, so I am not alone on this issue.

FACTS speak louder then lies flower bower – hail Hitler the great. Threatens
people that he has a bottle of nitric acid to blow up the housing association if he
lost his case – well he did loose his case but he failed to blow up the housing
association so he must still have it so beware he might blow you up! What a nut
case flower bower is he has 20 men he saved in the SAS to sort you out!
11.

61:

This technology requires a lot of knowledge and understanding which Flower bower has no idea
on earth about, but he does know all about shoving his whatnot up bum holes and that is another
FACT which he will not tell you about. I know that is true as I have a photo of it he had it enlarge
by surgery for that purpose.

62:

For years now I have tried to get information about the elements on the websites without success
so I end up trashing that data – but I try just once more to get that data up on swallow command –
just a small article first.
DOCSISRCSEGE1
DATE; 28 TH August 1968.
FIRST EDITION.

Searl International Space Research Consortium.
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STARSHIP EZEKIEL MK. V.
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JOHN ROY ROBERT SEARL.

63:

The experts have made it positive that all things are made from atoms or combination of atoms.

64:

And Searl accepts that everything has to be made from something regardless, whether its atoms or
what does not change that FACT.

65:

Most products are term molecules – which are different atoms, connect up in a certain fashion,
and this connecting up is complex and I shall be explaining this at a later date.

66:

For now let me confirm that much of the S.E.G. relies on atoms term elements. That means atoms
which have been separated from other atoms as much as possible to do.

67:

In 1946 Mullard Ltd sent me the list of all elements which was available on the market, and in fact
that list is still around here somewhere and has been released in my newsletters and I think also in
one of my books of the past.

68:

What was unknown to me at that time; that it was only used by glass manufacturers who used it to
tint glass purple or to polish glass? The experts of that time claim it was not available – crap it was
and it was cheap to buy – opposite to the prise of today.
12.

69:

That element ordered was Neodymium Nd 60, but because the structure concept of the S.E.G.
then was done by sintering the materials needed was indeed a struck of luck because oxidization
was not a problem in this mode of construction.

70:

Therefore, it took 24 hours to make one segment, and you need 96 of them for the first plate, and
another 176 segments for the second plate, and yet another 256 segments for the third plate, for
mass production it was completely out of question; some other way had to be found.

71:

The term still wanted to make it as in the past that is creating the layers with raw powder, and of
course it took the same time is it did before.

72:

I then suggested that it might be possible to do it in layer form, as power to obtain a better
method. Getting the layers made by companies either as solid rod or as tubes depending on what
part thereof we are dealing with.

73:

A number of parties tried it and Hollywood recorded the voltages obtained from two different
samples.

74:

At first there was a major problem in Germany they did manage to produce a segment with the
desire wave form upon it and they produced another set which I brought back to the UK as proof.

75:

Two weeks later Luis arrived and I went to show him the samples only to find that they had
disintegrated to power dust but as a pyramid structure. I then phoned Germany to check if theirs
had done the same when they checked they found the same problem.

76:

So problem had to be solved why did they disintegrate; the findings was that the grain of the
Neodymium Nd 60 grain was far too large

77:

All efforts to find a company that could mill these grains down to 1 – 2 microns was impossible,
they stated that they were going to stop doing the grains size that we had.

An illustration what is under research and development at this time unfortunate
some people are greedy and block the success as long as they can – just like how
Flower bower is at this late date. Over centuries evil minds have delayed future
progress for mankind to have a better world then he had at that time.
13.

78:

Germany worked upon that problems and in Fact did all the magnetising for the UK section upon
this unit:

79:

Clearly to my mind that this concept of construction could be achieved accepted that hiccups
would occur that would have to be solved.

80:

Once Fernando Morris joined up with me to undertake this research I did request that we should
get a small amount of some other element mixed in with Neodymium Nd 60 to stable it. But he
felt it would not work therefore that extra cost would be a waste.

81:

In the end he gave way and ordered the mix which I suggest and since that time he has been happy
with the material.
14.

82:

Let me show you one of the work outs which I tried for years to get on the web,

This graph is for Neodymium Nd 60 mixed with 1% Praseodymium Pt. 59.
83:

These are equilibrium diagrams as an illustration what effort I have gone to in creating this
concept of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.)

84:

Does that block the oxidization?

85:

That is for you to find out like I had to find out.

86:

Yes, you could coat it to stop it oxidising with the air – but you will loose some of the momentum
and therefore the velocity will also be decreased; providing there is enough voltage in motion.

87:

I know for certain now that the voltage needed to move a roller set is five volts.

88:

I also now know what the voltage function is in the operation of the roller sets.

89:

To my mind it is the voltage generated that will control the function of the roller sets.

90:

The higher the voltage output the greater is the velocity.

91:

There is much more to investigate in reference to the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.) before I can
state that I know precisely how to enlarge upon the output.

92:

At this stage of the research and development things look great, but that does not mean that we are
there yet – that wave must be created precisely first.

93:

One thing is certain that it will be done regardless.
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94:

Let us take a look at another mixture:

This time I am looking at Neodymium Nd with 1% Platinum Pt. 78.
95:

Again this is an equilibrium diagram.
Of course I shall be covering the massive range of concepts of the elements. But space is limited
for section of this book to cover many points to be evaluated in the development work.
Released by the Authority of:

John Roy Robert Searl.
Searl International space Research Consortium – UK.
R & D department Section.
96:

On this site I shall try to show what is involved in my thinking and the results of it
16.

97:

If planet Earth survives long enough, man will reach the outer limits of space, and the greatest
depths of the oceans and know every atom of the Homo sapiens structures and functions – yet he
will just be beginning to understand reality of life.

98:

All this was stolen plus hell of a lot more not seen in this photo while I was in
hospital – was flower bower the firth man involved in the robbery directly or was
he connected indirectly he expresses anger that suggest that he has lost out badly.
99:

No sane person would make an arse of himself on you tube as Flower bower is doing except Adolf
Hitler the great who would in any court lie on oath.
17.

100:

Just a few requirements once must know for this technology and that is just the
beginning of my thinking.

101:

These symbols may become popular in Thailand soon.

More thinking on ideas in Thailand the rack structure is intended to house all the
batteries for the magnetiser. This is at the stage of planning.
102:

No one can take on a massive task without much planning and evaluation being involved, as
above the racking of 100 batteries for the magnetiser has to be planned out for the operation of the
magnetiser and the charging equipment for them. But that is only one grain of sand on the beach
there are millions of grains of sand which I must account for within this technology if it’s to get to
the marketplace, many subjects must be covered by me in this book you will see what I have to do
18.
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103:

Economics presents an interesting paradox.

104:

On the one hand, the media and political attention have highlighted the importance of economic
developments such as inflation, unemployment, taxation and interest rates; to which I have given
great thought to.

105:

This is quite natural since such factors impinge on all our living standards.

106:

On the other hand, public awareness of the causes and significance of economic change seems no
better informed now than it has ever been.

107:

Indeed from where I sitting there even seems to be some strange and frightful mystery about the
subject, which acts as a barrier to people’s understanding or even to their will to understand.

108:

To my mind there are two main factors seem to contribute to this unfortunate and undesirable
situation.

109:

Firstly, traditional means of introducing the subject have been strongly based to theoretical
models, the relevance of which to the real world has not been sufficiently explained.

110:

Secondly, access to the subject has been hampered by an obscure terminology and the use of
complex diagrammatical representation.

111;

To this end I have tried so hard to explain information as simple as it is humanly possible to do
across the whole spectrum of my objective – which is massive in context – and this section is just
one problem to account for.

112:

I have to admit that I cannot claim that this book will completely overcome such difficulties, but a
considerable effort has been made by me to reduce these barriers.

113:

Searl International Space Research consortium, business studies has to be determinedly practical
19.

in its approach, it has been possible to reduce the time spent in developing theories, and to
concentrate more on the significance of my conclusions.
114:

Where appropriate, some elements of traditional theory have either been completely omitted or
treated in a critical manner, as a basis for elaborating alternative means of understanding a
particular subject of Searl International Space Research Consortium.

115:

I understand that terminology and diagrammatical representation are more demanding problems,
since they form the basis of concise and effective communication.

116:

Terms are, however, carefully explained and a detailed glossary will be provided as a ready source
of reference.

117:

I will try to keep diagrams as simple and informative as possible, and use of a second colour in
their printing is intended to further clarify the diagrams and to ease understanding.

118:

Just at this moment in time not having any idea what diagrams I shall use and how simple I can
make them, as I am writing direct from my mind, thus diagrams will pop up at any point which
seems appropriate to be added.

119:

This book has been written as one of a series of books already released, each one considering
different aspects of the business world of Searl International Space Research Consortium and its
decision making process.

120:

Much of this particular book is concerned with what might be called Searl International Space
Research Consortium ‘environment’: setting the scene within which Searl International Space
research Consortium operate, and explaining the reasons for changes in that environment and their
effects on the business sector.

121:

This book is suitable for those who are studying economics formally for the first time, whether as
part of an Alevel or introductory degree course in Business Studies, or as a BEC course or
professional examination.

122:

Let me assure you that any economics text requires careful reading, especially where ideas have
been expressed as concisely as the format of Searl Internationals Space Research Consortium
dictated.

123:

One of the features in this book is the use of bold type which has been used to focus attention on
the main points, and I hope that this will also be helpful when the book is used as a revision aid.

124:

Indeed, I have found it often helpful, before commencing a detailed study of the next part of this
book, to flick through its pages noting the main headings to get a better idea of the structure of the
argument.

125:

Never forget that the economic environment is a dynamic one.

126:

The pace of change is such that no text can hope to be timeless.

127:

Staff and members of Searl International Space Research Consortium are therefore well advised to
keep themselves informed of current developments by regular reading of
www.swallowcommand.com  being a new technology added since 1968 to replace books which I
have been doing since 1963.
20.

128:

My main objective of this introductory text such as this is to foster a critical understanding of
economic principles so as to provide the means whereby staff and members of Searl International
Space Research Consortium can understand and evaluate such contemporary developments.

129:

I trust these books will go some of the way towards meeting my objective.

130:
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I would like to thanks Mr and Mrs Sherwood’s, Vera Comer, John Thomas, Fernando Morris, Jaz
Art, Freddy Brown, Jason Thomas, Brad Lockerman, Jonathan and Jon for the help and
constructive suggestions over time which has assisted me in the preparation of these manuscripts.

131:

Finally, I should acknowledge a continuing debt to the wit and wisdom of my public, past and
present and those who have collectively corrected, the errors of judgement I would otherwise have
made.

132:

For each error that I do make in the future, I must of course accept full responsibility.

133:

I, John Roy Robert Searl, hereby give my hand of authority to release this document to the
masses; in the effort of informing them of the reality of my Technology.

John Roy Robert Searl – Chairman.
Searl International Space Research Consortium UK.
Date Released:
24th September 1968.
134:

Over time a handful of people helped me, and then some stole the technology and equipment from
me by greed. I like to show some photos from my files upon these.

21.

Bryon Jordan a very good man – hope to touch base with him soon in Glastonbury.

Geron Lobbe a very
good man from a
very good family
whom I have met in
Germany personally.
Was the first person
to create a segment
showing the cycle
wheel effect since the
1950s.

Richard Andrew
Huntly. Talk with folk
tongue that he was
finished with Martin
and Ken – but was not
spying for them
Was he directly or
indirectly involved
with the robbery of my
equipment and pension
money – at least guilty
by association.

None of these 3 persons had anything to do with the robbery either directly or
indirectly.
22.

Photo 1.
Barry Stroller a very good man created a lot of music for me to word which I sent him for my
Video I wanted to make. This will eventually be used.
Photo 2.
William Groarke a cleave man but lack the understanding of company rules fail to appreciate what
the right hand was doing to that of the left hand – could not understand if he was coming or going.
Photo 3.
Herbert Schneider. A good man but cost me good men of the team: Wants to control the action in
Germany.
All these shown here so far has shown no signs of obsessive compulsive disorder except Richard
Huntly,

Martin Colborne – compulsive liar – conman – Burglar – stole all my equipment after I was
hospitalised so they had no resistance to their act which include my pension money. Suffers
from an obsessive compulsive disorder.
Ken Gibbs –
compulsive liar –
conman – Burglar of
my property and
pension money.
Member of a
forbidden religious
organization in the
UK.
Suffers from an
obsessive compulsive
disorder.
23.

The three wise men that are still remaining intact – so things are still operating.

Photo above group assist to model Ken I.G.V. model at the girls high school.
24.

Last photo is of Luis Jarrio who spent two years searching for me and pours in
£2,000.00 to get me to return to this work as I had given up following the first
robbery. Then join the gang that robbed me of my property value £350,000 which
included part of my pension money. A friend – he was – but no more. But I found
no trace of obsessive compulsive disorder in him. He was not able to live in the
world of reality only for short periods, therefore easy lead by evil minds.
135:

I will give you the reality that was and is but I cannot make you accept it if the world of fantasy is
the one you can only exists in.

136:

Basically I am out of space so the space part I shall just state that during 1958 there was some
improvement.

Space flight highlights of 1958.
======================================================================
Launch date
Launch vehicle
Launch Weight
======================================================================
Explorer
1 (USA)
1 February
Jupiter C
31 Lb
Vanguard
1 (USA)
17 March
Vanguard TV4
3 Lb
Sputnik
3 (USSR)
15 May
Vostok
2919 Lb
Pioneer
1 (USA)
11 October
ThorAble
75 Lb
Pioneer
3 (USA)
06 December
Juno 2
13 Lb
======================================================================
Because to discuss what was achieved would use a number pages, so I will bring this part to a
close with the following photo:

From the Universal Studios with Wayne and Brooke I say good bye and may the power be with
you always – Good health to all my readers.
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
25.

INVENTORS.
PART 12.

Welcome to part 12 of this book. Again I must say how sorry I am that you still have to watch Flower
bower diarrhoea on you tube.
Today, Monday 10th September 2007, received yet another bit of news of a new website which is pouring
out anti crap to stop this work.
First let me inform you of what we know about this site:
1:

It’s cheap for beginners; so clearly they have no backers now.

2:

The wording is that of Alex Taylor who robbed me on the first occasion.

3:

No one knew what was going on in the said area except what they saw on TV and in the media.

4:

At no time did anyone sent photos to the media of fake or real products.

5:

The press came because of an advert in the Evening post which stated that I wanted to form a club
to develop a new class of aircraft which would be a disc shape craft.

6:

Because of their article from that interview was found by M. Hellicar Daily Mirror reporter called
and did a double page report that lead to a mass of publicity including all UK TV main stations
etc.

7:

From that time mass of publicity was generated by the media for two years before I stopped it, at
no time did any member of the team sent photos to the media. That kind of lies is related to Adolf
Hitler the great the type of crap he deals in
He thought he was going to be a millionaire many times over; what he would have you would not
believe but he did, when he planned the robbery that took place here on Monday 25 th August
2003.

8:

It is a natural response from some one who lost everything that they were certain to win – but they
failed. Just for the records Alex Taylor had robbed me many times of goods, in the Midlands he
even pulled the window frame out of the wall to get in the building while I was away for the day.
The police did nothing because they claimed that it was a civil matter not criminal. Well you sure
are learning about the hell I lived through yet still surviving and winning that hurts them when
they thought that they had stopped me for good. They are still insanity trying to stop me.
1.

Sorry that I had to start this issue with such statements – I guess all real inventors of the past suffer the
same attacks and will continue to do so in the future.
Update – over the last 12 hours been pumping down some books of the past to Morris to forward to
swallowcommand. And through yesterday evening until late tried to send Part 11 of this book direct to
swallowcommand but constant phone calls here blocked it as calls shut down MSN and have to reboot to
get it back while Morris system holds the last part until it can connect again then carries on.
This book unfortunate has to contain highly technical material to encourage real engineers and scientist to
join with us to create the tomorrow technology from all walks of life.
Just one more point upon Flower bower and that new site is that real common sense people will know that
these people must had something to do with the robbery – clearly they think by this action it will stop me
getting to the marketplace and I will submit to them everything how to make it – it’s a mental illness
termed obsessive compulsive disorder – others have also tried in the past; but they failed also to achieve
that knowhow.
Just to certify what it is; which is now under research and development to make absolute clear that the
crap you are seeing on sites is purely crap – and the video clips upon this new development is real.
One major issue is to get it under development in as many countries as possible – to these objectives four
countries have been investigated – one of which is racing ahead with the work, another is starting up – the
third has not shown proof that the funds are available to set up this costly project. The fourth is on offer to
be checked out shortly.
This is the project under research and development:

This research is to confirm: what is the best way to mass produce it to meet market place requirements.
In California much work has been achieved but the engineer has to do a job to survive and meet cost of
this development until early this year when my British backer join me and helped out then our man in the
States join and also helped the publicity which I authorised to be released on you tube brought in the
present companies active in this research.
This action was the first time ever that any thing created by us has been released to the media by us and
many top rank people have now inspected this work and seen far more than the public has seen. May be
even in this part 12 a photo recently taken of a top official watching and examining this product may be
released; and we are waiting for his return from Australia to request his permission to release this photo
of him. I feel certain he will agree with our request.
This is precisely what the robbers never wanted to happen – it is the first time through out my life that
companies actually took on the task to develop it. The first agreement is now pending to arrive here soon,
that will commence full time work for my SEG engineer.
2.

The magnetiser is a massive product to construct – this will take time even on full time employment then
the testing period to solve any teething problems that may occur upon a completely new concept on
magnetising metals.
But the vital important issue is that we shall win at all cost regardless of those evil minds actions will not
stop this progress.
The future is now certain – a better technology which is clean will emerge upon the market and the
prediction is sooner than later – which to my ears sounds great – I hope they are correct upon that issue.
Update: Date Monday 10 th September 2007, Time: 0756 BST; four books have now arrived safe in
California the fifth is on its way now so these will be forwarded to swallow command site to be up
loaded. Unfortunate part 11 of this book still is sitting here for the moment.
Due to the product technology and what changes in our daily life will result by it; must be planned out
with great care that people are aware of that impact before it takes place. It is a technology which the
world should accept with open arms – not anti action to block it.
I do not wish to see what happen to Bill gates happen to this technology when the world is in urgent need
of it. So I will start off with that issue – ECONOMICS – then look at what laws of physics that the S.E.G.
technology breaks as the experts claim it does.
DOCSISRCBSECOM2
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Searl International Space Research Consortium UK.
Tomorrows Energy and Transport systems.
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1:

Mortimer – Berkshire – England.
Economics.
John Roy Robert Searl.

Energy and transportation will become a major issue before I die, and to this problem I have
devoted my life in solving solutions – one of the major problems for me will be economics of
3.

this technology which has to be within set limits today to obtain the funding that is required.
2:

The economic perspective.
Economics is the study of certain aspects of the consequences of scarcity.

3:

As I have stated so often over the years that it is apparent that man’s material desires far exceed
his capacity to produce goods and services, and that it is therefore necessary to make choices.

4:

Thus, decision making is at the heart of economic studies.

5:

Of cause many want the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.) for different reasons different outputs;
which are completely out of order – it is not possible to do so many different units, until the first is
in production.
Only then can I proceed with another version of it.

6:

Economists are concerned with the implications of decisions about how society’s scarce resources
are used to satisfy particular wants.

7:

Let me assure all my readers since 1968 when I made a decision to aim for the market place
paragraph 6 became a major issue of my company.

8:

Choice and opportunity cost.
To my mind that in order to make choices, there is a need to determine priorities.

9:

Once a choice has been made, there is an inevitable sacrifice expressed in terms of what has been
forgone.

10:

Let I try to give an example, say that Searl International Research Consortium may some spare
factory space which could be use either to extend its production line or to improve its despatch
facilities.

11:

I agree that there may be many other options too.

12:

When Searl International Space Research Consortium has determined its priorities and decided
on one use for the spare space, the best alternative use forgone is described as the opportunity cost
of using the space as decided.

13:

Opportunity cost.
Is the real cost of having something measured in physical rather than money terms.

14:

It results directly from the fact of scarcity; sacrifice is only necessary if you cannot have
everything you want – which of cause I have been doing for a number of years now.

15:

Man appears to have an insatiable capacity to extend his wants: as soon as some are satisfied, new
aspirations are formed, and so the decision  making process continues.

16:

I clearly accept the fact that the above statement will be proven true with the S.E.T. technology.
4.

Dr. Terry Moore explaining the mockup functions of the S.E.G. in Prof. Home.
17:

Scarce resources.
In economics, anything which has an opportunity cost is described as scarce.

18:

There are a few resources or goods which do not have an opportunity cost.

19:

Let me try to give you another example which might be air (BUT NOT FRESH AIR), which is
therefore described as a free good.

20:

Please, this is not to be confused with goods and services for which no price is charged directly to
the consumer, such as public libraries and parks.

21:

These obviously do have an opportunity cost, and so are termed zeropriced goods.

22:

The resources available to man for the purpose of satisfying wants are conventionally classified
here by me into four groups:

23:

Land.
In economics this has a wider meaning than in everyday use.

24:

the best way by which I can describe it as ‘nature’s bounty’, i.e. all nonhuman resources which
occur naturally, from mineral deposits, forests and soil to gases in the air.

25:

In many cases these resources are not available freely: other resources may be needed to extract
them for man’s use (e.g. mining).

26:

Labour.
This can be defined as ‘the mental and physical effort of Homo sapiens in the course of
production’.

27:

Capital.
This also has a precise economic meaning, which should not be confused with the everyday use
of the word.

28:

It may be defined as ‘goods which are not used for current consumption’, and may be sub
divided into:
(i)

Producer durableuse goods.
5.

Goods which yield services over a period of time and are used to make other goods, e.g.
factories and machines.
(ii)

Producer single use goods.
Goods used to make other goods and services which are used up in the course of
production (or are transformed so that they may not be repeatedly used for the same
purpose), e.g. bricks and mortar.

(iii)

Stocks.
These comprise holdings of raw materials, unsold consumer goods and part finished
goods (or ‘works in progress).

(iv)

Enterprise.
Defined as ‘the factor which bears the risks of production’, enterprise is the least readily
quantified of the factors of production and has the distinguishing characteristic that it is
the only factor which may earn a negative return (i.e. a loss).
Which many entrepreneurs perform other functions, such as management, it is the risk
bearing element which is the defining characteristic.
Let me try to give you an example, a shareholder in Searl International Space Research
Consortium. May take no part at all in the daytoday running of Searl International
Space Research Consortium but, in bearing part of the risks of production, is clearly an
entrepreneur.
If Searl International Space Research Consortium spends more in hiring factor services
than it receives than from selling its output Searl International Space Research
Consortium will make a loss and the shareholder will receive no dividend: In the event of
Searl International Space Research Consortium liquidation, he stands to lose his initial
subscription to Searl International Space Research Consortium capital.
Let me quote here that at no time over these years has the Searl International Space
Research Consortium been involved in any case of liquidation which I have carried over
all these years. To day the chances of liquidation is at zero rate as I expand into a number
of domains of energy and transportation.
I do nevertheless accept that in this world nothing can be said to be certain, except death
and taxes – but I must have faith that when people actually work as one success is certain.

(v)

Factor mobility.
To my understanding the economy’s scarce resources have alternative uses.
As has been seen over these years of study, resources put to one particular use have an
opportunity cost – their forgone use elsewhere.
However, I must state that in a dynamic economy, the priorities of individuals, Searl
International Space Research Consortium and the society as a whole are subject to
6.

change.
Factor mobility is the term used to describe the readiness with which factors may be
redirected to alternative uses.
The two main forms to my knowledge relating to factor mobility which is referred to be:
1:

Occupational mobility.
The ease with which a factor may be transferred from one productive capacity to another
in a different industry.

2:

Geographical mobility.
The ease with which factor’s geographical locations may be changed.
Whilst these terms are most readily applied to labour, it should be apparent that they are
equally applicable to the other factors (when correctly defined).

Thailand preparing the laboratory for the redevelopment of the S.E.G.
3:

Production.
Production involves bringing together the different factor services needed to make
available the different Searl Effect Generators (S.E.G.) and services which satisfy
people’s wants.
To my knowledge; it is commonly divided into three stages:
(1)

Primary production.
Industries involved in extracting raw materials.

(2)

Secondary production.
Manufacturing industry.

(3)

Tertiary production.
The distribution of manufactured Searl Effect generators (S.E.G.): and the
supply of services.

29:

I am slowly arriving to the end of this second report, which will give you some idea of what is
7.

going on at this date of the year 2007 pictures which has been added to this original report to
update you on the reality of the time.

Thailand laboratory is getting ready to go active the top engineers are preparing
to move in to commence this very exciting research and development project.
30:

REALITY IS STRANGER THEN FICTION.

Consumption.
In economic terms, ‘consumption’ is best defined as ‘using up’ goods and services.
From a consumer’s viewpoint, a distinction can be made between:
(1)

Consumer durables.
Goods used by households which give repeated service over a period of time, e.g. cars and
washing machines.

(2)

Consumer singleuse goods.
Those which, as the name suggests, are used only once and can not be reused, such as
petrol and washing powder. Of cause there are others which you know every well.

31:

Consumption can also be applied to the use of producer durable – goods.

32:

Capital consumption.
Or ‘depreciation’ is the process of using up part of the productive life of a producer durable.

33:

I shall end this second document at this point and trust that it helps you to understand the
problems which I must fact getting this work moving,

John Roy Robert Searl – Superintendent of Documents – UK.
May the power be with you today and forever – until we meet again don’t know when don’t know
where but we shall meet again some sunny day – with technology that you have never seem.
8.

34:

By now thousands of people are aware that I have been travelling around the world looking at
offers, some of which have been given the go ahead on the Searl Effect generator development.

35:

What may not be clear to people is that was not the only investigation I was undertaken at the
same time.

36:

Because of my age and health status; I needed to assess whether it was possible to reopen the
manned flight division and redevelop the IGV.

37:

Engineers from all walks of life would be required.

38:

But there are millions of engineers in the world, how do you select the correct ones?

39:

From the past I have stated my views based upon research studies: which are the following class
that would not fit the bill for deep space exploration:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Smokers
Drug users
Suffering from HIV
Sexual related diseases
Any allergic reaction to medication which you may need during a mission.
If you have low blood pressure
Epilepsy or seizures

40:

This reduces the number of skill people to select from.

41:

But there are one major issue which will certify who is suitable or not.

42:

I need those who are intelligent and live in the world of reality – there are only a few such human
beings about today.

43:

For this test I place upon swallow command some books which relate to everything you must
understand for deep space missions.

44:

Unknown to all that it was a test to select the right personal for the pending program.

45:

The results worked perfect – it matched the two stories that are quote in the Holy Bible still exists
today.

46:

But I was also amazed that those I had selected for my team upon this development passed 100%,
some of the future team planned to follow have failed and will never be accepted to work on flight
missions.

47:

Now the team number to work and train for the first testing period of the program have received
their legal papers and can now give notice to their companies to terminate their jobs and make
their way to the research centre.

48:

The funds for this part of the program have been put in place – to proceed.

49:

At this time no further staffs is required or funding needed.

50:

I do wish those who failed the test the very best to their future.
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51:

With all new projects much work is involved planning and testing out the concept – in this case
much was tested from 1956 to 1968 – thus we have a start footprint to commence our planning
and construction.

52:

Photographic data on the members of the team are already on file and documented, and when
released will shock you as to who they are – Adolf Hitler – will sure shit his pants – when he
wakes up to reality that he is in big trouble.

53:

I have agreed to give all my pass knowledge to this project and we have already committed a
design of the project; like all new products the first image is a raw outline by which the team can
understand what the target of development requirements are:

This project has not been given any code name yet as it’s just a raw image which
will be design upon past research only with up date materials; which are being
search for at this time.
54:

It will be just a research craft to prove that it can work air or space environment conditions; that it
can visit the international space station every day without problems and to the Moon without
problems.

55:

Plan is that after six months of testing without failure regardless of weather conditions work upon
the full size version will be announced and further employment will be come available; but alas
for flight crew you still have to pass the tests.

56:

Warning actual flight crew which are the function of the mission must be or were pilots etc. The
rest of the flight crew will be the work force at the designation point.

57:

I have given you just a keyhole picture of the program that is about to commence – the tomorrow
that is now in the conception stage.

58:

An acorn from which the mighty oak is born is about to be sown on good soil, the future is bright
for mankind in knowledge and understanding which at this time is greatly lacking.

59:

In any structure creation I am dealing mainly with atoms – but the Searl Effect Generator
(SEG) requires atoms agreed but a certain class of atoms which from the respective viewpoint
of chemists are termed elements.

60:

In this report what elements are will not be the issue today; but what the options are is the second
report in this book is the function that I intend to discuss.

61:

So far within this book I have shown the equilibrium diagrams of Nd60 and Pr59 with Nd60
being the main component of the material.

62:

Why have I started with Neodymium?

63:

Because that was the first element I used as then it was cheap and available.
10.

64:

In this part I shall present two more options:

This is the equilibrium diagram of Neodymium Nd60 with 1% of Nickel Ni28.

This is the equilibrium diagram of Neodymium Nd60 with1% of Rhodium Rh45.
65:

Yes Flowerbower the world of reality is far more complex than the world of fantasy.
11.

66:

How many of these people will be involved in the present project:

Amongst these pictures are those who will be directly involved with the first
project since the 60s. All have had communication from me – how many are there
in this first team and they will remain a mystery until the tests are completed –
then the photographic record will be release: this is to block that idiot flowerbower from
producing any more crap then he has already filled that head of his with. Yes Flowerbower
most viewers know that you are a very evil person I need not tell them that; you are doing it.
12.
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67:

There is one fact which all fields of science claims to be absolute, and that is everything in the
universe are made from atoms – thank you that confirms the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.) as
possible also that the InverseGravityVehicle (I.G.V.) is also possible because they are created
from atoms.

68:

So let me take a look at atoms in motion which applies to everything including the Searl Effect
Generator (S.E.G.) including the Inversegravityvehicle. (I.G.V)

69:

I am not writing this article because I think that you are going to be a physicist, but to explain as
usual how I accept things which within my domain exist, that includes the Searl Effect Generator
(S.E.G) and the InverseGravityVehicle (IGV).

70:

I agree that this is not necessarily the case that you want to be a physicist, but that is what every
professor in every subject assumes!

71:

Just for the record that if you are going to be a physicist, you will have a lot to study: two hundred
years of the most rapidly developing field of knowledge that there is; I am nearly 76 years old and
I am still studying and will most likely still be doing so when I die.

72:

There is no end to knowledge, as time passes we find errors in the past thinking and have to make
corrections.

73:

So much knowledge, in fact, that you might think that you cannot learn all of it in four years, and
truly you cannot; you will have to go to graduate school too.
13.

74:

Surprisingly enough, in spite of the tremendous amount of work that has been done for all this
time it is possible to condense the enormous mass of results to a large extent – that is, to find laws
which summarize all our knowledge.

75:

Even so, the laws are so hard to grasp that it is unfair to you to start exploring this tremendous
subject without some kind of map or outline of the relationship of one part of the subject of
science to another.

76:

Following these preliminary remarks, my first three parts will therefore outline the relation of
physics to the rest of the sciences, as I understand it; and the relations of the sciences to each
other, and the meaning of science, to help you to develop a feel for the subject of the Searl Effect
generator (S.E.G) and the InverseGravityVehicle (I.G.V)

77:

One question which I get ask from people is why I cannot teach physics by just giving the basic
laws on page one of my books, and then showing how they work in all possible circumstances, as
I did in my newsletters on Euclidean geometry (3 century BC), where I state the axioms and then
made all sorts of deductions.

78:

So, not satisfied to learn physics in four years, you want to learn it in four minutes?

79:

Strange that also applies to the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.) so they use some one else who for
some insane reason can do it in two minutes at a cheaper price.

80:

Just like Martin and Ken employed PETER ERIC PAUL SEARL renamed Adolf Hitler the great
my exbrother to do it for them – amazing an idiot, compulsive liar, conman, blackmailer and
burglar who has no idea about the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) other than that which he has
read from my books; which he has a number of in his possession.

81:

That old saying fools and their money are soon parted, how true.

82:

He has been writing a book for years looking for anything which he can Trist to make money he
done it on a number of people; unfortunate he came unstuck with the housing association and his
intelligence is so low that he does not see that he is walking into court on serious charges not by
me but by high rank people who he has been insulting on you tube.

83:

You Tube is being used to get the evidence on him Flowerbower which he has been supplying
freely for the legal boys to record as evidence – but Peter and these four Gestapo will be brought
to justice for the robbery of my property and pension money including the backer for the
outstanding money not been paid to me.

84:

It may be the Supreme Court in Washington where the case will be brought – we see how many
tears he will shred then. Where his book: will be used in this case as evidence against him for
black mail.

85:

I have no choice but to reply to those people that I cannot do it in this way for two reasons:

86:

First:

I do not yet know all the basic laws: there is an expanding frontier of ignorance.

Second:

the correct statement of the laws of physics involves very unfamiliar ideas which
require advanced mathematics for their description.

Which also applies to the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) and the InverseGravityVehicle (I.G.V)
14.

87:

That is the reasons that within my writings I start at the beginning of basic understanding of
physics in the task of investigating the Searl Effect Technology to prove that it does not break any
laws of physics which strangely are just suggestions which might help one to solve problems in
motion.
Certainly not a great deal – suggestion – but even at that level I have already shown that my
technology so far break none of these so called laws so far.

88:

Therefore, I need a considerable amount of preparatory training even to learn what the words
mean.

89:

Sorry, no, it is not possible to do it that way, which you experts have demonstrated to me for
sixtyone years now and still doing the same today.

90:

I can only do it piece by piece, which I have been doing since 1946 right to this part of this present
book you are reading, unfortunate over those years people like Peter Searl, Martin Colborne, Ken
Gibbs and many others have blocked you from this information – to them you have to thank for
their evil ways.

Photo 1 and 2 from Hollywood files; photo 3 from Daytime live files.
91:

Each piece, or part, of the whole of nature is always merely an approximation to the complete
truth so far as I know it. And no person knows it either and that is a FACT!

92:

In FACT, everything we know is only some kind of approximation, because I know that we do
not know all the laws as yet.

93:

There must be some other people out there who know that I am telling the truth and who will tell
the truth that what I state here is absolutely true.

94:

Therefore, things must be learned only to be unlearned again or, more likely, to be corrected
which is the normal expression we see used.

95:

My understanding of the principle of science, the definition, almost, is the following;

The test of all knowledge is experiment; which is precisely what I have been doing
since late 1946. I disagreed with much of the claims made back then – which has
amazed me that over time I seen some of their claims change to that which I had
stated before them.
96;

I absolutely agree that through experiment is the sole judge of scientific “truth”, and not the crap
of flowerbower.
15.

97:

As I have so often over the years stated what is the source of knowledge?

98:

Where do the laws that are to be tested come from?

99:

Well from my point of view experiment, itself, helps to produce these laws, in the sense that it
gives me hints – note hints.

100:

The key point here is that it also needed is imagination to create from these hints the great
generalizations – to guess at the wonderful, simple, but very strange patterns beneath them all,
and then to experiment to check again whether we have made the right guess – sadly dear bothers
and sisters that is the absolute truth in this world of reality

101:

IMAGINATION – yes which belongs to the domain of fantasy – strange that everything invented
to date and in the future must come from the world of fantasy – for that is the domain that gives
birth to reality – as a woman gives birth to a child.

102:

Clearly the law of the squares even hold true here both domains: Fantasy and Reality can switch.

103:

I also agree that this imagining process is so difficult that there is a division of labour in physics:
They are:
First domain: Theoretical physicists:
Who imagine, deduce, and guess at new laws but do not experiment. FACT!
Second domain:

Experimental physicists;

Who experiment, imagine, deduce, and guess which category I fall in to.
104:

I said that the laws of nature are approximate: that I first find the “wrong” ones which are far
more common in reality; and then I find the “right” ones; at least I can only hope that they remain
as such in the long term.

105:

But I am only a human being, but one that lives in the world of reality unfortunate for some others
who cannot live in that domain try to block my efforts to help this planet back to health..
16:

106:

I appreciate the fact that you are wondering how on earth can an experiment be “wrong”?

107:

In the world of reality there is much the public are not aware of that goes on in industry that is
wrong on the products being worked; as a machine setter and inspector I am well aware of them
having experienced such over time.

108:

FIRST: in a trivial way: if something is wrong with the apparatus that you did not notice.
But I do agree that these things are easily fixed and checked back and forth.

109:

So without snatching at such minor things, how can the results of an experiment be wrong?

110:

Only by being inaccurate – yes, the media are experts in that field.

111:

Let I try to explain an example, say that the mass of an object never seems to change: a spinning
top has the same weight as a still one.

112:

As I view it a “law” was invented: mass is constant, independent of speed.

113:

That “law” is now found to be incorrect

114:

Mass is found to increase with velocity, but appreciable increases required velocities near the
speed of light.
This issue was stated in one of my early books, that I fully understood the functions relationship
between mass and velocities.

115:

A true law is:
If an object moves with a speed of less than one hundred miles a second the mass is constant to
within one part in a million

116:

In some such approximate form this is a correct law.

117:

So in practice one might think that the new law makes no significant difference.
Well, yes and no.

118:

I agree that for the ordinary speeds I can certainly forget it and use the simple constant mass law
as a good approximation.

119:

But for the InverseGravityVehicle (I.G.V), at high speeds we are wrong, and the higher the
speed, the more wrong we are.

120:

Finally, I am delighted to state that to my mind that the most interesting, philosophically we are
completely wrong with the approximate law, which I have never liked in the first place.

121:

My entire picture of the world has to be altered even through the mass changes only by a little bit.

122:

Agree that this is a very peculiar thing about the philosophy, or the ideas, behind the laws.

123:

Even a very small effect sometimes requires profound changes in our ideas.
17.

124:

That is reality, the domain in which I exists, and must exists in for the research studies that I have
and am still engaged in.

125:

Now, what should I teach first?

126:

Should I teach the correct but unfamiliar law with its strange and difficult conceptual ideas, for
example the theory of relativity, four dimensional spacetime, and so on?

127:

Or should I first teach the simple “constantmass” law, which is only approximate, but does not
involve such difficult ideas?

128:

I agree that the first is more exciting, more wonderful, and more fun, but the second is easier to
get at first, and is a first step to a real understanding of the second idea.

129:

I have to admit that this point has arises again and again over the years in teaching physics in
reference to the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) and the InverseGravityVehicle (I.G.V).

130:

At different times I shall have to resolve it in different ways, but each stage it is worth learning
what is now known, how accurate it is how it fits into everything else, and how it may be changed
when I learn more.

131:

This set of reports now that I had to create my outline, or general may, of my understanding of
science today – in particular, physics, but also of other sciences on the periphery. – so that when I
later concentrate on some particular point I will have some idea of the back ground, why that
particular point is interesting, and how it fits into the big structure of the Searl effect Generator
(S.E.G) and the InverseGravityVehicle (I.G.V).

132:

So what is the overall picture of the world?
To find that out you will have to read the next part.
This report was released by the authority of the undersigned.

John Roy Robert Searl

Superintendent of Documents UK.
Searl International Space Research Consortium UK.
133:

It takes a massive cost to research and develop this technology as everything has to restart from A.
But what has to be done will be done – it’s been done before then it will be done again.

134:

Which sure upsets flowerbower – a friend suggested it could be a woman – do woman like to tell
18.

the world that they are ignorant; blind as a bat – talk out of their arse.
I can just think of one which I have on record here that did in the past at a Scottish university did
give out crap that she did not believe in the fire, she had attended a lecture I gave at Islington
Business Centre which I filled a gap they had to cover three quarters of an hours.
I was not paid one penny for cost or time involved. I did it from my heart not for gain.
Intelligent – no – clearly she had none, those who have attended my real lectures understand that it
takes hours the day before to set up and test out that everything works ok.
Then my actual lecture takes a day.
135:

Having just returned from the USA run of lectures and about to go to Glastonbury to do some
there – that time given to me did not warrant such a set up at such a cost to me, but just to
introduce the subject: Which was greeted by the bulk of visitors to it with praise.

136:

Any case intelligent people who live in the world of reality clearly realise it is a nut case seeking
revenge – but whose action is evil – because that person is trying to stop this technology reaching
the marketplace therefore that person is guilty as those who done the actual robbery.

137:

But to the marketplace it is going even if its military that does it – the contract has been given ok –
the team selected has passed the test I presented on swallow command 100% , only one listed in
the second phase failed the test and can only belong to the ground operation only.

138:

The project has already commenced, the full team should be in place before the end of this month.
Once phase one has been completed all tests without failure; then a press session will be held with
the full team photograph that will be release and boy flowerbower will need to burn the underwear
that will be loaded when he/she sees who the team was.

139:

Yes flowerbower you are being recorded by the backers, who you are insulting – they know more
about you then you think they know – you think your name and address will not be known –
unfortunate for you the backers are in the right position now to find out everything about you then
I promise you also to get a lot of publicity which you seek maybe not quite what you wanted
people to know.

140:

Most people already know you as an evil minded man that you have been successful to achieve
without my help – only you can take the credit for that – no better than those who robbed me is
the opinion most people will now agree on – I must also agree with that view – technically a
criminal doing precisely what the robbers have done.

141:

From a medical point of view you have a very sick mind which is clear to all viewers.
19.
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143:
21:

144:

Those who live in the world of fantasy that they can make the S.E.G. faster and cheaper than me –
therefore they do not need me – strange how many others have also made that same mistake.
As far as I am concern; is that why so many people appear to suffer from this mental state termed
by me as an obsessive compulsive disorder – a disorder it certainly is – obsessive is without
question – sad state there is no doubt how can people throw their money down the drain on people
who have no knowledge whatsoever except experts at talking.

145:

I guess that statement which I gave to Richard balding upon his first visit here to meet me –
FOOLS AND THEIR MONEY ARE SOON PARTED – HOW TRUE THAT STATEMENT IS!

146:

Agree it’s their money to do as they please – it only saddens my heart to know that it could have
been put to better use then to waist it.
Richard Balding cannot state that I never warned him – because I sure did – I begged him to use a
company that would had done it far cheaper and quicker – but he insisted that Martin and Ken do
it – so it was a dead horse before it started.
Not only did I warn him; but others also warned him as well with out any luck to achieve a
sensible reaction from him. He still carried on blind to reality – they conned him for everything
that they could – guess you say good luck to them if they were able to pull it off – strange they did
for some time.
In the past I did release the con photos Martin and Ken used to get Balding to carry on funding
them which will again be released later.

147:

Just to assure you upon what the interest that concerns me – here is another update:
As I have stated so many times; that I hate taking medication and sure try to avoid taking
paracetamol tablets.
OK there are times when the pain reaches a peak and stay there and the brain is unable to damp
that level of pain and only then will I take one such tablet in 24 hours, but as soon as that level
lower I will stop taking them.
I appreciate that doctors believe and fair enough why suffer pain if there are means to reduce it.
So I must have some conviction about this drug to want to stay clear of it if possible – yes that is
true – I have always believed that taking paracetamol may slow down bone growth.
You are shocked by that statement – why because I am racing to my 76 years old – why do I need
to worry about bone growth at my age.
To be honest it all relates to which side the coin you exists on – fantasy or reality – unfortunate for
me there is no choice due to the project I am head of needs people who can exists in the domain of
reality – therefore, I have to accept that at my age group there is far more chances of breaking a
bone than not; any slow down on bone replacement would not be in the best interest of this
project.
Research on osteoblasts – that is cells involved in bone regeneration processes; has shown that
antiinflammatories such as paracetamol should be cautiously taken, especially in situations which
require a rapid bone tissue regeneration, such as after placement of a prosthesis or dental implant.
22.

Other antiinflammatories which have no effects on bone growth should be used instead.

148:
TRUTH is extremely hard for some people to understand due to lack of education, or they thought
they had won a fortune then discovered they last it, by greed – thus creating a hate campaigned
against another person they thought they had shut down – this kind of sickness has been around
for centuries.
149:

Another issue I like to quote here is about probiotics, something which the market is pressurising
you to buy for your health.
To my understanding this subject is for management of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS).
Myself I do not take them and therefore I do not actively encourage people with IBS to take
probiotics, but neither do I discourage their use.
What I say is if people want to try these products they should be allowed to do so for at least one
month, and the effects should be monitored; unless this data can be gathered and checked out the
truth will never be known. Without that data I could not openly support the use of it.

150:

I am also on drugs which I hate to take, and I am one of those that always forget whenever
possible to take them – and I am not joking on that issue – I hate them.

151:

Of cause we must not forget my loving brother Flowerbower who with all that expertise know that
its not true – so dear brothers and sisters I will release copy of the hospital drug supply on the next
page I hope it will come out ok.

152:

The amount of information required for this technology would fill solid a large aircraft hanger –
and that too is a fact.

153:

Today science and technology has moved on from that which I had available to me, and it will
continue to do so; to keep up with this massive progress you need to be a multimillionaire and that
too is a fact. This also apply across the whole domain if space exploration becomes a commercial
business as no doubt given time it will be a major business and the most exciting of all.
23.

154:
24,

155:

These blocks of FACTS are for the benefit of investors to see for themselves the problems I have
which is being sorted out and thus prove that I am still kicking, even if that John Roy Robert Searl
tells people that I am dead and been buried; this spirit is sure making a few evil runs run for cover.

156:

As I have stated in part 11 that the latest’s drug I have been put on, that I have very little
knowledge on due to the fact that I cannot afford to keep up to date on every thing at the same
time I am struggling to rebuy equipment which was stolen from me.

157:

But the one drug which I have been on for a long time now is Simvastatin 40 mg, which I guess
there are thousands using this drug, upon this drug I can give the facts as I knew them in 2000. I
shall now release my report in 2000.
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Grahame Park Estate – London – Headquarters.
Medical.
Drugs.
Manned Flight Division.
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
May 24th 2000.

SIMVASTATIN (R)

(simvastst’in) n

ZOCOR
FUNCTION CLASS
CHEMIST CLASSS
PREGNANCY CATEGORY

:
:
:

Antilipidemic
HMGC0A reductase inhibitor.
X

ACTION:
Inhibits HMGCOA reductase enzyme, which reduces cholesterol synthesis; this enzyme is
needed for cholesterol production.

THERAPEUTIC OUTCOME:
Decreasing cholesterol levels and IDIs increased HDLs.
25.

USES:
As an adjunct in primary hypercholesterolemia (types 11a, 11b), mixed hyperlipidemia, CAD,
isolated hypertriglyceridemia (Frederickson type IV) and type III hyperlipoproteinemia.

DOSAGE AND ROUTES
ADULT:
By mouth:

5 – 10 mg every day in pm initially, usual range 5 – 40 mg / day every day in pm,
not to exceed 40 mg / day; dosage adjustments may be made at 4 – week intervals
or more.

GERIATRIC ELDERLY / RENAL DOSE:
By mouth:

5 mg / day

AVAILABLE FORMS:
Tablets 5, 10, 20, 40 and 80 mg.

ADVERSE EFFECTS:
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM:
Headache, tremor, vertigo, peripheral neuropathy.

EAR, EYE, NOSE AND THROAT:
Lens opacities.

GASTRONINTESTINA:
Nausea, constipation, diarrhoea, dyspepsia, flatus, abdominal pain, heartburn, liver
dysfunction; a life threatening effect.

Integ:
Rush, pruritus, alopecia, photosensitivity.

MS:
Muscle cramps, myalgia, myositis, rhabdomyolysis: which are life threatening
effects.

CONTRAINDICATIONS:
Hypersensitive, pregnancy X, active liver disease.
26.

PRECAUTIONS:
Past liver disease, alcoholism. Severe acute infections, trauma, hypotension,
uncontrolled seizure disorders, severe metabolic disorders, electrolyte imbalances,
geriatric elderly, renal disease.

DO NOT CONFUSE:
Zocor / Cozaar, Zocor / Zoloft.

PHARMACOKINETICS:
Absorption
Distribution
Metabolism
Excretion
Halflife

:
:
:
:
:

85%

Unknown
Liver  extensively
70% feces. 20% kidneys.
3 hours.

That is my understanding back there in 2000 – I have not been able to keep up to date on changes
due to cost involved – so you medical people; no doubt have one up on me in that field. At least
you experts can see that my interest is for real – not crap – but reality – I only live in the domain
of reality – no time for the domain of fantasy as such. You experts keep reading I might grow on
you that I am some one to give a helping hand to for a change.

PHARMACODYNAMICS:
Onset
Peak
Duration

:
:
:

Unknown
1  2½ hours.

Unknown

INTERACTIONS
Individual drugs.
Cholestyramine
Colestipol
Cyclosporine
Erythromycin
Gemfibrozil
Niacin
Warfarin

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

⇓ action of simvastatin.

Food / Drug
Lab test interferences

:
:

⇑ Levels of lovastatin.

:
27.

⇑ I.FTs.

⇓ action of simvastitin.

⇑ risk of myopathy, rhabdomyolysis.
⇑ risk of myopathy.
⇑ risk of myopathy, rhabdomyolysis.
⇑ risk of myopathy.
⇑ risk of bleeding.

⇑ creatinine phosphokinase

169:

Some issues in this report will appear in details in other reports that will appear.

170:

To the average person these reports means absolutely nothing – but to the real experts in industry
it does mean everything – it mean future business – a big change at the marketplace – a vast
increase in work loads and therefore the work force – and such personal who are watching this
website understand that point very well.

171;

Likewise, from the domain of deep space penetration mission the documentation being presented
here is critical – therefore I shall continue with it for the medical experts to check it out to see if I
need any updates on it.

NURSING CONSIDERATIONS;
Assessment:
(1):

172:

Assess nutrition:

Fat, protein, carbohydrates, nutritional analysis should be
completed by dietitian before treatment is initiated

(2):

Monitor bowel pattern daily; diarrhoea may be a problem.

(3):

Monitor triglycerides, cholesterol baseline and throughout
treatment; I.DI. HDI, triglycerides and cholesterol at 6 – 8 weeks
and every six hours month should be watched closely; if increased,
drug should be discontinued.

NURSING DIAGNOSES.
28.

(A)
(B):
(C):
173:

Diarrhoea
Knowledge deficit
Noncompliance

(adverse reactions)
(teaching)
(teaching)

IMPLEMENTATION:
Give 30 minutes before am and pm meals.

174:

175:

PATIENT / FAMILY EDUCATION:
(1):

Inform patient that compliance is needed for positive results to occur; not to double doses.

(2):

Advise patient to lower risk factors: High fat diet, smoking, alcohol consumption, absence
of exercise.

(3):

Advise patient to notify health care prescriber if the gastrointestinal symptoms of
diarrhoea, abdominal or epigastric pain, nausea, vomiting occur; or if chills, fever, sore
throat occur.

EVALUATION:
Positive therapeutic outcome.
Decreased cholesterol levels, serum triglycerides and improved ratio with HDLs.
This document was released by authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
Head of research and development.
Manned Flight Division – UK.
176:

From the contents of this book you can witness the class of documents that I released from 1946
up to 2003 when the fourth robbery took place here.
My new headquarters will shortly be ready for me to move in to – which will be under military
security for the completion of the project.

!77:

It has been a long time since I was actually in control, but now at last the world has waken up to
reality of the serious problems the earth now face and now begging for my help.
29.

178:

Everything which is invented reduces the cost to me in this work – but because of four major
robberies which I have suffered  near on one million pounds worth of data has been destroyed by
evil minds – most of which is no longer possible to recover. Not counted the amount of equipment
that was also stolen by those who tried to stop this work.

179:

Everything NASA and the Russians do or in fact any other country in space – is indirectly helping
this work and all other inventors trying to cut a piece of cake in space – just because I am using an
horizontal technique instead of the vertical which your eyes have accepted now does not mean
that its impossible – there is nothing in the laws of nature that states its impossible except in the
minds of the Homo sapiens.

180:

Due to lack of space; I have just been given you key achievements in space; not the full details as
was released within my books of the past. I will continue to remain you of the key space flight
highlights issues during 1959.
=============================================================
Launch date.
Launch vehicle.
Launch weight.
=============================================================
Luna 1 (USSR)
02 January
A–1
794 Lb
Luna 2 (USSR)
12 September
A–1
858 Lb
Luna 3 (USSR)
04 October
A–1
957 Lb
Mercury (USA)
04 December
Little Joe
2000 Lb
Little Joe 3.
============================================================

181:

Man has indeed made rapid progress across the whole spectrum of science; that I cannot deny but
what I am witnessing is in relation of the Homo sapiens structure he is going backwards into the
world of fantasy – not the world of reality – the Homo sapiens are being brainwashed and they
have no idea that is true – a handful of idiots are controlling their minds – which makes them
unstable for deep space penetration missions – there are unstable here on earth let alone space.

182:

The test which was carried out on swallow command without warning threw up the facts that I
needed to know if my new team selected for the first phase of the redevelopment program from
where it ended in 1968 were in the domain of reality – thank nature each one passed 100%

183:

The second group, one failed but then that is what I had already expected thus no surprise and
therefore been placed in ground duties later file. One who was not directly connected to this new
program resign which he was free to do and thus his records gone into the reject file, which now
holds quite a few names of the past.

184:

All members of the new operational team have handed in their notice to their employers and all
are free from the end of September to prepare to move to the new research centre during October.

185:

This is indeed something which I did not believe was possible at my age and health state and the
evil which had been knocking this work – agree there is still one nut and fruit case still trying to
beat the robbers at their game – so I have agree to the power to be that I will let him make an arse
of himself it is a free world – and he is giving people a big laugh.

186:

The powers to be know from what area the crap is coming from and they will trace his / her phone
number then his / her name and address then get a photo of him or her as he / her comes out of the
house then I will have the pleasure of passing all details on to you, which I do with all criminals. It
is time to show some of the people whom I have met over time and talked about this technology.
30.

These are just a few I have met and discussed this technology to them and listen to the work
they do. I have not forgotten you – I shall always remember you – my interest in your work was
interesting to hear. Yes in a photo you may know two of the key criminals of my property and a
third if not directly he was indirectly connected therefore guilty by association. On average they
are wonderful people to have known. They believe in what they are trying to do and I am not
downing them for their belief but wish them luck to the future.
31.

187:

Just to remind you where my last lecture was given:

Yes this was the place where my last lecture was presented in Scotland. As usual some nut case
went around pulling down posters soon after they were mounted. And a nut case reporter had
an anti article of crap and then had the imprudence to sit next to the Hollywood cameraman
during that lecture – education wise he had none – why sit in a place where you need to be
educated?
188:

Unfortunate what you need to know for the program now commence is so massive that what you
have seen through my newsletters, books, films and this book is just 1 second of time, a grain of
sand of the whole – as the whole is so vast it will never be fully known – because time is still
running forwards but like all things time will also die.

189:

To those two FBI men who called upon John Thomas and stated that they wanted to buy the first
two S.E.Gs please rest assure your request has been filed but you never left your names so I guess
you intend to watch swallow command for the news when they are available – please accept my
sincere thanks for your interest in my technology.

190:

All you legal people you are welcome to watch what is going on and enjoy a laugh on what idiots
say it gives you a picture of evil minds – funny I guess you have met plenty of them through your
work.

191:

Psychiatrists, I guess this site is a hey day for you to study – I have been requested not to stop him
they are learning about what makes an evil mind as sick as flowerbower – so I have agreed.
32.

192:

Well I guess its time for me to start preparing to move to my new headquarters and join the team
where the future will be created that will change everything we do.
This report has been released by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
Inventor; Author; head of research and development.
Searl International Space research Consortium WorldWide.
Difficult things take a long time; the impossible takes a little longer.
The universe and the stupidity of mankind are endless; but I am not quite sure about the
universe.
To the future of all our children and their children to be: let’s hope that we are not too late to
change the decline which is in place today that takes away all their tomorrows
Let us give the power to the people that are clean and the transportation systems which are
likewise clean so that Planet Earth may have a chance to recover which it will if you give it a
helping hand.

INVENTORS.
PART 13.
Through out this book I have been dealing with all the problems which I have faced over the years by so
called experts – greed – insults, threats and burglary.
I have exposed the evil and the good which I have endured over time.
This section of the book is no exception the evil will be exposed as always – for the truth will be known
to all.
Unfortunate for those who think that using false names will not locate them the computer they use gives a
fingerprint out when used on line – this fingerprint helps us to find the criminal – I know at this time one
server is in Bombay, India and one in London – thus if the matter needs to be taken further the person can
be located by name and address.
Now I shall start this section with an entirely new document due to the present day situation has
warranted the need to expose another truly sick mind and is being written for the medical and legal bodies
to study.
DOC.SISRCMEDMS1I13.
DATE: 26.09.2007.
SUBJECT: MENTAL ILLNESS.
EDITION: FIRST.

London Headquarters  United Kingdom.

SUBJECT:
DOMAIN:
AUTHOR:
POSITION:
1:

Spilt personality.
Human studies and behaviour patterns.
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
Head of research and development.

This document is intended for Psychiatrist and mental nursing staff to study and any of the legal
domains to study as a good example of what inventors have to endure through their life work for
the betterment of all mankind. I trust that you will appreciate the sadness in this person’s life,
more sad because he is one who will benefit from the success of this research and development.
1.

2:

I will first present three emails which I have received from a person which says it all that you
need to know about this person to arrive at his condition – study them very careful they tell you so
much about this person who voice this insanity onslaught upon myself, yet he is not aware of who
he is talking too.
>From: "Jake Chambers" <spin.glass@lycos.com>
>To: <ukpolice333@hotmail.com>
>Subject: Wish to make a donation (John Stearl's Fine Efforts)
>Date: Thu, 20 Sep 2007 16:35:53 0400 (EDT)
>
>Thought that would get yer attention.
>You.. you pondscum. Read on, please do, got the balls? Got the conscience?
>I wanna reach someone involved in this ugly sham, might restore my faith in
>humanity. A little.
>It's people like you who give all those well intentioned crackpot inventors
>and fruitcases searching for overunity, free energy, PMM machines,
>whatever the hell you wanna call it today, a bad name.
>My first instinct on seeing your site was to send you an a slightly moody
>email. I'm fucking furious after watching your youtube videos and wading
>through that cesspit of misdirection and hearsay that is your website(s).
>I mean taking advantage of poor dumbasses who don't know elementary
>physics... it's just, goddammit, this is why people won't trust erherm
>breakthroughs of science.
>I think I developed stomach ulcers reading through the commentary and
>debate,
>I'm pretty sure I blacked out from a stroke brought about by rage reading
>your 'explanations' and neverending excuses;
> "..er, yeah engineering that's what it is, delay in materials, we're
>doing our special supersecret ultracomplex magnetisation printing, it
>y'know takes a while and we can't show you how it works, or er, a flux map
>or er, well.. anything",
> "...oh that machine, THAT MACHINE.. er it's just a mockup for y'know..
>umm gathering data for the patent that we're not going to apply for.."
> "share the technical data, well we er can't 'cause there's umm not
>going to be a patent and well, y'see although this device is going to be
>for the good of humanity we er don't want anyone else to know how it works.
>Or the theory it's based on. Except in the vaguest sort of way, here look
>at the pretty 3D animation!! Isn't that good? That's right little sheeple,
>your worries are over, no more global warming, lay your poor gullible heads
>on our charlatan laps."
>Of course the real clincher, the big momma of convincers, the real stench
>of bullshit emanates from the fact you let that idiot BeamshipTwonk spew
>forth his rancid brew of botched physics  that guy believes everything
>that's had an abstract pinned to it  anyone with any real substance to
>their 'invention' would have nothing to do with that moron.
>However, and this is a big however, I do enjoy thinking of physics at the
>microscopic level (but why all the scepticism? I got a good sense of smell,
>and I caught much more than a faint hint of bullshit) and although I only
>got a modest formal education in physics and maths its enough of a
>foundation to work with if you think with yer head and don't get caught up
>in lollypop and rainbow land; as armchair physicists and our current group
>(crowd? congregation? huge and unendingly idiotic mass?) of internet
>Einstein's do. I swear if I hear one more revived Luminiferous Aether
>theory, or some wannabe poindexter trying to point out the flaws in
>relativity I will crack.. still, amateur physics and you con artists are
>like a ten car pile up on the motorway, you know you shouldn't look but
>dammit you really just can't help yerself. SLAM there's the eleventh.
>So go on, I challenge you charlatans, you dilettantes of bullshitting and
>blaggery, make me the eleventh car in this pile up I can't help but watch.
>Send me a flux map of your plate (rolled flat and from a bird's eye view),
>one of your centre pallette and a bird's eye of the whole 'demo' model as
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>it stands, as well as your projected completed on. Just some snapshot
>instants, no animations, that's what a brain is for. The rollers are simple
>enough magnetically, hell, I got some of those sitting round the house.
>If you manage to convince me I'll prove one hell of a mind to have on yer
>team, even over the 'net. But hell that's just an incentive for you to try,
>let's see the quality of yer bullshit. Goggles and nose clips on boys, make
>it a good 'un.
>Ahh yes, in parting. Perhaps I have been harsh and you really do believe
>your own hype, but somehow I doubt that. I think yer doing this for kicks,
>"hell, enough people have bought in, why not keep going and see where this
>experimenting thang leads us.. damn, the thing might even work..."
>Still doesn't excuse faulty thinking and idealistic science, serendipity
>and vision is one thing (well, two) but crackpottery and mental goose
>chases are another (two things) entirely.
>I'm going down the bookies, see if they'll take a bet on your device being
>bogus... all I need to do is get em hooked on yer bandwagon and I'm sure
>they'll take the bet, hell, if they fall for it good 'n' proper I'll get
>great friggin odds.
>A soon to be rich man (who says gambling doesn't pay.. although this ain't
>much of a gamble), not expecting a reply but still, that car crash is
>something.. I think i can see some blood...
>PS you refer me to any of those bullshit websites or any online material
>freely available and that'll be the final confirmation of your bullshit
>credentials  Prof in Codology and a Doctorate in Blaggalistics. On the
>infinitesimal chance that you're for real (or have convinced yourself you
>are) I have absolutely zero interest in trying to make one of yer
>puzzlemethis riddlemethat generators, I just wanna see what sort of
>rosy conceit you're building your 'experiments' on, and what you're
>PHYSICAL explanation for the machine (*cough*brushless motor*cough*) is 
>we're talking diagrams, not words.

3:

Yes that is number one, untouched by me for you to witness his grammar and spelling – rather
like the first sick person in Australia who hit at me from the first video clip shown on you
tube.com. He used a false name and thought the police could not find him.

4:

Now the second email from this sick mind.
>From: "Jake Chambers" <spin.glass@lycos.com>
>To: "John Searl" <ukpolice333@hotmail.com>
>Subject: RE: Wish to make a donation (John Stearl's Fine Efforts)
>Date: Fri, 21 Sep 2007 10:20:40 0400 (EDT)
>
>Dear Fruitcakes, nice reply. First thing, thanks for reading the email, I
>appreciate that, especially since at least half of it was denouncement of
>your conartistry. Please, read on though, I've had my rant at you, and
>your reply deserves it being put in context.
>
>
>Haha *manic laugh* (that's irony for you btw), I ain't insane and I've
>already spent the worst of my anger  there's plenty more charlatans where
>you came from in the Free Energy department.
>Evil as Adolf Hitler? Are you kidding? My assumption is that you are a
>bunch of charlatans  as would any reasonable person with a fair foundation
>in physics (or indeed an acquaintance with scientific method) be wont to
>assume. And working under that assumption I found it nigh on impossible to
>quell my anger, seeing you dangle the carrot of free energy in front of the
>increasingly energy desperate humans.
>I've seen so many cons, some obvious, some not. And also some greyness  it
>seems these things are always 'almost ready' and then after people have
>been waiting for a while the inventor(s), prototype(s) and plans suddenly
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>disappear in a cloud of shadowy government conspiracy/rumbled con artist
>style.
>I said to you before that I enjoy exploring the boundaries of physics
>myself (you know Einstein started everything off by imagining riding on a
>beam of light.. nice image, but I digress) however I DO NOT SUFFER FOOLS OR
>LIARS GLADLY.
>Your scam, it's the best one I've seen yet  I spent a good amount of time
>reading through youtube commentary, bit of the history from your sites and
>third party ones. Very entertaining if it wasn't for the amount of harm
>faking these things does, or even fooling yourself (and anyone on yer
>bandwagon) into thinking that what you're doing will work. The thing just
>reeks of bluffing  I know how easy that is to pull off on most people and
>I smells pseudoscience.
>Your short but sweet reply just adds weight to my charlatans and con
>artists theory. I'd love for you to reply to technical questions with some
>substance instead of 'oh er, if you were smart, if you could think the
>right way you could er understand it. So read this stuff.' I have read the
>'theories' behind it in as much detail as I care  a threephase electric
>motor can be explained to someone of reasonable intelligence who knows
>nothing about electricity or magnetism quite easily.
>So my request is threelevel, this will either serve as good practice for
>scamming people of reasonable intelligence. If you can answer question 1
>SATISFACTORILY you will be toplevel scammers, or more likely the real
>deal. Question 2, good scammers, or perhaps the real thing. Question 3,
>well it'd be a small stepup from the 'evidence' I've seen proffered so
>far.
>1. So I'm asking you to explain the theory of your 'device' and without
>referring to 'instable' magnetic fields  describe these fields to me. I'm
>not offering you my take on how it works, because I don't it does, but also
>because I want to hear how you're explaining it to yourself.
>2. [from the previous email, more or less]
>â€¢ Fluxmap of the static field on the plates, unrolled and from above.
>â€¢ Fluxmap of the proposed magnetic interactions of a twoplate machine.
>â€¢ Fluxmap of the proposed magnetic interactions of the finished machine.
>3. You claim your machine is working with a constant current to the coils
>that are substituting for the second ring/plate. If this is the case (of
>which no proof is offered, no wiring diagram, no anything) then you have a
>reasonably interesting setup  however if this is the case, what prevents
>you from using permanent magnets?
>If you are relying on back EMF then how would a plate replicate that?
>As it is I doubt that you have a satisfactory answer to any of these
>because I suspect that you're using a rotating field, or at the very least
>pulsing the coils. Which is nothing to write home about.
>NB: Satisfactory is not,
>"Read the material again, you'll understand it if you think about it."
>"The unique quality of the unstable magnetic fields allows the magnets to
>find no rest point.
>"References to links of extra reading material already online."
>I'll remind you again of my example of how you could explain a brushless
>motor to somebody with them having no previous knowledge, if your
>technology is genuine, doing the same for it should present no problem to
>you
>You happened to be the people that I snapped at, I've read a good few of
>these freeenergy scams and the fact that yours was so convincing  up to a
>point  just enraged me that bit more, and I couldn't just leave it without
>confronting the people behind it again. It just seems so damn low what some
>people do for attention, you're not the worst of them, that honour goes to
>Steorn  that stunt definitely started with a pubbet!
>Anyways, all the best with the fabrication,
>"You make it through all that? Well, I have to congratulate you on your
>commitment. Gonna send me that stuff? Or gonna duck out 'cause you've been

4.

>rumbled (again)?"

5:

Yes, it is hard to believe that such a fool exists today – but I feel certain you can see his problem –
such an onslaught mostly come from a loss – either of money or image – or no job – or a family
who nags him all the time.

6:

It could be money that was what created the first person to attack me – but that money had
nothing to do with me – that was Brain Collins of Australia affair – so he hit the wrong man.

7:

I think that a bloody good public spanking would help to cure his temper – you see I am not
involved in any FREE ENGERY project; never have been and never will need to be.
That is a FACT; I have and always will be associated with clean energy systems that will benefit
this planet as a whole and not any select group or individual – to these target things are now
recovering from the last robbery and am moving into place at an extremely high level of
operation.

8:

I will now release the third e mail from this nut case:
>From: "Jake Chambers" <spin.glass@lycos.com>
>To: "John Searl" <ukpolice333@hotmail.com>
>Subject: RE: Wish to make a donation (John Stearl's Fine Efforts)
>Date: Fri, 21 Sep 2007 11:25:51 0400 (EDT)
>
>Dear Sir/Madman,
>Ahh the veiled threat of "I'll get the coppers." Well I must say that my
>boots have been soundly quaked.
>You pass all your emails on to the police department? Odd behaviour. Or is
>it that you get a lot of emails from people that see through your claim?
>Either way, it doesn't make much difference to me.
>If you'd be so kind, please take the time to read this much shorter email.
>An excerpt from our previous piece of correspondance follows;
>So my request is threelevel, this will either serve as good practice for
>scamming people of reasonable intelligence. If you can answer question 1
>SATISFACTORILY you will be toplevel scammers, or more likely the real
>deal. Question 2, good scammers, or perhaps the real thing. Question 3,
>well it'd be a small stepup from the 'evidence' I've seen proffered so far.
>1. So I'm asking you to explain the theory of your 'device' and without
>referring to 'instable' magnetic fields  describe these fields to me.
>I'm not offering you my take on how it works, because I don't it does, but
>also because I want to hear how you're explaining it to yourself.
2. [from the previous email, more or less]
>â€¢ Fluxmap of the static field on the plates, unrolled and from above.
>â€¢ Fluxmap of the proposed magnetic interactions of a twoplate
>machine.
>â€¢ Fluxmap of the proposed magnetic interactions of the finished
>machine.
>3. You claim your machine is working with a constant current to the coils
>that are substituting for the second ring/plate. If this is the case (of
>which no proof is offered, no wiring diagram, no anything) then you have
>a reasonably interesting setup  however if this is the case, what
>prevents you from using permanent magnets?
>If you are relying on back EMF then how would a plate replicate that?
>As it is I doubt that you have a satisfactory answer to any of these
>because I suspect that you're using a rotating field, or at the very
>least pulsing the coils. Which is nothing to write home about.
> NB: Satisfactory is not,
>"Read the material again, you'll understand it if you think about it."

5.

>"The unique quality of the unstable magnetic fields allows the magnets to
>find no rest point.
>"References to links of extra reading material already online."
>I'll remind you again of my example of how you could explain a brushless
>motor to somebody with them having no previous knowledge, if your
>technology is genuine, doing the same for it should present no problem to
>you.
>Please respond to that, I wish no outright denial or admittance of sham
>artistry, but a response to my reasonable request. I am afraid I can't be
>as sycophantic as many that contact you, however, well, I've made my
>current opinion on what's going on there clear.
>As always, I wait with barely contained glee for your well thoughtout,
>clear and insightful (or should that be inciteful?) reply,
>Jake Chambers
Subject : RE: Wish to make a donation (John Stearl's Fine Efforts)
> Date : Fri, 21 Sep 2007 15:51:19 +0100
>
> From : "John Searl" <ukpolice333@hotmail.com>
> To : spin.glass@lycos.com
>I am afraid that as usual you are greatly mistaken I never bothered to read
>your e mail or this one; I would not waste the time reading it I just pass
>it on to the police department.
>
>
>
>
>
> >From: "Jake Chambers"
> >To: "John Searl"

9:

Yes it is true once I notice it was a mentally ill person I stopped reading it and forwarded on to
other sections to file, because when we are ready the person will be arrested and charged; not by
just one person but a number of top rank personal. And it was not open because of a insane
statement of a donation; it was open as all the other hundreds of e mails that I get, which I answer
as soon as possible which normally bring a reply back that they were surprise to get a reply so
quick and directly from me – out of thousands of e mails which I receive, this email thank heaven
is the only insane person who has written to me, that I have answered only because I had the
message and being a human being – which clearly he is not – I replied.
That last one the law told me not to bother to answer it, and waste my time on him; when I have
so many other important things to do. Which is logic as a mentally ill person is not capable of
understanding TRUTH and therefore he is just showing off to the world how ill he is. So for now I
shall let him stew in his own shit for the time being.

10:

So who is this evil person on youtube?

11:

Peter who master minded the last robbery – yes he could write such crap – but there are
fingerprints in that crap which suggest its not him – he has big problem there will be a court case
on that robbery of my property coming up he don’t need to add to it.

12:

Martin and Ken would they do it – could do but then they have a problem when they come before
the courts on this robbery they don’t need any other problems to add to it, if they were the guilty
ones doing it; they must be truly insane – but they are too clever as con men to gamble on such an
6.

attack winning.
13:

The attacks on youtube.com upon me personally; which you have read of flowerbower is clearly a
grudge – why?

14:

I do not think is finance related – therefore it must be image related – lost of image – could very
well be with a spilt personality, fire up such an evil attack upon another person in public.

15:

The question is who would be so insane to create such insane statements on an international mode
of communication – does he really believe that every one who looks at youtube are nutcases –
insane – have no intelligence – no education except him – how sick can a mind be to believe what
he says is from an expert – expert yes only of bullshit – to that I would award him a degree of
insanity.

16:

Who has an image that a mockup demonstration on youtube. com could displace him from its high
imaginary image of importance to a much lower level. A mock up which is now generating energy
that is being tapped and measured, which has now been undertaken to prove that what I stated
about that mock up was indeed true. Thus now that mock up shown to investors can see that even
a device not designed to produce electricity – it still does.

17:

A suitable candidate would be one from a university – and of cause there is one – I now know
enough about Flowerbower to know who he is.

18:

Universities do not take kindly to members who disgrace them in public places – so it may turn
out that Dr. D – yes I know you may shortly find him self on the job seeking list. We all hope so
the sooner the better.
No doubt some kind official will inform the university upon this matter for them to check it out;
again the sooner the better.

19:

13th October 1988 Flowerbower can you remember what happen upon that day?
I shall refresh your mind – Luis Jarrio collected me from 13 Blackburn, London and drove me up
to Pebble Mill Television studios in the Midlands – now you are getter the message.
To record an interview for Daytime live do you remember that?
When such a television program is planned they tell the party involved of the plan to be – in my
case they came to me to say that they had a physicist from Manchester University who will pull
my story apart and they wanted me to come back fighting.
As you all know I shall certainly tell you the truth because I have it recorded and it will be shown
upon this site not only that: Flowerbower; unknown to you one of the witnesses at that interview
had a discussion with me upon what you stated which will also be shown on this site – I think all
psychiatrist will clearly understand why I say that you are suffering from a spilt personally.

20:

Let me remind my readers of who was involved in that Daytime live shown here by photos taken
from that Television program as I love people to know the truth, the whole truth and nothing but
the truth – so let the war begin!

21:

Flowerbower started it, and I am determined to finish it with his sacking from the University for
Defamation of character, slander – libel.
7.

22:
The man in the middle is the interviewer name Alan Titchmarsh, you do remember that
Flowerbower after all you were impressing him with your expertise.

Here Dr. D was demonstrating first the disc to which Alan turned it into a laugh. Then
discussed that static device how it would put Pebble Mill of the air for some time if he
demonstrated it. It appears to my mind that Alan notice that I was not interrupting Dr. D
but smiling to what he was saying, so he played along with Dr. D and from my point of view
he was conducting himself extremely well and giving a interesting report on ancient
technology – but did not really knocked me down therefore there was no reason to go to
town on him. But sit back and enjoy his words’
Let me make it clear that he never knew who I really was as I was presented to him as a non
scientific person to get him to yap off his head, unfortunate he had meet me just before that
interview, and he only had old papers of scientists reports which he thought I wrote.
8.

23:

Those present where mostly women with few men who no doubt had no job – no one there who
would be in any position to understand about this work was present – clearly there was no
situation in place that warrants me to be aggressive in any way with Dr. D. He was dress well and
spoke well and funny I too enjoyed his presentation so much that I just let him roll on.

24:

October 28th 1988: That interview was broadcast; and surprised I had calls from some one who
had also been on an interview show with him present and he pulled them to bits, and they did not
like him – interesting details.

25:

Psychiatrist here I have presented; is one side of his personality, and what you have been seeing
on Youtube is his other personality extremely evil personality, why such massive change if he has
never been insulted by me in public domain.

26:

I can only assume that his image at work has dropped in status over my mock up demonstration
on youtube when he started his evil attack upon me – because he stated on Daytime live that he
would eat his words if he saw a demonstration of my generator – I feel that his workmates have
been pulling his leg about it.

27:

He claimed to Alan that he was a physicist – since he started is evil attack upon me he has been
given tests questions to certify his real knowledge and this is just two points discovered from his
own statements in reply to them.
(1)
(2)

He appears to have very little knowledge on the subject of electromagnetism.
Upon Maxwell’s second law which he claimed S.E.G breaks he has no knowledge
9.

(3)

He gets extremely nasty each time you talk about the advantage of the S.E.G.

28:

The question now arises as to what his position at the university is; his claim he has made is that
he is in charge of checking out technical papers for crap. Well that is for the legal boys to check
out and that results will be made known in this report I trust as an update upon him.

29:

Today, 27th September 2007 I checked out Manchester University for names of important people
they have on their staff across all their divisions, strange I do not see him listed anywhere – thus
upon that evidence he certainly has no importance at all at their departments, unless he is a
lavatory cleaner, which certainly suits his behavior pattern on youtube – I do not know if there is a
degree for such position in universities – but maybe, diarrhea is part of the physicist criteria – as it
was in my medical studies.

30:

Just to please that evil mind I will try to help him to understand what an arsehole he is making of
him self – that is the term from those who send me e mails upon his behavior on youtube – so let’s
look at youtube statements.
PlatinumEgg (3 hours ago) Show Hide

+1

(Reply) (Spam)
Prof. Searl's has an amazing ability to works out his versions of the squares. Anybody can refer to his tables in his
books THE LAW OF SQUARES. I can confirm that on book#2 he solves up to square 25. By the way, he does
them all manually by hand without computers, which he often demonstrates on lectures. Yes they are available are
at the SEARLEFFECT site store.
PlatinumEgg (3 hours ago) Show Hide
+1

(Reply) (Spam)
After giving a lecture at the University of Munich Germany on March 12,1989, the University officials were so
impressed with John's knowledge of the mathematical process named "The Law of the Squares", that they
presented him an HONORARY PROFESSORSHIP with the title PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICAL
STRUCTURES OF CREATION AND ENERGY.
PlatinumEgg (4 hours ago) Show Hide
+1

(Reply) (Spam)
What are you stupid now? You (flowerbower) came across as an expert idiot, now clearly you are less than that. I
just informed you that it takes the resource of power and manufacturing plant the likes of MEB. In the case of the
SEG, it is a very difficult generator to build but well worth it. It requires the proper facilities to be in place first and
not the other way around. To assume otherwise, means you have still much to learn about this matter or you’re just
living in the world of fantasy.
flowerbower (8 hours ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
So why then does he never 'put up'? When is that second ring coming? Why is it always 'jam tomorrow'. Real
innovators first prove that something is possible, and THEN seek funding. Only conmen form companies, strike
deals and issue fake brochures BEFORE providing any proof. Google "Dennis Lee".
flowerbower (9 hours ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
I seem to recall that Searl writes somewhere that he has calculated magic squares up to 'level 10'. Perhaps you
could ask him what the 'magic number' of a 10x10 square is, and how many different ones are possible. UC, I
wonder whether he has really 'done the work' or whether it is just another lie.
He is greatly out of date I have actually done right up to square 100 before the public at my lectures live. So he is
not so clever after all upon knowledge of my life.
Everything he states after reading my statements on www.swallowcommand.com shows clear a lack of scientific
facts, yet he claims to be a physicist – surely that gives an image of some one living in a world of fantasy – not
10.

In the world of reality – the only one who is stupid enough to talk out of his arse in public?
flowerbower (9 hours ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
The 'Law of the Squares' is numerological drivel. The very fact that you put any store in it immediately marks you
out as being a loonytune of the first order (as if all of your other posts had not already proved it!).
flowerbower (9 hours ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
DePalma, Tewari, Schauberger, See and Russell are/were crackpots. Please do not mention Faraday, Dirac and
Prigogine in the same paragraph. Real scientists can spot real science. All that pseudoscientists can do is list
names.
PlatinumEgg (1 day ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
This is not the first time Searl been told to put up or shut up about his ideas. Midland Electricity Board (MEB) in
Birmingham in the early 1950s, he got the option to use all of the company's facilities, heavy equipment, electrical
power, technicians and engineers to prove his ideas, which made it all possible for him. Clearly, Prof. Searl will
never back down (and never for flowerbower) until perhaps when he has regained all of those resources of the
1950s that make it all possible.
PlatinumEgg (1 day ago) Show Hide
+1

(Reply) (Spam)
Now what rational scientists would support a concept far too advanced of its present time? Scientist and Scholars
of the 1800s would surely make Flowerbower laughable if he were to be so bold as to talk about what is "possible"
with lets say cars, plane and rockets of presentday. Every generation has deeply entranced mentalities plaguing
great innovators that dare to advance to much presentday science and technology.
Beamshipcaptain (1 day ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
The fact that devices have been and are built that tap the zeropoint, or tachyonsea, or DiracSea, or FermiSea
are NOT extraordinary, they are confirmations of theoreticalmath for 75years. May exists, I have seen and
touched some with my own two hands; Google: the BohmAhranov Effect.
Beamshipcaptain (1 day ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
Of course. The Homopolareffect (discovered by Faraday) is only PART of the effect. SPIN is what connects an
object or subatomic particle to its surroundings. The DePalma's N machine and Tewari's are such similar SPACE
ENERGY tappers, or ZeroPoint, as it is called in century21. I nvoke Viktor Schauberger, TJJ See, Walter Russell,
AP Dirac, and Ilya Prigogine, 1977 Nobel Prizewinner for Chemistry.
flowerbower (9 hours ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
DePalma, Tewari, Schauberger, See and Russell are/were crackpots. Please do not mention Faraday, Dirac and
Prigogine in the same paragraph. Real scientists can spot real science. All that pseudoscientists can do is list
names.
PlatinumEgg (2 days ago) Show Hide
+1

(Reply) (Spam)
Do I have to remind you that the world does not revolve around your opinion? I can assure you of that and further
more you have no proof that is not possible. Until someone actually builds a prototype accordingly, it should stand
until proven otherwise or we will never now know for sure.
Yes I agree with the response that is taking place to flowerbower statements – please note that at no time have I
put any statement on youtube in response: as my replies are here on www.swallowcommand.com – all video clips
on youtube are produce by others who are involved in the work – thus are independent reports – so what you see
is reality – not fantasy – but hard work – finance and time consuming efforts of good people who interest lies in
helping to create a better world for all mankind regardless.
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flowerbower (1 day ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
It does not revolve around 'my' opinion; I just happen to be of the same opinion as every other rational scientist in
the world. Who is on Searl's side? Rentacrank! That is, 'the usual suspects': Bearden, Valone, Aspden, etc. Searl
has made an extraordinary claim; it is up to him to provide extraordinary evidence  or shut up.
Beamshipcaptain (1 day ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
There is on extroadinary claim. It has been wellestablished for 80years that the vacuum is seething with potential
energy, waiting to be tapped by such OPENsystems. Nature surely taps this inexhaustible field. As in a Tornado.
The proboscis of a tornado has enough negativeG potential to loft a house or a 200ton locomotive skyward. Cars
fly half a mile or more skyward. Spin, and vortexphenomena tap ZPE, vor VECTORFORCE.
Beamshipcaptain (1 day ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
The fact that devices have been and are built that tap the zeropoint, or tachyonsea, or DiracSea, or FermiSea
are NOT extraordinary, they are confirmations of theoreticalmath for 75years. May exists, I have seen and
touched some with my own two hands; Google: the BohmAhranov Effect.
PlatinumEgg (3 days ago) Show Hide
+1

(Reply) (Spam)
These matrix values apply to the material quantities of its construction and that in effect would make the SEG a
"possible" converter of ambient energy if only because the concept does indeed take this matter in to
consideration.
PlatinumEgg (3 days ago) Show Hide
+1

(Reply) (Spam)
The SEG concept must therefore provide some means or technique by which to convert this random energy in to
something other than random to be viable or possible. Prof. Searl's solution resides within mathematical matrix he
calls "Law of Squares". The matrix represents random energy in time and space. It takes the random values and
sums uniform values and that appears to be the foundations of the SEG.
flowerbower (3 days ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
Oh dear. You were doing so well. It all sounded so reasonable. And then you bring in Searl's ridiculous
numerology. His 'matrix' is a 'magic square' which dates from the Middle Ages. There are 879 other arrangements
of this 'Franklin square' (named after the famous kiteflyer). That is about as close as his matrix will ever get to any
aspect of flying!
Beamshipcaptain (1 day ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
Flowerbower has not read, nor is capable of understanding simple theoretical or other math matrices like the Law
Of Th Squares, so he poo poohs the man and the tech. He fakes UFO photographs. What kind of person acts this
way?
flowerbower (9 hours ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
The 'Law of the Squares' is numerological drivel. The very fact that you put any store in it immediately marks you
out as being a loonytune of the first order (as if all of your other posts had not already proved it!).
flowerbower (9 hours ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
I seem to recall that Searl writes somewhere that he has calculated magic squares up to 'level 10'. Perhaps you
could ask him what the 'magic number' of a 10x10 square is, and how many different ones are possible. UC, I
wonder whether he has really 'done the work' or whether it is just another lie.
He must be as dumb as a brick wall – no magic is involved here – just a pathway for success in technology.
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PlatinumEgg (3 days ago) Show Hide
+1

(Reply) (Spam)
This random state of energy manifests as local temperatures but it does not make for electrical currents at the
macroscopic level unless there is means of controlling that state from a random to a uniform state. So is it
possible? Indeed nature does have many examples for us; so again it is "possible". One man made example is the
ENECO Thermal Chip, a new type of semiconductor device that converts temperature energy directly to electricity
that "seems" to violate the 2nd law.
PlatinumEgg (3 days ago) Show Hide
+1

(Reply) (Spam)
Unless the temperature of the atmosphere is absolutely zero, the answer is affirmative; vast amounts energy exists
at the atom level in a chaotic state. Considering that the SEG temperature drops as electrical current is drawn than
it is "possible" if it can convert it from a random to a uniform quantum state. So yes the energy does exist for such a
concept with the abundance of kinetic energy of the atoms, electrons and photons to say the least.
PlatinumEgg (3 days ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
This device still needs to be powered in order for the rollers to race and orbit around the stator. The Prof. Searl's
revolutionary solution is to draw it from the local atmosphere, but here we only ask is "possible"? Well, we first must
ask does ambient energy exist in the first place.
flowerbower (3 days ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
Of course 'ambient energy' exists. One has only to calculate the total heat energy of the room around one. It comes
to quite a lot. But that is not the main consideration: having found a source, one has to find a sink. Work is
done/extracted only when energy flows from source to sink.
PlatinumEgg (3 days ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
The SEG concept clearly has the core principles of an electric/generator with the stator and rotors attributes, so I
will assign a "possible" (actually it is confirmed). It is interesting how the magnetic arrangement along with the
physical configuration couples together to form automagnetic spacing of the rollers and yet magnetically supports
the roller at the same time. This is high in function while maintaining simplicity in form; these are the hallmarks of
brilliance in design.
flowerbower (3 days ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
All of the 'core principles' IF ones leaves out the 'small' detail that it does not have any power source. Where do
you put perpetual motion on your scale of possibilities? You may have forgotten that, although the internet is awash
with amateur freeenergy nonsense, the real scientific world is not impressed. So, forget the irrelevant footnotes
from old textbooks and try to retain a little common sense.
PlatinumEgg (3 days ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
The SEG concept can be isolated by way of all of attributes and I can qualify each of them simply with either a
"possible" or "impossible". This can effectively assist in determining if we dealing with advanced technology or not.
Interesting enough, it does have many "possible" technical attributes such as the "magnetic bearing effect".
PlatinumEgg (3 days ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
You are lucky I do not insult you on your "Scatterbrain syndrome", this inability to stay focused on the topic. This is
an extremist behavior characteristic of past or present substance abuse or at least an abnormal brain prone to
ranting spates.
Yes many readers of youtube clearly wonder: what is the matter with this idiot – who is so insane to continue to tell
the world that he is ignorant in knowledge – but think he is clever and important person – that is why I think Dr. D.
is flowerbower, if not then some imposter is at work to discredit him – if so why use me to do that?
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flowerbower (3 days ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
Look more carefully: I respond to every comment made by others. It is they who are always 'shifting their ground'.
They, and you, never respond to my questions. For example: do you believe that it will also levitate and cure
burns?
PlatinumEgg (3 days ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
As Max Planck once said, "An important scientific innovation rarely makes its way by gradually winning over and
converting its opponents: it rarely happens that Saul becomes Paul. What does happen is that its opponents
gradually die out, and that the growing generation is familiarized with the ideas from the beginning."
flowerbower (3 days ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
Very true: in the 1908 volume of The Philosophical Magazine, some of the papers were using aethertheory to
explain experimental results, and other papers were saying what a stupid idea the aether had always been!
Unfortunately, the SEG is not 'an important innovation'. It is rubbish.
PlatinumEgg (4 days ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
Quoting Maxwell "The truth of the second law is ... a statistical, not a mathematical, truth, for it depends on the fact
that the bodies we deal with consist of millions of molecules... Hence the second law of thermodynamics is
continually being violated, and that to a considerable extent, in any sufficiently small group of molecules belonging
to a real body." (J. C. Maxwell, "Tait's Thermodynamics II," Nature 17, 278280 [7 February 1878]).
flowerbower (3 days ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
I think that you are forgetting all of the intervening work which has been done, since then, on Maxwell's Demon.
The second law has survived all theoretical attacks on it. Also, what happens in microscopic volumes is irrelevant
to the SEG.
PlatinumEgg (5 days ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
Now your practically insulting my knowledge of physics with simple concepts such as Lenz law and heating. Do I
really need to walk you thru it to know what I mean or of the possibilities that I am leading to? I am sorry but you
are not the good guy, I think all you have a simple grudge.
flowerbower (3 days ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
You are lucky that I do not insult your knowledge of English as well: "your" is not the same thing as "you're". I think
that it is hilarious that anyone can believe in this contraption. Indeed, belief in it is prima facie proof of an ignorance
of physics.
PlatinumEgg (5 days ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
I have taken the time to review the data further from the searlsolution & swalllowcommand sites and I see you have
developed a bad reputation. Since I have already caught you misrepresenting the facts, it is becoming clear to me
you are not an honest broker of facts regarding the subject matter.
flowerbower (3 days ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
What misrepresentation? To a Searlworshipper, any statement of universally accepted scientific fact is
'misrepresentation'.
What a jealous person flowerbower is – he sure has a compulsive hate for Searl – wonder why? Has he invented
something or claimed to have and Searl work is taking away interests in his work?
POSSIBLE!
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PlatinumEgg (5 days ago) Show Hide
+1

(Reply) (Spam)
Nature violates the 2nd Law routinely at the microscopic level, infact it not even apply at that level, but the 2nd law
is pretty good estimate for practical purposes at the macroscopic level. I think there lays the answer to the SEG
source and conversion of energy if it be so.
flowerbower (5 days ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
Do you really mean 'microscopic level' or do you mean the 'quantum level'. Even in the case of quantum
mechanics, the apparent violation is an 'illusion'. What puzzles me is why you immediately assume that the SEG is
a real device. Where is the proof? Do you also believe that it can levitate? How do you explain that? Swallow one
lie, and you have to swallow them all!
PlatinumEgg (5 days ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
Do your research, static fields can brake, but inductions is another matter..
flowerbower (5 days ago) Show Hide
2

(Reply) (Spam)
As I said, I now seriously doubt that you are an electrical engineer. OTOH, perhaps you are one of the many
electrical engineers who are completely ignorant of the relevant physics. Have you never noticed that objects
subjected to induction fields get hot? Now recall Lenz's law.
PlatinumEgg (5 days ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
Furthermore, you are making a big mistake in assuming it will simply brakes because that only applies to static
magnetic fields (still serves to lift it), according the classic SEG concept the large ring has impressed a magnetic
waveform, therefore the undulating flux should impressed eddy currents and induce autocommutation as it would
with a linear induction motor. Interestingly, the roller's copper layer functions as slip rings on rotor so that does
make sense.
flowerbower (5 days ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
I am now beginning to doubt even that you are an electrical engineer. How can any of the fields be 'static' in a
rotating system? Even a permanent magnet will 'appear' to be a varyingfield electromagnet to a passing piece of
metal. Because of your blind acceptance of the SEG, and your dubious physical insights, I am beginning to suspect
that you may be Fernando Morris.
PlatinumEgg (5 days ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
No, it does not depend on zero point energy, according to the references, it depends on the conversion of
environmental sources of energy, mostly of the thermal electromagnetic band which would explain why the device
get colder as energy drawn out of it.
flowerbower (5 days ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
That would mean that the first law of thermodynamics was not being violated. Fine, that is how transpiration cooling
works. However, it definitely means that the second law is being violated. What makes the heat energy flow UP the
temperature gradient? And what makes you believe that it gets cold? Searl says a lot of things. Very few are true.
PlatinumEgg (5 days ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
From what I have gathered so far, the SEG is a converter of energy, if that is the case there is no point labeling this
device as something that violating the laws of conservations, rather it needs to be understood before we cast
judgment.
That is certainly a good point which many over look – many make judgment who has never been involved in this
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Research field – time track records show that this state has always been the same and clearly will always remain
the same right through out time regardless – everything is impossible by the experts – strange that such products
are in every day use and I guess that 99 per cent of the population even know that they have things impossible
which were claimed by experts actually in use in their home. May be we are just imagining we have these things!

flowerbower (5 days ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
That all depends upon whether one believes that zero point energy can be obtained from the vacuum. I do not
deny that it might be possible, but current theoretical calculations suggest that one would have to put in more
energy than one got out.
flowerbower (5 days ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
There already exist rotary motors which run with no apparent input. Professor (genuine) Jefimenko has built
electrostatic motors which exploit the vertical pd at the Earth's surface. However, the energy output is so low that it
would take a long time even to repay the construction costs.
flowerbower (5 days ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
And against all this, we have to weigh the facts that Searl has been promising it 'on the back of' numerology,
prophetic dreams, faked photographs, outright lies, dubious financial dealings and a complete ignorance of
scientific knowledge and norms.
PlatinumEgg (5 days ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
Perhaps followerbower you are just mechanically inclined but lack the electromagnetic skills to understand it, since
you avoided commenting the confirmation that this design can theoretically develop a "magnetic bearing".
flowerbower (5 days ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
I think that you really have no idea with whom you are dealing. You are obviously an electrical engineer; the class
of trained person who, in my experience, is most likely to fall for crackpot 'science'. I have pointed out that this
contraption closely resembles a conventional rollerbearing ...
flowerbower (5 days ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
continued: It is an old trick to pass a current across the races and make it function as a crude motor. I believe that
this is where Searl got the idea. As to whether the rollers will levitate stably in the SEG, I doubt that very much and,
even if they did, there would be braking effects.
flowerbower (5 days ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
continued: Magnetic bearings already exist in which one ring effectively levitates within another (although
Earnshaw's theorem has to be satisfied using an axial thrust). Such bearings do not require intervening rollers, so
what purpose to they serve in the SEG?
flowerbower (5 days ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
On the subject of Earnshaw's theorem, you may like to know that an apparent exception (stable levitation of a static
object) has recently been discovered by physicists. News of this has probably not yet filtered through to electrical
engineers.
flowerbower (5 days ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
But, to be fair, at the same INE conference at which Searl once 'lectured' it was demonstrated that a magnet could
be levitated over 2 revolving horizontal metal rollers. I have never seen this effect mentioned in a physics journal.
OTOH, it IS a rather obvious extension of the 'jumping ring' demonstration.
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PlatinumEgg (5 days ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
Interestingly, this device has passed my orthogonal electric/magnetic vector analysis and therefore it is technically
a motor/generator, we can not deny that since the electricmagneticvelocity vectors are correctly all 90 degrees
form each other. I think the design warrants further technical investigating.
flowerbower (5 days ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
What exactly have you analyzed; the mockup or the 'genuine' device? There is little point in performing detailed
vector analysis, if the entire contraption infringes conservation laws.
flowerbower (6 days ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
Above all, I would know that I could make a model 'proofofprinciple' glider out of a piece of paper, or even buy a
model flying helicopter from a shop. That is how all real 'innovations' happen. They have a history and a provable
principle. Searl has nothing of the sort.
PlatinumEgg (1 week ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
Really now flowerbower, are you so negative it would suit you just fine to be a high priest in the middleages,
imagine how much more harm you could have done to some of the great innovators of human history...
flowerbower (6 days ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
Well, let's look at that. The case which is usually brought up here is that of the Wright brothers. So, there I am
outside of their bicycle shop. Do I point and laugh? No. For I would know that they were masters of 19th century
mainstream aerodynamic knowledge, and had contributed to it.
flowerbower (6 days ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
continued: I would know that Sir George Cayley had flown his footman in an unpowered glider decades before. I
would know that a compressedair model plane had flown several miles across the Potomac. I would know that
several rivals of the Wrights had been killed by 'falling out of the sky'.
flowerbower (6 days ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
It would be obvious to me, and any other close observers, that the main problem was the production of a high
power/weight ratio motor. I would know that the Wrights had such a motor. I would have seen their previous, short,
hops. So would I, could I, have harmed them?
flowerbower (6 days ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
My dayjob involves bringing, to the attention of others, the stateoftheart research going on in universities and
private companies worldwide. I am not negative, except when it comes to pseudoscience and sciencebased fraud.
I am then insufferable, and I mean that most sincerely, folks. Why don't you 'wait for the other ring to drop'?
upliftin (5 days ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
So i am still waiting for your name Flowerbower....why not give it to us all so we can check you out....you will not
because you are afraid we might find out who you really are. Shoud'nt you get back to that bestseller book your
writing ? and stop wasting time on here with multiple spamming!
Men and women who are employed in the mental health domain – what do you think so far – yes there is more to
come from youtube.
As I too have nursed a total of 75 mental ill persons; none can I recall to mind matches this flowerbower case,
interesting indeed how far he will go in his anger upon me which all the more discredits him as a human being.
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flowerbower (5 days ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
As I have explained before; that would interfere with my ongoing study of Searl.
PlatinumEgg (1 week ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
At the risk of again confirming yet another key point of the SEG principle of operation, does not the induced eddy
currents (EM brake) promote a "magnetic bearing" since the rollers are free to orbit? But wait, it gets better, the
rollers are experiencing fluctuating magnetic fields due to the imprinted magnetic waveform of the large stator
ring...do we know what this means?
Beamshipcaptain (1 week ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
Some nice shots of the 10foot P11 craft from 1969, on the ground and energised, in flight. The P11 is the craft
that was flight tested by scientists and brass at Edwards airbase in California in 1977. Its inertiafreeflight
puzzzled the testers, as this violated their knowlegdge. So it was not adopted, ostensibly for that reason, which is
suspect. They gave same treatment to TT Brown's saucers as well.
flowerbower (1 week ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
As I said, wooden mockups. No 'proof' of flight except for obviously faked photographs. I think that I prefer Anders
Heerfordt's account of the events. Or rather lack of them: Searl's neighbours in Mortimer could recall nothing
except Searl's arrest. I found the same. The local fire station told me that they had no record of any house fire at
his address.
Beamshipcaptain (1 week ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
Except for all of the folks who worked on building and flying the 41built craft, and the public records of 1997
Edwards Air Base tests in California of th P11, and the reams of footage that were taken of discs in flight by BBC
and Southeren Television. DEMO1 had the SEG installed, and it was indeed flown, and controlsystem was better
than the P11. You could just as easily research this YOURSELF.
Beamshipcaptain (1 week ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
Of course. It was NOT a "housefire". His books, papers, apparatus was deliberteyly disposed of, with the sanction
of Professor Searl's exwife. Deliberate destruction of a lifetime's work. You have very bad emanations, or
vibrations. Have you ever had a lightbody healing?
flowerbower (1 week ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
It is hardly worth arguing with you: you believe anything that is contrary to wellestablished physical laws, but
believe lunatic conspiracy theories at the drop of a hat. From the rational person's point of view, you are continually
shooting yourself in the foot.
Beamshipcaptain (1 week ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
How little you understand. The SEG does not use anything other than the same electromagnetics we use
everyday, only exception is that is an OPEN system, interacting with its surroundings, instead of a COSED system.
Just a different way of thinking, nonconventional. That is all.
flowerbower (1 week ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
I agree that the mockup does not use anything but normal electromagnetism. But what personal timelimit have
you put on successful operation of the 'real' SEG? That is, will you start to lose hope after 1 month, 1 year, 1
decade ...? What is Moore's current deadline on delivery? I bet that some lastminute problem will turn up.
Well I have made no changes in this report on youtube statements – I am heading the research being stated by me
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And that is final: everything is moving in a forward direction – the team has been selected and by October should
be in full operation in the development of this special magnetizer to complete the equipment for now; to be able to
carry out research into how cheap and how to manufacture the SEG as a mass production system – a lot of work is
involved – and a university has offered to help as well and no charge add the military to this – flowerbower you are
sunk true and proper in deep water.
Yes, I know this ANDERS Heerfordt’s statement just to remind people that this man is a big man – ignorant – one
of those who will turn to those who he knows have tried to stop this work and use their anti statements as FACT
which I have reported at the time in my book – also feels that he is important to the world – the media also like to
talk to those who are anti because they think all readers of their papers are stupid as the Daily Mirror reporter said
to me when I went and challenge him on his article – he also stated that they write for stupid people who soon
forget – we gave you publicity; that is why I have never brought a newspaper since that meeting I am not stupid..
Yes they did – I accept that issue as true – but from an idiot point of view; not from a technology point of view –
even the door man at the Daily Mirror office in Holborn said to me that he don’t read such a stupid paper. What
more can I say
Beamshipcaptain (1 week ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
You mean you HOPE beyond all your hopes some last minute problem will turn up.
flowerbower (1 week ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
No. I want the finished ring to turn up as soon as possible so that I can ask, again and again, why the SEG still
does not work. Which reminds me: Moore says that it will be frictionless but, even if the rollers really levitated, the
moving magnets would still induce currents in the stationary rings; leading to EM braking. Or will all known laws of
physics be suspended again?
Beamshipcaptain (1 week ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
All known laws were never suspended in first place. Review your EM theory.
flowerbower (1 week ago) Show Hide
0

(Reply) (Spam)
Yes they were: all of the conservation laws, Newton's third law and, by implication, Earnshaw's theorem. Bypass all
of those and the SEG becomes viable.
Beamshipcaptain (1 week ago) Show Hide
1

(Reply) (Spam)
No need to by pass them, if you'd study the SEG, you will see that the SEG is nothing exotic.

31:

Well, he missed out the laws I have covered in this book which I am trying hard to make
as simple as possible for my readers to understand; clearly he has no capability of
understanding such simple statements and by passes them to avoid slipping up – so he
pushes on – what a fool he is – don’t he have any intelligence at all – surely he don’t
think that such laws will not be covered in this book – step by step I shall explain science
and technology in relation to the work which I am heading – more video clips will follow
upon this subject – how far will he continue his stupid attack – he has already hang
himself and yet do not have the mental capacity to appreciate that issue.

32:

He raves on about square 10, how insane when I have already years ago release right
up to square 100 to records committees and those printers of books who agree that no
one would be able to complete with me on that subject in a completion as I was clearly
first.

33:

I have never and never will ever claim to be an expert – as there are no experts in this
19.

field of technology yet – they will in due time be a handful of experts available, and you
flowerbower are no expert in this subject and that is one point that upsets you – you have been
beaten by some one: that issue blows your brain; you just cannot accept being beaten by others
that issue clearly is shown here in this part of my book. Wake up you are just making an idiot of
your self in public; I guess you cannot understand that point; I do feel sorry for you and your
family and that is a FACT because I am a human being!
34:

Flowerbower you are beaten; it is time to join the world of reality and accept it like human being.
And as you are behaving like a spoilt child over a lollypop I will show you the correct face in both
space and time mode for square 10 which for some unknown reasons appears to play some kind of
magic in your brain; unfortunate for you I do not believe in magic, only reality sadly to state.
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257
26
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3585
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3585
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This has been done in space frame mode using value 12 for the start number.
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89
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110
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236
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502
208
516
194
47
670
173
551
159
565
3585

145
579
131
593
250
460
621
96
628
82
3585

This has been worked in the time frame mode using value 12 for the start number.
35:

I just bang these two samples out for those who are intelligent and live in the world of reality, not
intended for baby’s dear brother flowerbower you are still too young and far too ignorant to
understand such ancient maths.

36:

If it is not this person as shown then some impostor has signed communication with Dr. D., agree
there are one who might do that he too would think he is a physicist like he claims to be a top
legal lawyer and he likes mocking people but too is extremely ignorant. But I feel there more
finger prints in these attacks which suggest it is not Peter but our man shown here. Yes Peter does
have a certificate which states that he suffers from a mental condition which if angered will
become violent and he sure does that is a fact. He will fire a fire pistol right in your face which
explode fire powder into your eyes and face to blind you so he can attack you that is a fact.
20.

37:

One more point I shall quote here on Dr. D. some time after that interview Dr. D. wrote to Luis
informing him to look for the battery when I do my next demonstration.
I SUGGESTED TO Luis to reply to him and request from him as to what type of battery should
he be looking for to lift 12 tons of weight off the ground and fly around for a day or more, is it an
hearing aid button battery or an AAA battery – I cannot state if he did request such information.
As you know he was one of the gang which robbed me of £350,000 of equipment containing my
life’s work – he too like Peter loves gathering crap to use to impress others with his great
knowledge – a sad case.
Would he bend so low to write such crap and sign communication as Dr. D? _ it is possible – but I
doubt it as he too has big problem coming his way in court he do not need to add more to it but
agree one server details are in fact in London – Luis does live in London.

38:

I shall close this document at this point, to allow you to study it, and you are free to present your
views upon these persons as the emails are clearly not flowerbower but appear to be an
Australian.
This document has been released by the authority of:

Prof. John Roy Robert Searl. Head of human behavior studies.
Searl International Space Research Consortium – UK
Manned Flight Division.
39:

Flowerbower also shows clearly his lack of economics in relation to the production of the S.E.G.
and I.G.V. which is strange for some one who claim to be a physicist, who should know that cost
today for such a development are many times greater then the 50s and 60s – and to talk like it cost
nothing to do – is certainly ignorance on the part of that person,

40:

During 1968, I wrote many documents upon various conditions required for the go ahead of an
international organization that would be responsible for clean energy development which included
domestic, commercial, factories, and road – rail – sea air power systems.
To this space research must play an vital part in our knowledge base – and the needs for
commercial space exploration was vital for all industrial requirements, as we cannot continue to
destroy this planet for our materials as we have been doing since man appeared upon planet earth,
which cannot be tolerated for ever.
It’s urgent time to rethink where we stand, and replan our objectives more positive then I witness
at this stage.
NASA and the Russians are achieving success, I agree upon that issue, but not for commercial
operations that is badly needed for the future of mankind.
21.

DOCSISRCBSECOM2
PART 2
DATE 28 September 1968
EDITION FIRST.

Searl International Space Research Consortium UK.
Tomorrows Energy and Transport systems.
LOCATION :
SUBJECT
:
AUTHOR
:

Mortimer – Berkshire – England.
Economics.
John Roy Robert Searl.

Today, in the world of reality economics play a vital part of all companies’ survival, if you fail to
understand this science then such companies will cease functioning as such.
My target is to create an international organization that will develop clean energy technology for
the means to power domestic, commercial, factories and road – rail – sea air transportation
systems.
To this I must include deep space exploration systems that will meet commercial operations as I feel
that both NASA and the Russians are proceeding down the wrong road for such operations – even
though they have achieved great success.
These documents being released by me are to give my views on how this set up could be achieved
that would function as that of a league of nations for advance technology for the benefits of planet
Earth as a whole – IMPOSSIBLE TO ACHIEVE – maybe so – but unless some one tries to achieve
such an operation – no one will ever know if it works – and that could end mans stay upon this
planet for good.
41:

ECONOMIC ORGANIZATION.
All economies face the same basic economic problem of scarcity – and this is not a joke – it is a
serious issue which I have to address with care – greed has created this situation and it will get
worst as time moves forward.
This issue is critical for the future of this organization.
22.

42:

All economies to my understanding have three basic decisions to make; here comes the law of the
squares again:
(1):

What goods should Searl International Space Research Consortium produce?

(2);

How should the goods be produced?

(3):

Who should receive the goods?

43:

I do sincerely accept the reality that although the problem is the same for all economies, the
methods of organizing a country’s economy vary widely and have come to be reflected in
fundamental political differences.

44:

I also accept the reality upon modern economies is based on the principle of the division of labour
between different productive tasks.
Rather than each family group operating a subsistence system in which it directly produces to
meet its own needs, individuals specialize in a particular activity, trading their surplus produce for
the surplus of other individuals.

45:

Today, I appreciate that this subdividing tasks within the production of individual goods and the
use of money has facilitated the more efficient trading of individual’s specialized products.

46:

To my accepted understanding; that in consequence of this extension of the division of labour, the
vast majority of workers in an economy are employed by firms or the State rather than working
directly on their own behalf.

47:

I also agree that although there are sophisticated refinements, the basic economic decisions
outlined above are essentially made by two different methods – here we go again the law of the
squares at work:
(1):

planning or the market mechanism.

48:

As I understand it that in most developed Western economies, the primary means to resource
allocation is through the determination of prices, formed by the interaction of buyers and sellers in
markets.

49:

My understanding is that a market exists wherever buyers and sellers of a good or service can
interact:
There is no necessity for them actually to meet one another.

50:

Which I appreciate, that some markets consist of newspaper, radio or television advertisements
placed by sellers, followed by postal or telephone transactions; others are conducted mainly by
telex or telephone messages which I have been doing this methods since 1963, and many still
involve personal facetoface contacts, ranging from the local street market to the Stock
Exchange.
Well more precise; I have not yet used the Stock Exchange – though if my intentions become
reality then I shall have to use the Stock Exchange I guess  to obtain the mass of materials which
shall be required for our development market business at a price base line suitable to our needs to
create that market which in the near future will become a matter of urgency.
23.

51:

EXCHANGE.
The principle of exchange is simple, or to my mind at least: each party seeks to further its own
interest, so that an exchange will be agreed when it is considered to be the mutual benefit of the
parties involved.

52:

In a product market, for example, the consumer is aiming to satisfy a particular want, which I
greatly appreciate that fact from my human behavior studies, and will therefore take into account
such factors as price (relative to that offered by other sellers) which represents a nature function of
the Homo sapiens mind, and other issues such as convenience, anticipated satisfaction, alternative
goods which might be purchased and so on.

53:

Searl International Space research Consortium as the producer is aiming to make a profit to
expand their research and development program and must consider factors such as the price
buyers are prepared to pay relative to the cost of production, the possibility of greater profits by
selling in different markets, the price charged by producers of similar goods, etc.
There are many companies selling generators – to which Searl International Space Research
Consortium will have to aim at and win a part of that market share. Not to displace those already
have a cut of that cake, but to fill in that growing gap for clean energy in the near future that will
become a major issue. That must be our market target because solar cells and wind power will
never solve these planet requirements on the ever growing needs for energy.

54:

In the absence of force majority, a transaction would signify the fulfillment of both parties’
objectives.

55:

Precisely the same principle applies in factor markets.

56:

A worker will consider the relative advantages of working for one company or of being
unemployed or selfemployed, just as the employer will consider the relative benefits of
employing one worker or another, or of substituting other factors in place of labour and so forth.

57:

DECISION MAKING VIA THE MARKET MECHANISM.

Figure 13.1

1968, This is my opinion of the market function system that must be considered.
24.

58:

As I have shown in Figure 13.1, a hypothetical economic system is shown in which all the
decisions – what, how and for whom to produce – results from the free interaction of buyers and
sellers in markets.

59:

At this moment in time I am assuming that there is no direct government intervention in the
economy.

60:

The model is divided into two sectors:
(1):

The households, who own the economy’s productive resources.

(2):

The business sector, which produces goods and services.

Two main flows are shown:

61:

(3)

A physical flow of goods and services, and a money flow representing payments for the
goods and services.

(4):

In order to produce, the business sector needs to buy factor services, and in order to
consume, the households need to gain income by selling the factor services they own.

Thus, there are according to the law of the squares two types of market:
(1):

FACTOR MARKET.
Where the households supply factor services: which are demanded by the business sector,
in return for factor incomes.

(2):

PRODUCT MARKETS.
Where the business sector supplies goods and services: which are demanded by the
households, in return for payments which are termed ‘consumption expenditure’.

62:

The diagram shows a third flow of intermediate transactions, where business units buy goods and
services from each other as one stage in the production of goods and services for the household
sector.

63:

It is to my way of thinking that it is useful to make an initial assumption that every market is
highly competitive:
Households seek to maximize their satisfaction and Searl International Space Research
Consortium to maximize their profits; no individual consumer or firm is able to influence the
market price; there is no collusion between households or business units.

64:

To my understanding, in each market a price would be formed by the free interaction of demand
and supply.

65:

The equilibrium price for any good or service is the price at which the quantity consumers are able
and willing to buy in a given time period is exactly match by the quantity which Searl
International Space Research Consortium are able and willing to supply. That is a fact of reality
that one can only produce so many units per line per day.
25.

66:

If any individual firm tries to charge a higher price, consumers will go to other firms selling the
same product, and no firm will sell at a lower price since they can sell the quantity they wish at
the prevailing market price (by definition).

67:

It is the existence of a large number of competing buyers and sellers in every market which
prevents individual actions from affecting the market price.

68:

This competitive market system is referred to by a variety of titles, the most usual one being ‘the
price system’.
Alternatives include the ‘free market’ economy or the ‘private enterprise’ system.

69:

The most significant feature of the model is that the basic economic factors – consumers and firms
– pursuing what they perceive to be their own best interests.

70:

WHAT TO PRODUCE?
If consumer’s demand for a good exceeds the quantity supplied at a given price, competition for
the good between consumers will raise the price until an equilibrium is achieved, which is a nature
function of the Homo sapiens in such market conditions.

71:

This is likely to result in higher than normal profits for firms supplying the good, which will act as
a signal for new firms to come into the market.
This will require new factor services to be attracted into the market: an increase in demand, which
will rise the price of the factor services involved, diverts some scarce resources from their
alternative uses.

72:

As I see it; that as more firms compete to sell the increase output of the good, the prices will tend
to fall.
This in turn reduces profits, and once these have reached what is considered a ‘normal’ level,
there will no longer be an incentive for more firms to enter the industry.

73:

Similarly, the increased supply of factor services will be stemmed once the rewards to be earned
have return to a level which is insufficient to divert them from alternative uses.
This function is a nature event; as I have witnessed it from my human behaviour studies – which
appear similar behaviour in most of the animal and bird domain, but in their case its either food
requirements or breeding requirements. They do not have a money GOD.

74:

The initial ‘disequilibrium’ in this example has triggered a series of reactions:
The wishes of the consumers for more of the good have been satisfied, profits have reverted to a
‘normal’ level and more resources have been directed to the production of the good.

75:

All this has occurred without any coordinated planning or direction.
The decision as to ‘what to produce?’ is made according to the demand of consumers:
A situation sometimes referred to as consumer sovereignty. Yes that is a wonderful way to look at
reality of running a business.
26.

76:

HOW TO PRODUCE?
I have tried hard to show that the price for any good is determined in the market place and cannot
be influenced by the actions of an individual firm.
Searl International Space Research Consortium fully understands this reality of the business
domain, and has no problem with this issue; agree we are trying to find a solution for
international operation which is absolutely honest in all its functions regardless to which
country it operates.

77:

I also appreciate; that it is obviously clear to my mind that if each Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G)
that Searl International Space Research Consortium sells costs it more to produce than the market
price, then Searl International Space Research Consortium will make a loss and would eventually
go out of business, which also applies to any other firm regardless of who.

78:

Thus, there is an incentive for Searl International Space Research Consortium to research raw
materials and technology as machinery and tools to produce as efficiently as possible and thereby
reduce their average costs.

79:

This will involve determining the best combination of factors and ensuring the best possible
output from the chosen set of inputs.
In this way, and again without coordinated planning or direction, the most efficient use of the
economy’s scarce resources is ensured.

80:

Searl International Space Research Consortium is clearly at this stage purely a research
establishment to evaluate concepts that offers the possibility of a market product.
The Searl Effect Generator concept has been accepted as a best option for clean energy use by
both patents officials and solicitors as a marketable product if we decide to go to the marketplace
with it.

81:

FOR WHOM TO PRODUCE?
Agree that given that consumer demand determines what is produced, the key factor to my mind is
in deciding who gets what is the ability to pay; this is the point of reality not fantasy.

82:

In the world of Reality; business is dependent on the incomes of consumers, which in turn are
determined by the prices of the factor services which they are able to sell.

83:

ADVANTAGES OF THE PRICE SYSTEM.
The price system to my understanding to my mind appears to be an attractive theoretical
proposition.
Agree whilst the motive force is selfinterest (i.e. profits for firms and satisfaction of wants for
consumers), the result appears to be in the best interest of the society as a whole – so most
businesses might accept that opinion; unfortunate I cannot outright accept that view – based upon
my impressed observation data which suggest that it works well for the rich but does not for the
poor, somehow a change is needed to correct that imbalance between rich and poor; this issue
applies across the globe, somehow a solution must be found to this growing problem.
27.

84:

I can understand that without coercion, resources are directed to where they are needed (and re
directed as demand changes over time), consumers get the goods they demand, competition
prevents abnormal profits in the long run and resources to my mind are used to maximum
efficiency.

85:

I readily accept the fact that it is readily apparent that the assumptions on which the model is
based are unlikely to be exactly matched in any actual market – but Searl International Space
Research Consortium is determined to create a business based which is honest and sincere to all
its future consumers regardless of whom.

86:

For example, I am quite aware that some firms account for such a large share of individual
markets that they can influence the market price by their own actions – gold is one sample –
energy is another both transport and housing are good examples I what I mean.
I also accept the issue that in other markets, some firms or consumers might be inclined to act
together (‘collude’) for this purpose.

87:

I sincerely accept the opinion that most proponents of the market mechanism recognize the need
for some element of government intervention in the economy to ensure that markets behave as if
they were as competitive as the model suggests, and to protect consumer interests.
Through out my many newsletters and books to date you will see my communications with world
governments and their replies; this I shall continue to hammer the governments to join us in the
research and development undertaking – but clearly the big energy producers control them so they
cannot be seen to be involved at this time of writing – but I know for certainly that state will
change before I die.

88:

I also accept the fact that given this proviso, the price mechanism remains the prime means of
resource allocation in most western economies, and thousands of goods and services are produced
and distributed in essentially the way the model predicts.
I am also aware that many people fear this technology that it will put them out of business – but in
the world of reality it will not do so – but it will open up new domains of business which are not
possible now due to costs that would be involved.
In the world of reality there are not enough adults in the world to fill the job vacancies which the
Searl Effect generator will generate over time – there are no limit in the job domain; if energy and
transportation was much cheaper then it is today. That is what has restricted employment energy
and transport cost; and it will always be so under the present system of pricing, be the major
problem.

89:

This document was release under the authority of:

John Roy Robert Searl
Head of human behaviour studies 1968.
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90:

Up to 1968 everything which my team achieved was used to test the masses reactions to objects
unknown to them – many students were used I tests and unexpected public were also subject to
tests and all reactions were recorded and were presented as reports within my newsletters and
books.
At no time during that early section of my life did commercialization of such technology even
entered my world of reality as an agreement not to go commercial in any form was honoured at
all time by me; and not until 1968 when half of the team were dead did I suggested to go into
the public domain upon this development and ended that first agreement, which to my surprise
created a world mass of publicity which I have never seen upon any other person to date.

91:

I shall continue now with another part of Document DOCSISRCMAT3, of 1968 which I have
been taking diagrams from in this report – as examples of the study work which I undertook back
in that time interval; now so long ago.
I shall continue upon my study of the rare earth which every one wants to use in trying to copy
that period of development without that knowledge base to work from.
DOCSISRCMAT3.
DATE: 21 ST August 1968.
Edition: First.

Searl International Space Research Consortium – UK.
Mortimer – Berkshire – England.
LOCATION:
SUBJECT:
SECTION:
AUTHOR:
DIVISION:
92:

Headquarters – Mortimer – Berkshire – England.
Materials reference study.
Part three.
John Roy Robert Searl.
Energy and transportation.

In this world of reality all these products which the Homo sapiens take for granted which created
their tomorrows; where generated by a few human beings of the yesterdays; who suffered the
same way which I have done to make them possible for your enjoyment.
Without these inventors there would had been no tomorrows – who suffered insults and treats –
but being human continue regardless of the hate thrown at them to create that world in which you
enjoy today – without even a thank you to them in return.
That is still the state which I witness today still exist. Lack of appreciation – lack of knowledge –
lack of understanding – lack of being human appears to be on the increase.

93:

There is no tomorrow unless some one somewhere creates that world to be – until that function
takes place you are stalemate into the present – like all the other animals are.
29.

94:

First some one somewhere must receive a trigger/s input which generates a concept based upon
the data bank records in their subconscious mind which after being organized into a dream format
is then transferred to the conscious mind for the owner either to act upon it or trash it.
Only a few are brave enough to act upon that information – others due to religious or education
brainwashing just trash it as they do not wish to be a party of hate and abuse by the masses.

95:

Let me inform you that some of these great experts which you know of never ever proved their
concept – they died with the concept on paper only – some actually obtain patents.
Many of those concepts have yet to be tested and proven, guess one day some one some where
will just try and see if their claims can be certified. WHO KNOWS?

96:

This is the equilibrium diagram of neodymium Nd 60 with 1% of Scandium Sc 21.
30.

Neodymium Nd 60 was selected by me during 1946 as a rare earth freely available to the glass
manufacturers in colouring glass purple or polishing glass to my understanding at that time, and it
was cheap in reference to the price at this date, which I guess will continue to increase in cost as
time moves forward.

97:

This is an equilibrium diagram of Neodymium Nd 60 with 1% of Tin Sn 50.
31.

This again is just a part of a grain of sand in my knowledge bank which had to be research to
arrive at present day operations. Without this knowledge forget trying to make the S.E.G. and that
is a FACT!
Unfortunate in those days trying to make copies of my hand work papers did not always come out
on the photocopiers as good as my original were thus I had to accept what the shops could manage
as the best that was possible; of course to day if I had the time to redo them scanners are great for
copying, but cannot replace what is missing in those old photocopies newsletters.
98:

Let me assure you that this part of my study work of 1968 is massive in context, and I doubt if any
website of normal size could even cope with this section of investigation alone, or in fact any
other section of my study work of that period.

99:

ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATIONS.
I must agree to the best of my knowledge that tangible materials and radiations have a common
energy origin, and thus bear a cosmic relation, but radiation is not matter in the ordinary sense of
the term.
As I have so often stated at my lectures and in my newsletters and books that radiation is caused
by vibrations, and to my accepted understanding is characterized by wavelengths rather than mass
as in ordinary matter.

100:

Yes, waves of high frequency and short wavelength result from the vibration of extremely small
particles, such as electrons of the material atom, which are associated with the function of the
Searl effect Generator (S.E.G), while those of low frequency and long wavelength arise from slow
vibrations, such as those from a coil in a magnetic field.

101:

Radiation are produced when materials are broken down or changed to another form, and there is
then an actual loss of mass equal to the amount of energy emitted.
This is what was seen in the work in the past, and then you ask why don’t we see the same now?
According to the law of the squares is structured as shown that a reverse state exist where matter
is produced when energy in the form of radiation is directed upon matter, and an actual increase in
the mass of the matter results.
This is a condition which must be controlled and is controlled within the function of the Searl
effect generator (S.E.G) that the loss of mass is balanced with the input of mass: In a control set of
function.
To my understanding from my studies I can accept as reality that all materials in nature are being
constantly bombarded with various radiations, but it requires such an extremely large amount of
energy to produce the most minute quantities of matter that the continuous changes in most
materials are not noticeable in any historic period of time.

102:

My understanding of the spectrum of the electromagnetic radiation extends from wavelengths of
many hundredmillionths of a centimeter, or infinitely small, to wavelengths of many kilometers,
or infinitely large.
To my understanding the velocity of these waves is the same for all lengths of wave, 186,000
mi/s.
32.

103:

By now those of you who have read my newsletters and books know my interest in lighting for
parties and special effects, and you know that to my mind; in the spectrum, the light waves which
make objects visible to the Homo sapiens eyes form only a small part.
The Homo sapiens eye can see through only such materials as these light waves will penetrate.

104:

But electrical eyes can be made to operate in other wavelengths and record vision not seen by the
Homo sapiens eye.
I appreciate that not all animals see with the same wavelengths, and some animals do not have
normal eyes but receive vibrations through special receiving of the body.

105:

As I have so often stated that different materials transmit, absorb, or reflect radiation differently
Quartz and Glass, normally called transparent, transmit only a small band of light and heat waves,
but will not pass very short radiations.
But by changing the composition of the glass the heat waves can be blocked, or some of the very
short waves can be passed through.

106:

Some materials, like Lead Pb 82, will block the very short waves, and can be used for Xray
shields.
Other materials, like Beryllium Be 4, will pass only very short waves, and can be used for
selective windows.
Take silver Ag 47, which will reflect 90% of visible light, while Tin Sn 50 reflects only 70%, but
Silver loses reflectivity in Sulfur S 16 atmospheres.
Gold Au 79 reflects only 61% of visible light, but has high reflectivity of infrared rays, useful for
electronic purposes – don’t you agree?
All materials are sensitive to particular light waves and emit electrons when struck by those
waves.
Zinc Zn 30 is sensitive to very short ultraviolet light.
Cesium Cs 55 is sensitive to green light.
Potassium K 19 is sensitive to blue light.
This property is the basis of electronic colour selectors.

107:

It is also the basis for the operation of photoelectric cells, in which the liberated electrons
constitute an electric current.
Such cells are widely used as automatic switches for electronic conversion of light intensities to
sound waves.

108:

This is why I have stated that I believe that the magnetic spectrum is similar in nature as the light
band is – and the S.E.G. magnetic system using only one part of that band, thus the field is
stronger and more powerful then the normal magnet is.
33.

109:

This document has been released to the public by the authority of:

John Roy Robert Searl.
Head of research and development of clean energy and transportation systems.
Superintendent of documents UK.
110:

The reason why I have to release pass documents is to let you all know what happen in the past;
which a certain idiot who is running a hate campaign against me named Flowerbower; in public
don’t know about: because he thinks he is clever – than everyone else – clearly he thinks you are
all stupid – when he knocks me he is also knocking everyone who is helping to create a better
world for all mankind – Just to inform everyone that I do not have to prove a thing to him because
I have not applied for a job to him – I do not have to because I am employing people from all over
the globe in this development work – the past is gone criminals done they work to destroy that
past – now that recreation is in process not in the public domain as in the past but in the industry
domain that will see this technology will get to the marketplace.

111:

I have been forced to take this route due to the fact of the last major robbery on Monday August
25th 2003 leaves me on just a pension; no matter how much I starve to save money to rebye
equipment it would take many years to recover such equipment that would match that stolen from
me  to that date period.
As my engineer in the States could only work on the work when he had some free time would had
taken a long time to make the first plate and roller sets, which is as far as his equipment would had
allow him to go. Space and costly equipment limit what he would have been able to achieve.
I had to release video clips on youtube to find a suitable place and work force and from that
moment in time Flowerbower started his campaign of hate because his image had been tarnished
by that demonstration – I knew right away who it was but I needed him to hang himself – so
agreed to let him ride of cause the rope is now around his neck firmly he can be charged but there
is no hurry there is a much greater shock coming for him on television from which he might save
courts time by hanging himself, to save the embarrassment to the university that is if he actually
work in one, which is in question at this time.

112:

Back there in 1968 when I decide to go commercial; many legal documents on the research and
operational conditions had to be prepared for official acceptance on my plans of operations; one of
which has already been seen in this present book and I shall now again release part one of another
document of that time interval of my life work, as the full report is far to long to release here in
one go. But before I start that report let me thank you all who are standing up to flowerbower and
telling him to shut up which I gladly appreciate your support at this time of recovering from the
past – the work is coming up to steam late this month of October 2007.
34.

1968 THIS WAS THE PLAN TO DEVELOP SUCH A VEHICLE FOR
COMMERCIAL USE FOR DEEP SPACE EXPLORATION – WHO KNOWS
WHAT THE FUTURE HOLDS IT MAY STILL BECOME REALITY!
35.

113:

Unfortunate I am under restrictions to confirm that side of what is going on at this time so I will
release another document which will apply to the present operation in the year 2007. Thus helping
you to understand what is reality and what is not – that is the key issue of all my writings
regardless what subject is being discussed.
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John Roy Robert Searl.
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The slender disc is a new concept in flight technology – whose operational functions has to be
researched and developed to meet all present days’ conventional requirements for all flight
vehicles regardless.
First we must understand those requirements; from which I can start the design function of a
concept for research and development.
Thus these documentations are a vital issue for the success of a concept to become a reality,
without that knowledge you are grounded.
114:

PURPOSE.
The purpose of this publication is to explain the administrative procedure for the issue and
variations of Air Operator’s Certicates, and to indicate requirements to be met by operators in
respect of equipment, organization, staffing, training and other matters affecting the operation of
the slender disc.

115:

APPLICABILITY.
36.

Operator Certification and the associated requirements apply to a wide range of activity, from
short air taxi and pleasure flights to worldwide airline operations.
In the statutory provisions few distinctions are drawn between small scale operations with light
aircraft and major airline undertakings, for the basic principles of sound operating practice are
essentially similar at all levels.
But in the application of these principles, and of certification requirements, it is possible and it is
necessary to take account of the scale and scope of the flying activity and of operation’s particular
circumstances.
Applicants and certificates holders may rest assured that the Authority and its inspecting staff are
fully conscious of this and in dealing with certification matters will Endeavour always to adopt as
flexible an approach as is consistent with the maintenance of adequate standards.
Small scale operators of light aircraft should bear this particularly in mind in reading this
documentation.
116:

COMPLIANCE WITH STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS.
The issue of a Certificate signifies only that the holder is considered ‘competent to secure the safe
operation’ of the slender disc.
It does not in any way relieve the operator Searl International Space Research Consortium or the
slender disc commander of his or here responsibility for compliance with statutory requirements
and for the safe conduct of a particular mission.
International agreements and United Kingdom legislation are generally based on the concept that
the ultimate responsibility for the safety of flight operations rests with the operator in this case
Searl International Space Research Consortium and the commanders of InverseGravityvehicles.
The issue of a Certificate: and the work of the Civil Aviation Authority in that connection, do not
entail any departure from this general principle.
Here is a major issue that the Civil Aviation Authority would have no understanding upon this
new approach to flight – and therefore Searl International Space Consortium would have to have
its own testing unit in house; but working hand in hand with the present day Civil Aviation
Authority as to combine their requirements of flight to our requirements of operations. That safety
in our atmosphere of both conventional and unconventional craft can function side by side without
accidents.

117:

To a large extent the statutory requirements relating to the operation of the InverseGravity
Vehicle are written in general term.
This is in accordance with the principle on ‘operator’s responsibility’, and helps to facilitate the
development of the operating standards and techniques best suited to particular circumstances and
conditions.
The competence of operator Searl International Space Research Consortium to ‘secure the safe
operation’ of their InversegravityVehicles, will therefore depend , in part, upon the manner in
which Searl International Space Research Consortium applies the statutory requirements to their
particular operations.
37.

It is important, nevertheless, to appreciate that in the last resort the interpretation of the statutes is
a function of the judiciary and that neither the issue of a Certificate nor the expression of any view
in this document should be taken as an indication to the contrary, or as a modification of any
statutory requirements.
118:

IGV MAINTENANCE.
Requirements relating to the InverseGravityvehicle maintenance arrangements are not yet
contained in the relevant parts of the British Civil Airworthiness Requirements and therefore for
more information will not be obtained from the Authority’s Airworthiness Division but will
become available from the Manned Flight Authority’s Airworthiness Sector.

119:

INSPECTORS.
Reference is made in this document to Flight Operation Inspectors, Air Taxi Operator, Inspectors
and training inspectors.
Flight Operations Inspectors and Air Taxi Operators Inspectors are authorized in accordance with
the relevant statutory provisions and the conditions of Air Operator’s Certificates, to examine
documents, premises and equipment, to enter and remain on the flight deck of an Inverse
GravityVehicle in flight, and if necessary to issue directions to prevent the IGV flying.
They shall have extensive experience of the operation of the slender disc and a wide knowledge of
the operational aspects of airline and air taxi organization.
Training Inspectors must be particularly experienced in the techniques of training and testing
pilots; that they are authorized Instrument Rating Examiners and are empowered to observe pilot’s
flying tests, and to inspect licenses and records of training and tests.
Suitable flying experience and other facilities are provided to maintain the qualifications of
Inspectors for their work.

NOTE:
120:

All pilots must hold an Instrument Rating Certificate to fly the InverseGravity
Vehicle with no exceptions.

The primary duty of the Inspectors is to ascertain facts and to report them, and this duty must be
fully discharged.
It is however, their aim to work in close collaboration with operators of Searl International Space
Research Consortium and their staff to secure through regular discussion and exchange of views
the highest possible standard of operational safety.
It is hoped that a relationship of mutual respect between Inspectors and the operator’s officials of
Searl International Space Research Consortium, IGV commanders and other related crew
members with whom they come into contact can be developed and maintained.

121:

AMENDMENT.
An amendment to any document which has been released, due to improvements, either in
materials or equipment or production methods will automatically be release in the next newsletter
available.
38:

122:

This ends the first part of this document and is hereby been released to the general public by the
authority of:

John Roy Robert Searl – Head of R&D
Manned Flight Division.
Superintendent of Documents UK.
123:

You may wonder why these early documents do not carry the title of Professor on them, the
reason is simple; my research was not actual appreciate at that time; not until a few years later did
these top rank people granted me the position of professor – yet I had been teaching top rank
people for some years before that event took place and I am still teaching them today.

124:

CAN YOU REMEMBER JUST THE HIGHLIGHTS OF 1960 SPACE FLIGHTS?
===================================================================
Launch date.
Launch vehicle
Launch weight
===================================================================
Tiros 1 (USA)
1 April
Thor
270 lb
Echo 1 (USA)
12 August
ThorDelta
166 lb
Sputnik 5 (USSR)
19 August
Vostok
10,120 lb.
===================================================================
Yes these were the key interest – to quote all the events in space for 1960 world take a lot of
space up – boy if only you knew what I know and have quoted in my books you would be
shocked that one man could have such vast amount of interest across the total field of science
and technology.

125:

Remember when you read that crap which flowerbower blows across youtube, just bear in mind
that he knows nothing of reality or worth upon my self – he just seek out crap from those he
knows that peddles crap as a living and try to fool you all that it is FACT. But you are free to
accept his fantasy or the reality on swallowcommand.com as it makes no difference to the events
which are now operating; they still continue right to the market place regardless of flowerbower or
that idiot either in India or Australia.

126:

During 1970; a gentleman visited me by the name of J. P. Roos who stated that he was a scientists
working with the USA underwater weaponry research laboratory. Who took great interest in the I
GV and agreed to do some drawings on his view of such a craft, which he honoured his
promised.

127:

I like to remind you of his proposal to me on the next page of the craft that he visualized as a
possible concept that would in some respect match what I was trying to achieve.
39.

Thank you J. P. Roos for your efforts back there so long ago finance lacking
then the problem generated by Peter Barrett brought the effort to a close.
40.

Why does greed always raise its head once you reach the top of the mountain, where the future is all down
hill to the marketplace?

128:

Yet my work is purely an extension of many great men and women over time each play a part in
this success – people you may never heard of, or forgotten now – yet I have to thank them for
their efforts, for without them this technology would had been impossible to create.
Yes, 3000 years before Christ China used magnetic compasses.
Yes, 250 years before Christ Archimedes studies lever, hydrostatics, mathematics; Euclid
develops plane geometry; Eratosthenes estimates circumference of the earth.

129:

These are just a few of a long list of great people who played a part in creating the tomorrows
which we now exists in – but do not thing that these dates quoted here were the beginning – no it
was not – others also played their part well back before these dates but time has destroyed the
evidence of who and what they did that change out ways of thinking.

130:

Even in my lifetime what we were taught at school has been change because it was assumption
not fact, digs have now corrected our views upon those events – even what we were taught about
our solar system planets have greatly been change and even this year a planet has been removed
from the list as just a large rock

131:

Our understanding now is based upon the efforts of those few who seek the truth of our past and
those who risk their lives every day to understand how nature works, yet how many people really
know of what is going on in the world that can and will one day effect their lives either by event
of nature – that has already started and will soon intensify itself over the coming years.

132:

My technology is to give hope that with the world changing to this system time will reverse its
action to a reasonable level that allows the world to recover to be a better place for life to exists –
but the planet is old and has suffered greatly by our greed and abuse; whether there is still a
chance to change that state that we have done due to lack of knowledge; is difficult to state with
certainly – but surely its worth the effort to try just for our children, children sake that they can
have a future.

133:

But alas I guess as in the past my words will fall on deaf ears as usual as such warnings of the past
was ignore at a price, which have been witness so many times through history and will continue
to be so in the future – for what future there may be.

134:

I shall now tackle the next part of my physics discussion from where I ended in part 12 for the
benefits of those who never had a chance at school to learn, who would like to understand this
work.
These reports are from way back in time; during 1968 time period, so you can understand as a
young man what I understood due to the fact of my research work required for me to understand.
In fact the creation of any new product creates excitement – but not as great as that of energy and
transportation generates – because these have become our base line of existence in the western
world; and many other parts of the world as well – unfortunate our systems is destroying this
planet rather faster then first predicted – and yet we continue on this destructive route regardless
of its outcome.
Are we brainwashed to live in the world of fantasy – for that is the view I observe.
40.
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135:

This section continues from part 12 with the attempt to explain the elementary understanding of
the Searl effect generator (S.E.G) and the task before me is to make it simple as humanly possible
but continue in a forward direction of construction.

136:

MATTER IS MADE OF ATOMS
If, in some cataclysm, all of scientific knowledge were to be destroyed, and only one sentence
passed onto the next generations of creatures, what statement would contain the most information
in the fewest words?
That is indeed an interesting question which in most cases might draw a blank; those who offer a
solution I would expect none would be the same in context; as I see it, no one every accept that
possibility to ever happening, so they waste no time in reasoning a solution for such an event.
But for a rare few; I believe it would be the atomic hypothesis (or the atomic fact, or whatever
you wish to call it):
that all things are made of atoms; little particles that move around in perpetual motion,
attracting each other when they are a little distance apart, but repelling upon being squeezed
into one another.

137:

One could think that was a good statement for in that one sentence, you will see, there is an
enormous amount of information about the world, if just a little imagination and thinking are
applied.
41.

138:

Let me try to illustrate the power of the atomic idea, lets suppose that I have a drop of water a
quarter of an inch on a slide – I am using water because every one of you should understand some
facts about water.
If I look at it very closely I see nothing but water – smooth, continuous water.
Even if I magnify it with the best optical microscope available – roughly two thousands times –
then the water drop will be roughly forty feet across, about as big as a large room, and if I looked
rather closely, I would still see relatively smooth water – but here and there small footballshaped
things swimming back and forth.
At least: to my mind that is very interesting.
These are paramecia.

139:

You may stop at this point and get so curious about the paramecia with their wiggling cilia and
twisting bodies that you go no further, except perhaps to magnify the paramecia still more and see
inside.
This, of course, is a subject for biology, but for the present I shall pass on and look still more
closely at the water material itself, magnifying it two thousand times again.
Now the drop of water extends about fifteen miles across, and if I look very closely at it I see a
kind of teeming, something which no longer has a smooth appearance; it looks something like a
crowd at a football game as seen from a very great distance.

140:

In order to see what this teeming is about, I shall magnify it another two hundred and fifty times
and I see something similar to what is shown in Figure 131.

Figure 131.

Water magnified one billion times.

141:

This is a picture of water which you know and use everyday – and you are constructed from it and
if there were no water then I guess you would not had existed – this picture of water magnified a
billion times, but idealised in several ways.

142;

In the first place, the particles are drawn in a simple manner with sharp edges, unfortunate to say
42.

that this is inaccurate.
Secondly, for simplicity, they are sketched almost schematically in a twodimensional
arrangement, but of course they are moving around in three dimensions.
143:

Notice that there are two kinds of “blobs” or circles to represent the atoms of oxygen O 8 (black)
and hydrogen H 1 (white), and that to my understanding is that each oxygen atom has two
hydrogen’s atoms tied to it.
Therefore, the natural structure of water is generated by each little group of an oxygen atom with
its two hydrogen’s atoms which is called a molecule.

144:

Thus the Law of the Squares is proven yet again that there are two prime states in everything in
our universe:
(1):

Atoms

(2):

Molecules.

No different to:
(3):

Energy

(4):

Matter

And the Law of the Squares is right there is a dividing line between these two states.
I can add another pair:
(5):

Stationary

(6):

Motion.

As the Law of the Squares states that all above 6 structures / functions are involved within the
structure and functions of the Searl effect generator (S.E.G).
145:

I can improve upon this picture by idealised further in that the real particles in nature are
continually jiggling and bouncing, turning and twisting around one another.
Unfortunate you will have to imagine this as a dynamic rather than a static picture.

146:

Another thing that cannot be illustrated in a drawing is that the particles are “stuck together”; that
they attract each other, this one pulled by that one, etc.
The whole group is “glued together,” so to speak.

167:

On the other hand, the particles do not squeeze each other.

168:

If you try to squeeze two of them too close together, they repel.
Which is no different to the effects witness with the roller sets of the S.E.G.; if they are squeezed
too close together they automatically repel – a nature law of nature.
43.

169:

To my accepted understanding is that the atoms are 1 or 2 x 10―8 cm in radius.
Now 108 cm is called an angstrom (just as another name), so I say they are 1 or 2 angstroms (A)
in radius.

170:

Another way to remember their size is this:
If an apple is magnified to the size of the earth, then the atoms in the apple are approximately
the size of the original apple.

171:

Now imagine this great drop of water with all these jiggling particles stuck together and tagging
along with each other.
To my accepted understanding is that water keeps its volume; it does not fall apart, because of the
attraction of the molecules for each other.
If the drop is on a slope, where it can move from one place to another, the water will flow, but it
does not just disappear – things do not just fly apart – because of the molecular attraction.

172:

Now the jiggling motion is what is represented as heat: when I increase the temperature, I
increase the motion.
If I heat the water, the jiggling increases and the volume between the atoms increases, and if the
heating continues there comes a time the pull between the molecules is not enough to hold them
together and they fly apart and become separated from one another.
Of course, this is how I manufacture steam out of water – by increasing the temperature; the
particles fly apart because of the increased motion.

173:

Then why don’t the roller sets of the Searl effect generator fly apart; as they speed up by
current demand?
Surely increase flow of electrons means increase of motion; thus increase in temperature; but
the impressed image upon my vision sensors upon the function of the Searl Effect generator
does not appear to illustrate such a state. WHY?

174:

In Figure 132 I have a picture of steam.

Figure 132.
This picture of steam fails in one respect:
44.

At ordinary atmospheric pressure there might be only a few molecules in a whole room, and
certainly would not be as many as three in this figure.
Most squares this size certainly have none – but I accidentally have two and a half or three in the
picture (just so it would not be completely blank).
175:

Now in the case of steam I see the characteristic molecules more clearly than in the case of water.
For simplicity, the molecules are drawn so that there is a 1200 angle between them.
In actual fact the angle is 105 03’, and the distance between the centre of a hydrogen atom and the
centre of the centre of the oxygen atom is 0.957 A, so I know this molecule very well.

176:

Let me see what some of the properties of steam vapour or any other gas are.
The molecules, being separated from one another, will bounce against the walls.
Imagine a room with a number of tennis balls (lets say 100 or more) bouncing around in perpetual
motion.
When they bombard the wall, this pushes the wall away.
Of course I would have to push the wall back.

177:

This means that the gas exerts a jittery force which our coarse sense (not being ourselves
magnified a billion times) feels only as an average push.
In order to confine a gas I must apply a pressure.

Figure 133
45,

Figure 133 shows a standard vessel for holding gases (used in all textbooks to my knowledge), a
cylinder with a piston in it.
178:

Now, to my mind it makes no difference what the shapes of water molecules are, so for simplicity
I shall draw them as tennis balls or little dots.
These things are in perpetual motion in all directions.

179:

So many of them are hitting the top piston all the time that to keep it from being patiently knocked
out of the tank by this continuous banging, I shall have to hold the piston down by a certain force,
which I call the pressure (really, the pressure times the area is the force).
Clearly, the force is proportional to the area, for if I increase the area but keep the number of
molecules per cubic centimetre the same, I increase the number of collision with the piston in the
same proportion as the area was increases.

180:

Now let me put twice as many molecules in this tank, so as to double the density, and let them
have the same speed, i.e., the same temperature.
Then, to a close approximation, the number of collisions will be doubled, and since each will be
just as “energetic” as before, the pressure is proportional to the density.
It I consider the true nature of the forces between the atoms, I would expect a slight decrease in
pressure because of the attraction between the atoms, and a slight increase because of the finite
volume they occupy.

181:

Nevertheless, to an excellent approximation, if the density is low enough that there are not many
atoms, the pressure is proportional to the density.

182:

I can also see something:
If I increase the temperature without changing the density of the gas, i. e, if I increase the speed of
the atoms, what is going to happen to the pressure?

183:

To my knowledge the atoms will hit harder because they are moving faster, and in addition they
hit more often, so the pressure increases.
You see how simple the idea of atomic theory is – it has to be if I know it; after all I never had
your education did I?

184:

Let me consider another situation – while mind is tune on it.
Suppose that the piston moves inward, so that the atoms are slowly compressed into a smaller
space.
What happens when an atom hits the moving piston?
Yes, that is a good point – I guess it would evidently it picks up speed from the collision.
I guess I could try to prove it by bouncing a pingpong ball from a forward moving paddle, for
example, and I hope that I shall find that it comes off with more speed than that with which it
struck.
46.

Special example:
If an atom happens to be standing still and the piston hits it, it will certainly move.
Clearly to my mind: that atoms are “hotter” when they come away from the piston than before
they struck it.
Therefore all atoms which are in the vessel will have picked up speed.
185:

This means that when I compress a gas slowly, the temperature of the gas increases.
So, under slow compression, a gas will increase in temperature, and under slow expansion it will
decrease in temperature.

186:

I think it about time that I return to my drop of water and look in another direction.
Just suppose that I decrease the temperature of my drop of water.
Suppose that the jiggling of the molecules of the atoms in the water is steadily decreasing.
I know that there are forces of attraction between the atoms, so that after a while they will not be
able to jiggle so well.
What will happen at very low temperatures is indicated in figure 134:

Figure 134
The molecules lock into a new pattern which is ice.
187:

This particular schematic diagram of ice is wrong because it is in two dimensions, but it is right
qualitatively.
The interesting point is that the material has a definite place for every atom, and you can easily
appreciate that if somehow or other I were to hold all the atoms at one end of the drop in a certain
arrangement, each atom in a certain place, then because of the structure of interconnections, which
is rigid, the other end miles away (at my magnified scale) will have a definite location.

188:

So if I hold a needle of ice at one end, the other end resists my pushing it aside, unlike the case of
water, in which the structure is broken down because of the increased jiggling so the atoms all
move around in different ways.
47.

The difference between solids and liquids is, then, that in a solid the atoms are arranged in some
kind of an array, called a crystalline array, and they do not have a random position at long
distances:
The position of the atoms on one side of the crystal is determined by that of other atoms millions
of atoms away on the other of the crystal.
189:

Let me confirm that Figure 134 is an invented arrangement for ice, and although it contains many
of the correct features of ice, it is not the true arrangements.
One of the correct features is that there is a part of the symmetry that is hexagonal.
You can see that if I turn the picture around an axis by 1200, the picture returns to itself.

190:

So I can prove that there is a symmetry in the ice which accounts for the sixsided appearance of
snowflakes.
Another thing I can see from Figure 134 is why ice shrinks when it melts.

191:

The particular crystal pattern of ice shown here has many “holes” in it, as does the true ice
structure.
When the organization breaks down, these holes can be occupied by molecules.

192:

Most simple substances, with the exception of water and type metal, expand upon melting,
because the atoms are closely packed in the solid crystal and upon melting need more room to
jiggle around, but an open structure collapses, as in the case of water.

193:

Now although ice has a “rigid” crystalline form, its temperature can change; ice has heat.
If I wish, I can change the amount of heat.
What is the heat in the case of ice?
The atoms are not standing still.
They are jiggling and vibrating.

194:

So even though there is a definite order to the crystal; a definite structure; all of the atoms are
vibrating “in place.”
As I increase the temperature, they vibrate with greater and greater amplitude, until they shake
themselves out of place.
I call this melting, which is as good a term as any for this function.
As I decrease the temperature, the vibration decreases and decreases until, at absolute zero, there
is a minimum amount of vibration that the atoms can have, but not zero.

195:

This phenomenon also applies to the Searl Effect Generator in reference to absolute zero the
atoms vibrations will never be zero – but before it can reach absolute zero its functions changes.
48.

196:

This minimum amount of motion that atoms can have is not enough to melt a substance,, with one
exception: HELIUM He 2.
Helium He 2 merely decreases the atomic motions as such as it can, but even at absolute zero,
does not freeze, unless the pressure is made so great as to make the atoms squash together.
If I can increase the pressure, I can make it solidify.

197:

This completes the issue that I wanted to discuss as it plays a vital issue in the design of the S.E.G
This document has been released to the general public by the authority of:

John Roy Robert Searl – R&D.
Energy and Transportation systems
Superintendent of Documents – UK.
198:

You may wonder how we arrived at who FLOWERBOWER was – well on the first attack the
world FLOWER did suggest a woman – then what woman would be so insane to make slander
statements on a public domain when she is brought to justice would loose here job and have a
heavy compensation bill to pay out. But there was one who was a student at a Scottish University
she did in the pass do some evil statements to John Thomas would she be that insane – if so a
bloody good spanking is in order for her.
Next day: the word FLOWER click on a man who is well known in gardening on TV – Alan
Titchmarsh who you see in the photos in this issue – he knows nothing really about science – so
why would he run such an evil attack upon me – he has not reasons.
It appear that Flower refer to Alan show that I was on – then the only other was Dr. D. after all he
claimed that he was a physicist and that he would eat his words in public if I prove my project
works and after all the attacks never started until after that first film clip appeared on the web – his
image is smashed by that.
In some communications he signed Dr. D – he claimed that a woman started the attack and he
offered to take over from her but kept her name – too lazy to change it – REALLY?
So Flowerbower who was this imaginary woman Anna Ford cochancellor of the university?
I doubt it – why would she want to loose her job putting crap out on the web – that is what will
happen to her and you in the end if proven to be true.

199:

This evil attack upon my self has brought about a change in people more and more want to help
me; which shows that it take one evil bastard to bring out the good in people – how strange – here
is just one of these emails.
49.

Dear Mr. Searl,
I was introduced to your website and am impressed. I would like to let you know that I am a
member of an international alternative network of selfsustainable minded people who are very
interested in alternative energy in all its forms.
We live close to the Earth and live a simple life of sharing and caring for one another daily. I have
personally been involved in looking into developing projects in the vein of Nikola Tesla’s works on
"free energy" systems. Obviously, he also experienced hardship and resistance from selfish men
who would rather enslave mankind in the present power system as we know it.
I sincerely hope that you are successful in your quest to share free energy systems with the rest of
humanity. We must break the chains of bondage to the power companies and elite individuals who
enjoy collecting off the masses.
My identical twin brother gave me some info concerning his interest in your project. So I checked
it out, I like what I see. I am currently living in upstate New York outside of Albany in a small rural
village called oak hill. We (our community of 60 or so) own a farm and large shop facilities where I
work. Presently we are looking into setting up wind power generation. Personally, this looks good,
but your work looks much better!
I would like to support you in the quest for development and distribution of your project. I am in
no fashion interested in capitalizing in any way from your work. I realize greed has destroyed many
in this world. I would though like to ask if you would be open to the idea of sharing this idea with
thousands of people who would like to detach themselves from the system and come off the grid in a
real way. I would like to share your wonderful work with all my friends internationally.
May I make the point that freely sharing is better than receiving? What I mean is simply that if you
freely share this rather than keep it under wraps, then it will catch on quickly, before things can be
shut down.
You will receive much support from people internationally. I would like to see free energy happen.
Obviously, the powers that be don’t want this to happen. My friends and I live on the premises of
sharing all things in common. We live wholesome lives in a world system that is deteriorating in so
many ways.
We are consciously working towards raising up an international movement that will be completely
self sustainable in every way, including all energy and food needs. Please consider sharing your
work with my friends and me. I am sincerely looking for others who would be interested in sharing
their ideas.
We need to share together if we are all to survive the coming economic and environmental crisis
internationally. We have not seen anything yet. You can "use" our community facilities if you will
to work on and develop your ideas freely and without charge. Please accept this open invitation. I
have never felt led to say this before, but since I was directed to you, I feel strongly that I should
give you what I would hope would help you in some way.
Many of my friends are highly gifted and motivated individuals who desire nothing more than to
live clean and simple and close to god. We gave up allot to get where we are today. We are in about
ten countries right now. I know time is of the essence, and we all must do our part to see good
prevail over evil in every way.
50.

So I am offering you my humble services, in any way possible, since I sense that you are sincere and
genuine in your work, to help you if at all possible as I believe that this would benefit all. I realize
that you must need some serious funding, and would even be willing to help you in that, yet first I
would like to know you and your work more and to build a relationship that would be able to
blossom and bear good fruit in the future.
But for now, I would like to offer my community lands and facilities and manpower to you at no
cost. I am serious. I don’t claim allot of special knowledge, but I believe that we must share our
hearts and minds and work in harmony with one another in order for Gods purpose to be fulfilled.
Now please do not think that I am some religious fanatic I am not. But I do believe in the one who
said "Love one another as I have loved you." That is our guiding principal. I believe that this is
what we all need to see free energy become a reality.
Again, I appreciate your work. I hope that I am not being to forward, but I will say, you need my
friends and I to help you as much as we need you to help us. So please consider my service in any
way. I am interested in helping. I would like my people to share in your work and freedom.
Our homes are yours. If this sounds good to you, please, respond to this email and let me know
what you may think. I hope that if you are open to sharing your work with us and we freely help
you in any way possible, that wonderful things can happen.
Thank you for your consideration, and may God bless you,
David Doten.
200:

Yes that is just one of a number of emails received who want to help, to which I replied with a
yes, but at this time extremely busy getting so many products on the move all of a sudden – its
unbelievable as to how my life has changed this year.
This technology that look like the robbers had finished off this technology for good – they was no
way I was going to be able to recover from that robbery from my pension money and cost
increasing on top.
Then late last year I had to visit my doctor who suddenly realize who I was took a look at my
website and came running to help to get this technology moving again – and it sure has move
beyond all expectation – now he wished he had helped me when we first met – but as he never
saw me again until that day; he never took the matter any further, until that day I had to visit the
surgery in need of medication and hospital checks.

201:

I guess people think that now is the right time for this technology to be redeveloped and get it
right to the marketplace – but over these years from 1968 when I was pushed out of the project
cost has risen vastly – technology has changed – large machinery have vanished – and many new
laws that must be complied with whose swear word is compliance in Europe has appeared.
Many companies which I dealt with in the past have long passed away – even the buildings have
gone – and most of my past teams have gone on permanent leave – large companies are now small
ones if still in operations – the world has changed – and so have I; no longer young and fit as I
was back there – but that is the price that most of us pay who work to help others in need – being
a Samaritan to the world brings many forms of hate and sadness that such illness can exist in the
world today is unbelievable – killing one another as if it some kind of spot, is not human but evil;
Certainly not a subject one should be proud of but shamed of.
51.

Hello baby brother Flowerbowersee you are still playing with your little toy – guess that
little minds love little toys is true – that is a great piece of technology you got there – did
it reach the Moon? Next time I see you launch that I will look for where the battery is!
Dear Sisters and brothers sad to have to say that I must close this part of my book now because its takes
hours to transfer it to the web – then much longer if either end computers crashes during transfer.
To all my readers: may the power be with you, and good health follows you all the days of your life and
may your problems be few – the future looks bright – lets keep that light burning – for our children
tomorrows for they depend on us – please don’t let them down.

Prof. Joy Roy Robert Searl Head of R&D
ENERGY AND TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM.

